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An estimate ot Hoel Coward's contribution to the 
comod~ ot manne~s necessitates an understanding ot: (1) 
the nature and the place of the comed7 of manners in 
aodern drama, (2) Noel Coward's background, and (3) an 
analY8i~ ot Noel Cowardts fo~ula for the comedy ot 
manners. 
We find 1n the materi~l relating to modern draa. 
little disou8sion of the comedyot mannera. Occasionally 
play~ mal b~_me~t~~Ded as comedies ot manners, but there 
is no discussion as to the specific nature of the comed~ 
ot manners in modern drama. The onl~ book that discu8se. ful17 
the comedy of manners in modern drama is Mr. Newell B. 
Sawyert I, ~ Comedz !! Manner a ~ Sheridan ~ Maugham. 
Mr. Sawyer reviews the sporadic endeavora of playwrights 
in the direction ot the co.ed7 of manners since Sheridan 
and points out the signiticant social factors which explain 
its dearth in the Tarious periods ot the past. But 
Mr. Sawyer also does not give us any insight to the nature 
of the comedy ot manners in modern drama. He says. rather, 
that it does not exiat in England to-da~. 
But Mr. Sawyerts definition of the comed~ ot manners 
is rigid, inflexible and patterned atter the mold of the 
Reatoration dramatists. If, however, the comedy ot manners 
1i 
is interpreted in terms of the life and concepts of the age 
that it presents, then it will be found in some of the works 
of Wilde, of Pinero and Jones, of Shaw, of Maugham and of 
Coward •• The writers of the comedy of manners in modern drruna 
have simplified the traditional form established in the last 
decades of the Seventeenth Century, and have suited it to 
their own methods and to the needs of the modern stage and 
audience. 'J.hey have the reby ,.enriched the content of modern 
drama. 
The chief and latest exponent of the comedy of manners 
in the Twentieth Century is Noel Coward. thirteen of his 
plays show preoccupation with the comedy of manners; in them 
he accurately reflects the post-war aristocracy. An analysis 
of his formula for the comedy of manners will indicate not 
only h1s particular contribution to the comedy of manners, 
but also the general tendency of the comedy of manners in 
modern drama. 
Although there ia little material on the modern comedy 
of manners as such, there ia an ample supply of historical 
and critical books on the comedy of manners 1n the past,l on 
the nature of modern drama and on the conditions of the modern 
theatre,2 and also on English comedy and the Comic Spirit in 
1. See worKs oy arCher, Cheney, Eaton, tegouls and Caza-
mian, Perry and ~orndike listed in the bibliography. 
2. See works by Chandler, Cle.rk, Cheney, Dickinson, 
Henderson and Lew1sohn listed in the bibliograPhy. 
1 
Engli sh drama. 
iii 
The specific materials pertinent to our investigation 
are: (1) representative comedies of manners of the past and 
present,2 (2) Noel Coward's Plays,3 and (3) tentative data 
4 on his life in his autobiography and an uncritical bio-
graphy.5 Our analysis of Mr. Coward's plays will be confined 
to the comedies of manners or to plays which contain elements 
of the comedy of manners in Qrder to show his development as 
a writer of comedies of manners. 'lbe materials dealing with 
Mr. Coward's life, though not critical, furnish sufficient 
factual information to explain the influences of his life 
which bear upon his writing the comedy of manners. 
In order to arrive at an estimate of Noel Coward's 
contribution to the comedy of manners, it is necessary to 
present his plays against a twofold background, that of the 
drama (Part I, Chapter I) and that of his life (Part I, 
Chapter II). The analysis and development of his formula for 
the comedy of manners falls into four chapters (Part II): 
(I) his characterization, (II) his formula for dialogue, 
(III) his structural pattern, and (IV) his thematic material. 
1. See works by lereatth, loore, Sawyer, Smith and Thorn-
dike listed in the bibliography. 
2. These are discussed in Part I, Chapter I. 
3. These are enumerated and d isoussed in Part II. 
4. Present Indicative, New York: Doubleday, Doran and Co., 
193'1. 
5. Braybrooke, Patrick, AmaZing ~ !2!! Coward, London: 
Dennis Archer, 1933. 
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PART I CHAPTER I 
THE N'A'lURE OF 'IRE COMmY OF MANNERS 
IN MODERN DRAMA 
PART I CHAPTER I 
THE NATURE OF THE COM~ OF MANNERS 
IN MODERN DRAMA 
Mr. Newell B. Sawyer in his book, 1h! Comedl 2! 
Manners ~ Sheridan ~ Maugham, states that the comedy 
of manner. does not nourish in England today.l But Mr. 
Sawyer considers the comedy of manners as a "reflection 
of the life ot a unitied, homogeneous and imperious class, 
in which manners are crystallized by precedent and sancti-
tied by custom.,,2 He defines it in his opening chapter thus: 
• 
The phrase "comedy of manners refers to a 
comedy torm reflecting the life, thought, 
and manners ot upper class SOCiety, faith-
ful to its traditions and philosophy. It 
is intellectually and dispassionately con-
ceived in the nature of a detached commen-
tary, in which the only moral considerations 
are sincerity and fidelity to the facts of 
the society represented. The attitude of 
the playwright, is, at least theoretically, 
unpartisan, although it is difficult for a 
latent flavor of satire to be kept out en-
tirely. Characters may emerge into complete 
indiViduality, but more often universal traits 
give way to those types into which the world 
of fashion inclines to reproduce itself. 
Dialogue 1s naturally of more than ordinary 
importance, for· the leisure of this world pro-
motes the cultivation of verbal smartness, and 
this smartne •• dialogue must display, even it 
at the expen.e ot naturalness. And lastly one 
teels • certain idealization of the whole pic-
ture - a heightening ot values, a !easoning ot 
ettects, an acceleration of t~po • 
1. Sawyer, le.el1 B., The Comedt or Manners trom Sheridan to Ma~ham, Philadelphla:niVerslty of-pennsyl-
vanIa Preii, 1 5, p. 239. 
2. Ibid., p. 123. 
3. !OIl., pp. 3-4. -
For the modern comedy of manners, it seems that Mr. 
Sawyer's definition i. too rigid and inflexible. He has 
patterned it after the mold of the Restoration dramatists. 
Since the modern aristocracy and the social background of 
modern life are not identical with that of the Restoration 
Period, it seems that the comedy of manners in modern drama 
cannot be identioal with that ot the Seventeenth Century. 
2 
If we define the comed7 of manners, broadly, as a 
play which gives a reflection, conceived in the Comic Spirit, 
./ of the contemporary world of fashion, an expose of that 
world's foibles and weaknesses, then the comedy of manners 
exists as surely today as it did in the Restoration Period. 
We find in both the Restoration and the Modern Periods, 
brilliant, satiric pictures of the upper class, fashionable 
world of contemporary SOCiety. The frivolous oharacters of 
the plays, which typify the society depicted, speak a fast, 
witty dialogue and are chiefly concerned about restricted 
problems of amorous intrigue. l 
1. Mr. Sawyer inters that the comedy of manners does 
not flourish today because of the fact that there are few 
wri ters and few plays ot this form. Al though the comedy 
of manners has only a small place among the technIques of 
modern "rama, it has never at any time except during the 
Restoration had a very important representation. Between 
the time of Congreve and Sheridan there were no comedies 
of manners worth mentioning, and from the time of Wilde, 
there have been none worthy of note. This dearth may be 
explained in part by the social and political conditions 
of the times, but the fact that the comedy of manners is 
one of the most difficult forms to make vital and requires 
a dramatist peculiarly adapted and one gifted with consum-
mate skill is also explanatory. 
r 
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But we find in the modern comedy of manners charac-
teristics which not only differentiate it from that of the 
Restoration Period, but which also indicate the contribution 
which the modern writers of the comedy of manners have made. 
A brief comparison of the modern comedy of manners with that 
of the Restoration when this form of drama was in its heydey 
will point up these characteristics. First we will compare 
the writers, the societies, and the audiences of the two 
periods; then we will compare the plays. 
The writers of the Restoration comedy of manners, 
Etherege, Wycherley, Congreve, Vanbrugh and Farquhar, are 
famous chiefly for their several comedies of manners. Although 
Congreve attempted a tragedy and a novel, he is remembered only 
for his brilliant plays, and the other writers evidently were 
not interested in writing other forms of literatllre. These men, 
as members of an isolated 80cia1 group, were interested solely 
in presenting a glittering portrayal of their own soclal set 
for the amusement of its members. 
The leading writers of the comedy of manners in modern 
drama, Wilde, Pinero, Jones, Shaw, Maugham and Coward, are 
known also for other forms of literature or other forms of 
drama; in some cases they are more interested in other di-
rections. Wilde, Who is best remembered for his comedies 
of manners, is also known for his poetry and novels; Pinero, 
" 
Jones and Shaw are better known for their social dramas and 
comedies than for the1r comedies of mannersJ lfaugh8.ll1' s repu-
tation al a novelilt is considerably greater than that as a 
dramatist, and Mr. Coward'. musical revues are as well known 
as his ~lays. With the exception of W11de, all of these 
writers are imbued w1th a spirit of social consciousness and 
use the co.ed7 of manners as a means of disseminating their 
ideaa. Shaw, tor instance, uaed the comedy of manners aa a 
mean a ot getting his play. en the stage. His Pleasant Plals, 
written atter his Unllealant Plals)were the first to be pro-
duced. These modern wr1ters, like those of the Restoration 
Perloa, belong t. the society which they depict in their 
co •• dies of manners; but there are d1fterencea in the nature 
ot the two aocieties which ex~lain the tact that the modern 
dramatilta have not devoted the.selves entirely to the comedy 
ot manner •• 
The SOCiety depicted by the Restoration writers of the 
comedy .t manners was an isolated and distinguished group. 
It waa made up ot the ianded nObilitz, the dissolute court ot 
Xing Charles II. It .as a seltish, debauched, leisurely 
.ociet}' concerned chietlz about formality, 1U.nner8 and stan-
dards. Mr. Ashley Tborndike aa18 that it was conTlnced that 
there was a genteel wal of doing everything, entering a room 
or writing a prologue, managing a seduction or fighting a duel. 
He says that the aspirations ot men and wom.en were for st)"l. 
and wit, Dot virtue and valour; the courtiers lay awake 
nights trying to torm epigrams and repartee.1 
'!'he societ,- which the modern drUl8.tists depict in 
their co.edies ot manners is WlUch less sharply defined than 
that of the Restoration. It is a blend of the patrician 
nobi1it)" with the plebeian aristocrac),,; it Is a new soclet)" 
created by the Industrial Revolution. It is a materialistic 
societ)'" it is not primarily concerned about customs and 
manners. It is a group which is not co.pletel,. Isolated 
troa the problema ot mOdeI'D lite, but rather tee1s the impact 
of the moral tendencies, the serlous elements, the ps,ychologica1 
probings and the crltical, corrective attitudes. The societ)" 
whlch Woe1 Coward depicts is the fashionable world of the post-
war era. On the whole, this SOCiety ls 1es8 serious and more 
sophisticated than that of the pre-war era; it is, on the other 
hand, much more serious and less sophisticated than that of the 
Restoration when wt.t and torm were the h1gh criteria of fash1on. 
~e audience of the Restoration comedy of manners, was, 
like the societ7 wh1ch it depicted, isolated and distinguishe •• 
1. 'ftlorndiICe, Ashie7, Engllii ComedI, New York: The Mac-
m.illan Company, 1929, p. 2'1. 
2. Mr. M. E. Cunlifte sa7s, "!be place of the older land-
owners has been largely taken by the new rioh, who adopt the 
amusements or their predecessors without assuming their duties, 
tor which they substitute the excitements and the excesses of 
city life." Modern Eng11sh Plazwr1ghts, Hew York: Harper and 
Brothers, 192',p. 230. 
r 
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No drama ever responded more completely to its audience; it 
was devoted entirel,. to tbe sophisticated court of King 
Charles II. The audience or the modern drama, however, is 
less homogeneous; many of the people who see co.edies or 
manners &> not bel ong to the .ocietr which they see depicted, 
but they enjoy seeing portrayed a world of people dirferent 
rre. their own. 
'!he comed,. of manner.~ however, at any time appeal. 
to an intellectual audienceJ there is no appeal to the senti-
ment or the emotion. We find in the Restoration drama elements 
of coarseness and sensualit,. in keeping with tnenature of the 
society. These elements, though present, in our modern drama 
are less obvious; but in our modern comedies of manners, we 
rind elements of social consciousness. While the Restoration 
comedy of .anner~ appeals to the intellect in spite of its 
sensuality, the modern oomedy of manners appeals to the in-
tellect in spite of it. sooial criticis •• 
In view of these difterences in the backgrounds of the 
t_ societies, it is natural that we shall expect differences 
in the character or the plays. We ahall, therefore, co.pare 
briefly tne characterization, the dialogue, the structure and 
the thematic content of the plays or the two periods. 
The characters of the Restoration comedy of manners 
are much more clearly drawn and dlrrerentlated than are those 
'I 
of the modern period. The modern dramatists, however, present 
excellent clear-cut group portraits of the eociet,. depicted. 
The dramatists of the Restoration direct their ridi~ule against 
those in the society, or those trying to get in; while the 
modern dramatists satirize the societ,. itaelf. Tbey are more 
interested in the psychology of the civilized world of fashion. 
In each case, ,..e find that the characters are t,."ical rather 
than individual; the Resteration characters often Show the 
influence of the Jonsonian huaours. We find generally such 
types in the Restoration comedy of manners as the beaux and 
/ 
belles, the tops and coquettes, the cuckolds, the roues, the 
wits and would-be wits, the countr,y boobs and the witty ser-
vants. The beaux and belles of the Restoration correspond t. 
our ladies and gentlemen of faBbion who haTe little to amuse 
many of 
them besides the game of sex; butJ\the Restoration beaux and 
belles are presented before marriage. The modern dramatist 
concerns himself often wi th amorous affa1rs and intrigue 
which occur atter marriage. 'l'he divorcee is a promlnent type 
in the modern comedJ of manners, but was unknown to the !tes-
toration world. The loose .ora1 code of the Restoratlon soclety 
was acceptea b,. the pla,.wrights aa a natural characterlstlc, 
but the modern dramatist questlons lts social justlflcatlon. 
While cuckoldr7 was high1,. ridiculed on the Restoration atage, 




dandies suggest the Restoration fops, our adulterers suggest 
/ 
the Restoration roues; but the wits and would-be wlts are 
not highly represented in the modern play, and the country 
character type 11 not held up tor ridlcule. In the Resto-
ration comed7 of manners, the servants often spoke as wittlly 
as thelr masters, but in the modern play the servants general17 
speak as servants might. 
The dialogue ot the ltestoration plays, the medium ot 
expression tor the wlt, seems to us today unnatural; but it 
was net unnatural to the beaux and belles ot that day. It 
was the fashion of the day to speak wlttily and to use epi-
grams. The dramatists, no doubt, were able to present more 
gllttering epigrams and repartee than that usually found in 
the drawing room and were able to whet the intellectual 
appetite ot their audlence. 
In our modern co.edles ot manners also, the dialogue 
is much Dlarter, more brlillant and more barbed than that 
whloh our modern arlstocrats are accustomed to hearlng in 
their drawing rooms; 'tNt 1 t Is, on the other hand, much more 
conversational than that or the Restoratlon comedy. In our 
modern world, wit is not considered a necesslty In the 
talhlonable soclety; also the use of eplgram and repart.e 
9 
are fast disappearing from our modern theatre. l 
The quality of wit found among our leading dramatista 
8uoh .a Wilde, Shaw, Maugbam and Coward i8, on the whole, 
more amiable and jovial than that of the Restoration drama-
tist.. It i8 genial and humane, though often brittle and 
scintillating; that or the Restoration dramatists was cold, 
at.el-edged and sharp as well as brilliant and scintillating. 
In our modern comedi.8 of manners we are not impre8se4 
with the vulgarities and coarseness which aometimes jar UpOD 
us when w. read the Restoration comedy of manners. We find, 
/ 
however, a t.ndency toward the risque and an open freedom 
of discussion of sexual and marital problems. This t.nd.noy 
has increased sine. the war, but the attitude of the English 
audience today is not as unmoral as the court of Charles II. 
The structure of the Restoration oomedy of manners i8 
involved and complex; the plots are highly complicated with 
three or four distinct intrigues. To us, they seem difficult 
to follow; but evidently the highly select Restoration audienoe 
liked them. The structural pattern which the modern writers 
1. Mr. George J.an iathan .aY8, tiOne wonders how much 
longer the epigrammatic form of expression will survive in 
the theatre. That the sounds of funeral bella are already 
in the air is unmistakable. However tasty an .pigram may 
be in these days, it no longer gets the proper reaction from 
an audi.nc •••• (lhey art) frankly bored by it, it has lost its 
theatrical availability. The vital element of surprise i. 
no longer present. From long familiarity with the epigrammatic 
form, the audience knows, in a manner or speaking, just what to 
expect ••• " "The Theatre," American Mercury, Vol. 10, Feb., 192', 
p. 2.5. 
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employ is much simpler. They do not look to the Restoration 
dramatists tor their pattern. Many of them have looked to 
the French makers of the "well-made" play, Scribe and Sardou, 
for their structural plan; they resort to artificially 
manipulated situations and theatricalisms. Some of them, 
like Shaw and Barrie, show little or no influence of the 
"well-made" play. 
The settings of our ~dern comedies of manners, like 
those of the Restoration, are generally elegant. They are 
otten found In the drawlng rooms and boudoirs of aristocratic 
SOCiety. Such settlngs naturally lend the proper and fitting 
background for sophistlcated SOCiety. The settings of the 
Restoration Period are perhaps more elegant and more llmited 
than those of the Modern Period. 
Chiefly, the themes of the Restoration writers are 
concerned with exposing, yet condoning, the elaborate shams 
of 11fe in the foppish set. In their use of satire, they 
had no other purpose than that of ridicule; it was bitter 
and personal in that It was dlrected against Individuals 
rather than groups. 
In the modern comedy of manners, the thematic content 
is much more purposeful and apparent; it is often flavored 
with a morallstic quality. The dramatists wish to portray 
more than the shams of life in the world of fashion. They 
11 
haTe reali.ed the psyohological truth that it they can pre-
sent the toibl •• and weaknesses ot theiro centemporary societ., 
in a pattern of fUn and laughtero, the,. h~Te a better oppor-
tanit., to driTe home the moral or criticism they wish t. 
present. 
By the above compariaon, we bave seen that the comedy 
of manneros in modern dl-ama has assimilated elements in keeping 
with the nature ot mOOeron lite. 'ftJ.e drama tiats have kept the 
Restoration comedy in the back of their minds; but they have 
made specific oontributions which characterize the modern 
comedy ot manners and giTe the rorm new lif •• 
Since it is our primary- purpose to estimate Noel 
Coward's contribution to the comedy of manners, let us now 
sketch the development of the comedy of manners in modern 
drama in terms of the contributions or the leading exponent •• 
Oscar Wilde, the rather or the comedy ot manners in 
modern drama, wrote playa in reaction to the Victorian moroa1 
consciousness of his day. Mr. Eaton says that in the le90's 
with the return ot a realistic spirit to literature and with 
a new impulse to render contemporary life truthfully, there 
was also a return te the comedy ot manners written from a 
tresh angle. l Oscar Wi14e set a high standard tor his con-
1. Eaion, Walter '., The Drama In Inglish, New York, 
Chicago and Boston: Charles Scrlbner-ana~on, 1930, ,. 251. 
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temporaries and ro1lowera with his knack for clever dialogue, 
epigrams and pungent wit. Although Wilde's plays represent 
himae1f more accurately than they do the era in which he wrote, 
they mark the birth of the modern comedy of manners. Mr. 
Sawyer sa,.a: 
Wi th the co media 8 Co) f Oscar Wilde, ~ W1nde-
mereta Fan (1892), A Woman ot No If'0rtance (1893) 
and '!he Importance 'Or Selng-Xarnes (1895), the 
Eng1'f8h comea,. ot manners ac'fi'Ieved the prest1ge 
of literary atyle for the first time s1nce the 
School tor Scandal ••• He must be forever cred1ted 
with Seatowing .pon soc1al comedy the rare g1tt 
of wi tty, graceful dialogue ••• He could give to 
the theatre a vivid picture of 8Oclety' a Upper 
Tenth because he h1maelf waa a part of it. l 
'lbe centributlon whioh Henry Arthur Jones and Sir 
Arthur Wing Pinero, who were writing about the aame time aa 
Wilde, have made to the comedy of manners is that of excellent 
crattmanshi,. Although they are better known tor their social 
draaa., Jones' ~ Liar. (la9') and Pinero'. ~ Gal ~ Quex 
(1899) are delighttuJ. co.edies of mamers. Their plays now 
smoothly and are techn~cal1y of the Scribe and Sardou intluence. 
Al though their pla,.s do not indicate the exquisi te at,.l. of 
Wilde or the profound thoughtfulness of Shaw, they are not.-
" " worth,. for the English interpretation .r the well-made play 
during the laat decade of the Nineteenth Century and the earl,. 
" II TWentieth. Although the popularity of the well-made playa. 
1. Sawyer, iewel1 B., ~ ~, pp. 164-155. 
a dramatio form has long sinoe decreased, in the hands ot 
Pinero and Jones it reaohed a high degree ot sucoess. In 
taot, they seem to have used it to better advantage than 
the oreators of it, tor in their hands it finally went to 
seed. 
George Bernard Shaw is most important in our dis-
oussion for his distinot oontribution to the oomedy of 
manners. He has, in the first place, made the form more 
flexible than it had ever been heretofore. He says that a 
play is anything whioh interests an audienoe tor two hours 
and a halt on the stage of the theatre. Unlike Jones and 
Pinero, he has paid little or no attention to the form ot 
13 
the "well-made" play; yet there are numerous surprises in his 
plot treatment that are suggestive of Soribe. In his comedy 
of manners, Arms and the Man (1894), whioh was his first ---- --- ---- -
play to be produced on the stage, he satirized war and ro-
mantio love. This was indeed an extention of the subject 
matter of the comedy of manners. 
In the second place, Shaw was revolutionary in his 
use of the drama as a means of disseminating ideas; he attaoks 
the oonventional ideas of morality, manners and sooial insti-
tution. with keen intelligenoe and incisive wit. His chief 
purpose was to stimulate thinking. With Shaw, the comedy 
of manners takes on an element of social oonsciousness. 
I ' 
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Since Shaw, the new writers of the oo.ed,. of manners are no 
longer content merel,. to present the social scene of con-
temporal'J aristocracy; man,. of them are imbued with the 
Shavian spirit of .atire and wish to expose in a spirit ot 
tun and keen wlt the weaknesses and manners of societY'. 
Unlike Wllde, Shaw telt strongly that art does not exist 
merely tor art's sake; to have merel,. aMused his generation 
he would deplore. The devot1on of literature to reform was 
Shaw' 8 Jlajor purpese, and it has influenoed the writers ot 
the comed,. ot manners in modern drama. 
James M. Barrie has fUrther Shown the possibilities 
ot the comed,. of manners in modern drama. In his pla,., 
'!he AdBairable CrlchtGn (1902), he holds up to ridicule the -
whole scale ot British societ,.. His use of fantasy is a 
new element which had not before been used in the comed'1 ot 
manners; the pla., abounds with humour and a t the same time 
a critioism ot lite which is subtle and penetrating~ 
Tbe men wham we haTe juat been conSidering, with the 
exception ot Wilde who'wrote only during the last decade ot 
the Nineteenth Centur,., represent the earlY' Twentieth a. 
well a. the latter part of the Nineteenth. There are some 
other name. ot l.sa importance aasociated with the oomedy 
ot manners about this time and later such as Hankin, sutro, 
Davies, Milne, Lonsdale and Ervine. l 
In the second and third decades of the Twentieth 
Century, the names of W. Somerset Maugham and Noel Coward 
are most closely linked with the comedy of manners. Mr. 
Maugham, in his comedies of manners, Our Betters (1917), -----
The Circle (1921), The Constant Wife (1927 ) and Tte Bread-- - ---- ----
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winner (1930), has recaptured the spirit that animated the 
Restoration theatre, and has ,accurately reflected the aris-
tocrac~ of his day. Hr. Coward, in his comedies of manners, 
has also. They have both blended the elements of wit, style, 
satire and SOCial consciousness in a pattern of laughter. 
Mr. Maugham, who preceded Mr. Coward, has from all appearances 
withdrawn from active partiCipation in the art of play-
wrighting, leaving Mr. Coward the outstanding modern figure 
active in the field. Their playa show more similarities 
than do any of the other modern dramatists who have written 
comedies of manners. It i8 therefore impossible to say 
which of the two men is the greater playwright. Mr. Maugham's 
considerable reputation as a novelist certainly may lend 
some glamor to his reputation as a dramatist. Mr. Coward's 
1. HankIn, St. John, The ~ass!11s E~agement (1907) 
Sutro, Alfred, The-willa or Jeric 0 (1904) 
Daviea, Hubert Wenry, The~ollusc (1907) 
Milne, \. A. , The Dover-Road (19~3) 
Lonsdale, Frederick, The~t of Mrs. Che!ge! (1925) 
Ervine, st. John, The-rIrit1rri; Praser ( S) - -
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knowledge of the theatre is broader and more intensive than 
that of Mr. Maughamts. Mr Maughamts dialogue is less 
colloquial than that of~. Coward's nor is it quite as 
sprightly and brisk. The movement of his plays is not quite 
as rapid as that of Mr. Coward's, nor is there as much use 
of theatricali8m. Mr. Maugham has said of Mr. Coward, "Since 
there is no one now wr1ting who has more obviously a gift 
for the theatre than Mr. Noel Coward, nor more influence 
with young writers, it is probably his inclination and 
practice that will be responsible for the manner in which 
plays w1ll be written dur1ng the next twenty years. l 
We have indicated the nature of the comedy of manners 
in modern drama by comparing it with that of the Restoration 
Period. We have observed that the modern society and audience 
are les8 homogeneous than those of the Restoration; we have 
noted the difference. In the character of the plays whleh 
result from the differences In the SOCial backgrounds. We 
have sketched briefly the development of the comedy of 
manners in modern drama in term. of the contributions ot the 
major figures who have essayed this form to the time of 
Noel Coward. 
1. Quoted oy··"ider, ft08~, in Satire ~ 2ongre!!, Sheridan 
~ W1lde, The Maine Bulletin, Vol. 11, August, 1937. 
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NOEL COWARD 
AND HIS DRAMA TIC CAREER 
Our purpose in aketching the 11fe of Noel Coward 
1a to Ihow the influences whioh bear upon the development 
and form of his oomedy of manners. These influences, though 
closely interwoven, are of a twofold nature: external and 
internal, that is 10ci81 and psychologioal. Suoh aspects 
of his lite as the influence:of his parents, his education, 
his sooial background and the effeot of the war upon him 
are external; however his personal reaction to these are 
internal for they depend upon the inner nature of the man, 
the Bort of individual he is. A brief outline of hia 
career with emphaai. upon the influences whioh bear upon 
hi. dramatic creations will show how the pattern ot his 
lite fits into his interest in the comedy of manners. 
Noel Coward has given in his autobiography, Present 
Indioative, a presentation of the major faots of hia life. 
While he makes a very great effort t9 be a.curate and true 
in his refleotiona, it' is only natural that he tella ua 
only that which he aees fit to tell. Too, it is never 
possible tor the autobiographer, try as be may, to see him-
self as others see him. We regret, therefore, that our 
information regarding Mr. Coward's life and influences must 
be gleaned chiefly from his autobiography. There are no 
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biographies of him thus far except Mr. Patrick Braybrooke's 
~ Amazing !!:!.. !2!! Coward, which contains onl,. sketch,. 
and meagre information about Mr. Coward's life; Mr. Brar-
brooke'. emphasis i. upon his admiration of Mr. Coward as 
a dramatist. We teel, however, that the information which 
Mr. Coward gives, coupled with a consideration of the im-
pression which he has made upon his critics and the public 
mind <as will be reflected in citations to follow), and an 
analysis of his development asa dramatist, are sufficient 
fer eur purpos •• 
We Shall discuss his parentage and early childhood, 
his education, his theatrical career, the phases of hi. 
develepment as a dramatist, his social background and itl 
effect upon his plays, the effect of the war upon him and 
his career as a dramatist, his personality, the impression 
he has made in the public eye, the influence of his friends, 
associates and other playwrights, and the reflection of his 
travels in hil plaYI. 
Noel Coward was' born December 16, 1899, at Teddington, 
England, a suburb of London. l His tamil,. were of middle class 
8ociety.2 !bey were poor; hil father, Arthur Coward, received 
1. Coward, Noel, Present IndIcativ., lew York: Doubleday, 
Doran and Co., 1937, p. 5. 
2. Ibid., p. 4. He says also, "M,. mother came from what 
is lmownaa-"good family" which •• ans tbl t she had been brought 
up in the tradition of being a gentlewoman." 
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such small remuneration for his occupation of travel11ng for 
a piano firm that his mother found it necessary to take in 
1 boarders. His parents were musical; they began and culminated 
their courtship at churCh choir practice; at times they appeared 
together in amateur theatricals. 2 His mother, Violet Veitch 
(prior to her marriage),3 was a major influence in his life 
and in his theatrical career. She laved the theatre and helped 
in every possible way to foster and encourage his professional 
career. She took him to the theatre on his tifth birthday, and 
from that time on until his professional career placed him there, 
she treated him to attendance upon a play each year on his 
birthday. They would go to London in the morning and wait in 
the "pit queue.-4 Once at Christaas time, she presented him 
with a toy theatre which contained scenery sets. He immediately 
set about obtaining additional sets. 5 
Some stories which he tells of his behavior in his early 
childhood reflect not only this early familiarity with the 
theatre, but a180 his innate sense of the theatrical and hi. 
precocious nature. He·tells of the time, at the age of eight, 
he forced some n'ta.bo~ little girls to act out a tragedy 
he had written, and when one of them forgot her lines and 
1. Ibid., p. 9. Mr. Coward says a brother, EriC, was 
born in'""'nm'S, making the family four in all. (p. 6) 
2. Ibid., p. 5. 
3. l'5IQ., p. 4. 
4. "f'OI'(!., p. 8. 
5. 'f61"!., p. 8. -
1 .niggered, he hit her aero •• the head with a spade. He 
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descriges a apell of hysteria while visiting an aunt; he 
became obsessed of the idea that his mother, though in 
excellent health at the time, was dying. He visualized the 
arrival of the fatal telegram, the journey home via train 
and the mournful meeting upon arrival, the house enshrouded 
in tuneral gloom, and the visien of his mother in her cotfin.2 
He states that long before he was twelve years old he travelled 
in and about London with ease ,USing bus.e., trams and train •• 
During these travels he enjoyed having conversation with 
strangera. He would allow his imagination to run riot, tell 
tales of horror about his brutal father and the squalor of 
his tenement reom in which were housed his family including 
large number. of undernourished and diseased brothers and 
sisters.3 Be relates further that one time he bought some red 
crepe hair .8 that he might parade in public with a long red 
beard,' and another time he stole a necklace from a friend ot 
his mother in order that he might aell it to purchase a much 
coveted book. 5 
Woel Coward's education was received chiefly from the 
i. Ibid. , p. lB. 
2. T6I(I. , p. 16. 
3. !51'Er. , p. 19. 
4. 'f51O:. , p. 23. 
5. !'6I"l. , P. 11. -
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theatre, and from his own diligent s tudie. in private. He 
was .ent for a time to private school at Croydon,l but he 
was not a very satisfactory pupl1; he hated school; it was 
too far removed fIea his apeeia1 talent. and lnterests. As 
his theatrioal career fro. a profe.slona1 • tandpolnt began 
at the age of eleven and occupled most of his time and all 
of his devotion, his attendance meanwhile at school as an 
lnstitutlon was ve~ spasmodle; but he read avidly 11terature 
far ahead of hls years, and with an acute precocity developed 
rapld1y and gained knowledge at a feverish pace. 
Aa hi. theatrlcal development and experiences are of 
such magnitude, we shall mention very briefly only the trend 
of hl. theatrical career. Hls musical talents were the flrst 
to beeome evident. At the age of slx, he made hls flrst 
appearance at a concert, B1.nging and accompanying hlmself 
at the plano. 2 He l • .,.ed danclng sehool, where he was sent 
3 a t an early age. From time b:> time he won pr1z es in singing 
and daneing competi tlons. At the age of eleven, he entered 
the profe.slonal theatre.' From this time on to the present, 
he has been actlvely engaged in tne theatre. Durlng his 
1. Braybrooke, PatriCk, The AmazIng Mr. Noel Coward, 
London: Dennis Archer, 1933, .. 12. -
2. Present Indicative, p. 6. 
3. IbId., p. 19. 





bo7bood his capacitr was that of performer and trouper, either 
act1ng, danc1ng or sing1ng; naturally his dramat1c parts grew 
in s11e and ~portanee along w1th h1s ab1l1t1es. This act1ve 
participation 1n the theatre taught h1m the theatre from many 
angles, and was the best posslble preparatlon for his subse-
quent career as a dramatist. At the age of n1neteen he had 
wri tten four plays,l and a t the age of twenty-one he had 
wri tten another which was hi~ first play to be produced. 2 In 
this he played one of the m.jor roles. In 1923 he took part 
1n and helped with the book of a revue, London Call1ng;3 1t 
was a t this time that he rece1ved his first ins1ght into the 
mak1ng of a revue. From the age of twenty-one to the present 
t1me, he has either composed or publlshed in all twenty-one 
full length plays or musicales (revue, operetta and spectacle) 
and a collection of nlne one-act Plays.4 Of this number all 
5 
have been produced except two of the .erious playa. He haa 
not only written the plays and acted 1n them, but has otten 
had a hand 1n the direction. He has not only written the 
books, lyr1cs and music for his dramatic musicales, but has 
alao produced and directed them, and even at times haa selected 
1. ~ ~ ¥.rick, The Rat Trap, ImpossIble WIre, Barriers 
Down. 
----2. I'll Leave It to You. 
3. ?riient IndICatrv';-pp. 167-171. 
4. See £be bIbliography. 
5 • .!!! !!! Tztap, ~ )lor tem. 
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the costumes. Such a career not only indicates versatility 
and bri11ianoe, but also ambition, vivacity, and a capacit}' 
for feverish actin ty.1 
Mr. Coward's creative life seems to fall into four 
periods or Phase.2 of development. The first phase, the 
1. Ir. John lason Brown has RIchArd B. ~erlaan say In 
his letter to Noel Coward, "I salute you as the most versatile 
talent that in the long history of England's theatre has been 
an ornament to her stage ••• Ho other theatre man in the chronicle 
of Britain's drama has brou&eht 1D her stage 80 8urprising an 
a.sort..ent of theatrical tafents as you have done ••• " But, he 
adds, "We must a 1m more a t excelling than we do at amazing it 
it is our ambition to outlast the moment of our triumph ••• ," 
Letters from Green Room Ghost., New York: Vik1ng Pres., 192', 
p. 13'. - -
2. FIRST PHASE 
I'll Leave It to You (1920) me YOn ldea\lm) 
168 Ha iBaIDt192') --- ---s 0 PHASE 
The Vortex (1924) 
Jarlen Iniel. (1925) 1:1 Pever (1§25) 
~ vlr~e (1925) 
~QChit las 1n the Parlour (1926) 
Iro'iiie m2'TT -
The Marqui.e (192') 
mocco (192'7) 
!hI. 'as a Man (192') 
-~SE 
This Year of Grace (1929) (produced but not published) 
W'OF(Is -aii'! liisic (1932) " If n " 
!ltter~eet (1929) 
PrIvate Lives (1930) 
'Olt jor~em (1931) 
~1cade (1932) 
DeslS! tor Liv1;t (1933) 
l'mTR!! p SE 
'ointe Valaine (1935) 
Conver.atlon Piece (1934) 
Tb-night at 8:30 (1936) (one-act plals) . 
Set to iuiIc~39) (produced but not published) 
1:risent Indicative (193') (autobiography) 
1& Step Xslde (1939) (short stories) 
I ' 
practice period, includes three plays; two of these are light 
1 comedies of manners which enjoyed considerable success in 
prod.ction, the third is a serious drama which has never been 
2 produced. In this early phase we see the prognosis of Mr. 
Ooward's creative endeavors, for he has always been more 
successful in the field of light comedy than he has been in 
the field of serious drama. These early plays are significant 
in that they introduce most of the elements of his formula for 
the comedy of manners, though they are not found in each play, 
and they do not at any time achieve the perfect fusion of his 
later work. They do not show the elements of balance evidenced 
in the later plays. 
The nine plays of the second phase, six of which are 
comedies of manners,3 show considerable advance over those 
of the early phase in ease of execution and mastery of plot 
and dialogue; they differ from the plays of the early phase 
in subject matter and tone. In the comedies of manners of 
the first phase, Mr. Coward reflects gaily the upper stratum 
1. I'll Leave It to You. 
~YountrIdea:- -
2. S Rat aE. 
3. 1l'fii vcr tex. 
?irl en Iiigels. 1a1 Fever. 
!!.!Z vIrtue. 
lfOi18 dba t. 
1J.Ifi1i 1t'i'S. Man. ----- -----
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of society, but sex and amorous intrigues are not the main 
issues of the subject matter; in most of the comedies ot 
manners of the second phase sex and amorous intrigue reoeive 
by tar the major emphasis. l They also reflect his strongest 
period at disillusionment and bitterness. This second phase 
is important in that it indicates Mr. Coward's intense efforts 
to find a dramatic formula for the purpose of satirical en-
lightenment. II At this time, he deplores the desire of the 
British publio to be amused and not enlightened. n2 He had not 
then learned that enlighteaaent and amusement may swing merri17 
along together. 
The third phase whioh represents thus far Mr. Coward's 
greatest creative and most versatile period includes several 
. 3 4 5 types of dramas: musical revue, operetta, spectaole, his 
two best comedies of manners,S and a serious psychological 
play apropos of the world war7 (this has never been produoed). 
1. We find this in ill the plays or thIs phase except 
ga; ;ever (a comedT or manners) and the romantic plaTs, The 
ueen Was in the Parlour and The Mar~ise. ---
• -yr. -gomer E. Wooa'bridgi"S'ays, In his (Coward' ~ in-
troduction to Three Plays he laments the "desire of the 
British public to be amused and not enlightened." "Noel Coward,· 
The South Atlantic Quarterly, Vol. 37, July 1938, p. 239. 
--- 3. !his Year at drace. 
WO'r'ls""'i'iicY rus 10 • 
4. lHtter-SWeet. 
5. Cavalcade. 
6. PrIvate tives. 
DesIgn tor LIvin,. 
'7. Post1{ortem. ----
In regard to the comedy of manners, this third phase is a 
." 
glorious resume of all that Mr. Coward tried to do pre-
viously; the two comedies of manners, Private Lives and 
Design ~ Living, manifest a glittering perfection, a 
perfect and harmonious fusion of all the elements of his 
formula toward which he had made such tremendous efforts 
in the first two periods of endeavor. This period repre-
sents the apotheosis of hi. career not only in the comedy 
of manners, but also in his other dramatic ventures. 
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The fourth phase includes the productions of the 
last five years, from 1934 to the present time. This last 
pbase on the whole indicates decline; there is only one full 
length drama,l one romantic musica1e,2 a series of nine 
one-ac.t plays,3 and a new revue. which opened in New lork 
last winter. The one-act plays are very good, and among 
them are several excellent comedies of manners,5 but the 
long plays fall sbort of those of the previous phase. 
Mr. Coward's creative life falls ea.il~ into these 
four phases of chronologlcal development which we have just 
1. PoInte Vaialne. 
2. ConversatIon Plece. 
3. t-ntil1J a t 8: 30. 
4. et 0 uirc. 
5. w. Were Dancin~. 
D;nas-Icr08s t e Sea. 
lals ~ leans.- -
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I outlined, and the aspects ot his life which bear upon his 
comedy of manners are apparent in the plays of each phase. 
But his social background atfected his comedy of manners 
more than anything else. For this reason, let us review 
briefly the nature of his social background and his social 
career. 
Mr. Coward wrote more in reaction to his social 
background than as a result of it. In view of his early 
background and enVironment, it seems a little surprising 
that he could reach the pinnacle of achievsment in the fie14 
of high comedy, or the comedy of mannera. But, as a child, 
he carefully observed the suburban surroundings of his en-
vironment; he noted the dull, respectable monotony and the 
regularity of lire in such a social set-up, These observations 
he stored in his mind. Because of his precocity, brilliance 
and ambition, he was able to reoeive at a very early age 
entree to SOCiety by nature more sophisticated than that to 
whioh he had been born. In his comedies of manners he mirrors 
this new society to whioh he obtained entree and also he 
satirizes the smug respectability of the middle class 
suburbanites. 
Mr. Coward gives in Present Indicative many vivid 
accounts of his close association with aristocratic, wealthy, 
sophisticated SOCiety. His first introduction to high aocletJ 
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came a t the age of sixteen. Following a brief stay at a 
tubercular sanitorium~ he was invited to the home of Mrs. 
Astley Cooper~ a very wealthy society woman. Of this visit, 
he says, "Mrs. Cooper was gay company ••• It was a pleasant 
experi.nce staying in a well-run country house. The trappings 
ot lite there were new to me."l Further, he says: 
It must not be imagined that Mrs. Cooper was 
my only contact with t,he shires. She was the 
first, but by no means the last. She, it is 
true, Sir Pet.r'd me into that bleak~ horse-
int •• ted paradise, but once inside~ I fended 
tar Myselt. Other country houses open.a 
welcoming doors to m •••• Witham-on-th.-Hill was 
one or my pl.asant.st excursions. It was a lovely 
old house, richly ordered, and belonging to the 
K.ld Fenwicks. I was invited there, oddly enough, 
tor a 'shoot' ••• The evenings might have been a 
trifle dull tor me if I had not been so enchanted 
with the authenticity of the atmosphere. The 
setting and the dialogue' were perfect, the 
character performanee superb, and there s.emed 
to be, only every now and then, a 8UIPic!on ot 
over acting among the smaller parts. 
Mr. Coward has known society life not only in England, 
but in many places ot the world. Much of the time he has been 
the gueat of the well-to-do tolk in many places. He saya, "So 
many of my earlier daya aeem to have been spent in a state of 
extreme penury among the very rich."3 He tells ot being the 
guest of Elsa Maxw.ll at Venice~ and says that he found it 
1. Present IndicatIve, p. 56. 
2. IbId., p. 106. !ite Quotation suggests :!'!!! Young ~. 
3. !SI!., p. 181. -
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pleasant to be a "gigolo, unimpaired by amatory obligations. H1 
In view of his taste for the elegant and the decorative aides 
of' life, this penurious state of his early youth may have been 
somewha t of a s train and may therefore account for some of' the 
cynicism found in his early plays of the first two phases. 
What he says of his writing at the age of twenty suggests the 
plays to follow: 
I f'lung aside all bastard whimsies and con-
centrated on realism. No pert elf or taun 
dared even to peep around a tree at me in 
1919. Pan and Pierrot retired, disgruntled, 
into oblivion as tar as I was concerned, and, 
I am glad to say, have remained there until 
this "'1'. My mind, no t unnaturally, jumped 
over-far in the opposite direction. I dealt, 
almost exclusively, with the most lurid types; 
tarts, pimps, sini.ter courtesans, and cynical 
adulterers wiirled across my pages in great 
profusion ••• 
Mr. Coward f s SOCial life and background furnish the 
subject matter and settings for his comedies of manners. In 
the social life about him, he sees not only material for his 
plays, but actually drama itselt. The world of SOCiety is 
not a real world to him; it is only a part of his theatrical 
world. Although eager to shine at any social function and 
well able to be as popular as he wished to be at any given 
moment, Mr. Coward never abandons himself completely to the 
1. Ibid., p. 180. 
2. Ibid., p. 107. 
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events about hlm. He is first and alwaY8 a .an of the 
theatre. Of a time spent at DeauTille, as a guest, he says: 
I enjoyed myself watching people lose thousands 
at baccarat, and lnventing thrililng dreams in 
which I IUddenly found a mille-franc plaque 
under somebody's chair, sat down immediately 
at the big table, and in the cour.e of a few 
hours won a vast fortune amid an envious crowd 
of onlookers ••• 
Large dinners were given nlghtly in the Casino 
and certain private locial dramas among the 
party enlivened tne hours until' dawn. I felt 
that I was seeing a aide of life which should 
by rights be glamorous to e"es unfamiliar wi th 
it; all the correct adjuncts were there. Cham-
pagne. Beautifully gowned women. High powered 
gambllng. Obsequious mc!tres d'h~tel. Moonlit 
terraces. A perfectly arranged production with 
all the parts well east accordlng to type. I 
think perhaps that there must have been some-
thing wrong with the dialogue. l 
Echoes of .uch a 80cial gatherlng, both as to subject matter 
and settlng are fbund in many of hi. oomedies of manners in 
all the phases of hla dramatlc career; we find them especially 
in ~ Young !!!!., ~ Vortex, Fallen Angela, Private Lives 
and Design ~ Living. 
We eometlmes receive the lmpression that Mr. Coward 
conslders himself an actor in the drama of the 80cial eventa 
about him. He 8aya: 
I went to a lot of lunch parties in the most 
charmlng house., which, in retrospect, appear 
all to be exactlr the .am •••• l have a uniform 
1. Ibid., p. 181. -
memory ot pickled oak, modern paintings, green 
walls, a strong aroma ot recently burned 'TantiV1' 
trom 'Floris' ••• I lov.d answering the questions 
put to me by eminent politicians. I loved noting 
that fleeting look ot pleased surprise in peopl.'. 
eyes when it was suddenly brought to their atten-
tion that, in spite ot theatrical success, and ex-
cessive publicity, I was really quite pleasant and 
unattected. This ot cours. was all nonsense, but 
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I was at least no more attected than anyone el ••••• 
I think possibly what surprised them was that I 
eould play tne game as well as they could, but then, 
atter all, I had learned many differeni parts by 
heart long betore I had ever met them. 
Mr. Coward's social lite on a high scale turniShes much lnsight 
to the subject matter and settings ot his plays, but tor his 
treatment of and attitude toward that subject matter, we shall 
have to consider other aspects of his lite. Much depends upon 
an und.rstanding of the inner nature of the man himself an4 
his reactions to lite and SOCiety and the forces at work in the 
world of his day. 
It aeems to me that the world war and its attermath 
and I am not alone in my oPinio.2 -- had a very detinite and 
1. IbId., p. 204. 
2. ;r;-J. C. Furnas says that we must "consider him a8 a 
lens through which to study the post-war world," that his plays 
were an ~nvaluable cross section of that world," that he .x-
pre •• ed a "fr.netic horror of the galvanic tins.lled r.ckless-
ness of the world that succeeded the war." He says that The 
Vortex is tn. most n.urotic ot all plays about the morning-ifter 
the world war. He says further, "Beneath his ooeaslonal mask. 
of gaiety, he is obsessed with the spectacle ot post operative 
shock as it atrects both the elder and the younger generation." 
"The Art ot Noel Coward," ~ Fortnightly Review, Vol. 140, 
December 1933, p. ?09. 
Mr. Homer E. Woodbridge states that Mr. Coward incon-
sistently denies that he was scarred by the war. He saY8, "How-
ever this may b., it seems clear that his temper as a writer was 
determined by the crash of hopes and aspirations which tollowed 
it." ~~, p. 240. 
aevere errect upon Mr. Coward personally and alao upon hia 
dramatic creations. The intense vigor of hia denial i8, I 
think, hardly convincing: 
I have noticed just lately, a certain ten-
dency among contemporary journalistic writers 
to c1aas me with the generation that was tin-
eradicably 8carred by the war.' 1hey have found 
upon analyzing my plays, a sense of profound 
disillusionment, a dread~ nerve-wracking 
cynicism, obviously the heritage of those four 
black years, and I hav.e searched myself carefully 
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to discover any grounds for believing this dramatic 
implication to be true. I have found none. I was 
not in the least scarred by the war. It was little 
more to me at the ttme than a dully oppressive back-
ground, and although I certainly acquired a few 
nasty scratches from the years tmmediately tollowing 
it, the reasons for my warped fisenChantment with 
lite must be sought elsewhere. 
Part II ot Mr. Coward' a autobiography, in which he describes 
his experiences in the war, i8 the most intense and emotional 
~ortlon of the book. In fact, the Whole tone of this part ot 
the book is 80 difterent trom the rest, 1t 1s a little diffi-
cult to believe that it is by the same author. His acute 
aensitiveness to his experiences received while serving in the 
army are vividly described, and had he felt less keenly about 
it, he would not have been able to write in such an agitated 
manner. It seems that he resents so bitterly any hint or 
accuaation as to his being a coward or weakling in regard to 
1. 'resent IndicatIve., p. 101. 
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his sensitiveness to the war and its atter effects that he 
is unwilling to admit or to see to what extent the war 
actually did affect him and hi8 dramatic creations. Certainly 
a young man of his generatIon with his intensity and acuity 
could not help absorbing the necessary resultants of war in 
80me of its phases. I cannot fully understand his reason 
for'suoh a strong denial. He is ambitious for artIstic 
integrity; perhaps he feels that an interpretation of his 
plays in terms of the war and its effect upon him is a 
violation to that integrity. Too, I think, in Present 
Indicative, he makes a very definite effort to explode the 
idea of himself as a legendary figure of the modern dandy; 
perhaps his denial of the effect of the war upon him ties 
up in some slight way with this desire. Anyone who might 
read ~ Mortem would definitely feel that the author ot 
the play was not only «scarred" b7 the war, but actualll' 
seared bl' it as well. Suoh lInes as the following are In-
dicative onll' in a measure of the tone of the whole play: 
John: ••• T.he civIlian public must enjoy its war; 
and it 8180 has to reconcile it with a strong 
sense of patriotism and a nice Christian God. 
It eouldn't do that it it had the remotest sus-
piCion of what really happens. 
Perry: Do you think it will ever know? 
John: I hope so, later on, much later, when 
it's allover. 
Perry: (Violently) Never, never, never1 
Thel"ll never know whichever way it goes, 
i " 
victory or defeat. ~ey'll smarm it all 
over with memorials and Rolls of Honour 
and Angels of Mons, and it'll look so 
noble and glorious in retrospect that 
they'll all start i tohing for ano ther 
war, egged on by dear old gentlemen in 
clubs who wish thel' were twenty years 
younger, and newspaper owners and oily 
financiera, and the splendid women of 
England happy and proud to give their 
sona and husbands and lovers, and even 
the1r photographs. You se·., there'll be 
an outbreak of war literature in 80 many 
year.. Everyone will write war books an4 
war plays, and every Qn. will be vicarious11' 
thrilled by them, until one day someone will 
go too tar and aal' something that's really 
true and be flung into prison for blasphemy, 
immorality, lese majesty, unnatural vice, 
contempt of court, and atheism, then there'll 
be a glorious religious revival, and we'll all 
be rushed across the Atlantic to conquer 
Amer1ca, comfortably upheld by Jesus and the 
right 1 (i, 356-357) 
And again: 
John: ••• We can none of us afford a personal 
view out here, we're not strong enough - no 
one is strong enough. There's Just a limited 
number of things we can bear to think about: 
aleep, warmth, tood, drink, self preservation: 
no more than that. 
Perry: Voluntary reversion to animalism. 
John: Not voluntary, eompulsory. 
Perry: Arentt you touched by it an,moreT Not 
now, I don't mean now, when everything's com-
paratively quiet, but when wetre in the thick 
of it, floundering through the mud 1n an attack, 
treading on men'a taces, 80me of them not dead, 
with the bloody din of the barrage in our ears, 
and thin human screams cutting through it - qu1te 
clearly like penny Whistles in a sudden storm. 
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John: I'm all right then - too much to 
do, no time. 
Perry: What about when it's allover an4 
we tall back sometimes, back over that 
idiotic ground, baving to go quickly, not 
hearing people groaning or crying for water -
when we flop down in a dugout, sate, for 
tbe moment, time to think then, isn't 
there, can you help think then? (i, 358) 
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Mr. Coward says tba t his emotions were violent when he wrote 
Post Mortem.l If the war were not more than "dully oppressive" 
background, bow could be ever have created Cavalcade containing 
sucb lines as the following: 
Jane: Drink to the war, then, if you want 
to. I can't. Rule Britannia! Send us 
victorious, happy and glorious! Drink, Joey, 
you're only a baby, still! but you're old enough 
tOr war. Drink like the t7ermans are drinking, 
to Victory and Deteat, and stupid tragiC sorrow. 
But leave me out ot it, pleasel (Part II, i, 166) 
Mr. Coward. certainly obtained his material tor his "warped 
disenchantment·' - if not his reasons - in the post-war condi-
tions about him. We tind reflected in many of his comedies 
or manners the eharacteristic young folk of the jazz age, a 
product of the post-war era. These young people reflect the 
restlessness, the cynicIsm, the neurosis, the boredom, the 
degeneracy, the sophistIcation and the sens. or futIlity, all 
1. PIal Parade, Intro., p. xiv. 
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product. of the chaotic moral and economic conditions of the 
pos t-war world. In his first play, I'll Leave It to You, we -- ---
see a family of young people Who are for tne first time in 
their lives faeed with the economic necessity of earning their 
own livings, a condition brought about by the changing stan-
dards of the post-war era. These young people flounder about 
like fish out of water in their effort. to adjust themselves 
to the new conditions of their world. In ~ Vortex, we find 
a group of people unmistakabl7representative of the jazz age. 
They are either neurotic, a,rnical, degenerate~ sophisticated. 
bored or maladjusted to the chaotic conditions of their world. 
Such types as these were not frequent in the pre-war societ7 
of England. Mr. Coward in Cavalcade makes a plea for an Eng-
land of the pre-war era when degeneracy was not an ear mark 
of society. and when there was peace~ quiet and calm: 
Jane: ••• Now then let's couple the future 
ot England with the past of England ••• Let's 
drink to our sona who made part of the 
pattern and to our hearts that died with 
them. Let's drink to the spirit of gallantry 
and courage that made a strange Heaven out ot 
unbelievable Hell, and let's drink to the hope 
that one day this country of ours, which we 
love so much, will tind dignity and greatness 
and peace again. (Part III, i, 1"> 






Why is it that c1 vU1zed human 1 ty 
Must make the world so wrong, 
In th1s hur1y burly ot insan1ty, 
Your dreams cannot last long ••• 
Why, 1t there's a God 1n the sky, why 
shouldn't he gr1n? 
H1gh above this dreary Twentieth Century din, 
In this. trang. 111usion, 
Chao. and 00 nru.1 on, 
People .eem to lose their way. 
What is there to strive tor, 
3'1 
Love or keep alive tor? Say ••• (Part III, 1, 1'1'1-179) 
Mr. Coward does not expla1n in h1s autob1ography 
the reason. for his "warped d1senchantment," his bitterness 
and hi. cynicism. His account is mostly ot h1s theatrical 
career; he relates in great detail his struggles to the top, 
his humiliations and h1s triumphs. TOo, wh1le hi. theatrical 
training affords h1m excellent background as a dramatist, it 
does not expla1n his bent toward 11ght .ocial comedy. Surely 
there i. little in h1. theatrical career that could cau •• 
dis11lusionment or bitterneas, tor wh1le he worked very hard 
and suttered reverses, on the Whole h1s success has been 
rapid and phenomenal. Hi. account indicates that hi. ta11ures 
and hard knocks did not emb1tter h1m, but rather spurred him 
on to greater and richer endeavor.. Such a rapid rise on the 
ladder of soc1a1 prest1ge as he has known would generally indi-
cate opt1mism rather than pessimism; and aside trom the tact 
that he has had a slight tendency toward tuberculosis, a 
th1ng which he has carefully watched and which has not 
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depr •••• d htm greatly, he has enjoyed good health. Some 
probing into the inner nature of the man and his psychological 
reactions to the conditions ot his world may throw some light 
upon the link b.tween the pattern of his life and his interest 
in the comedy of manners. 
Mr. Coward shows throughout the account of his life 
an acute sensitiveness toward the tragic and the more dreary 
aspects of his life. He does not attempt to dodge a considera-
tion of the tragic elements of lite, but tries to understand 
the reason tor them. Hia sensitiveness to the war, to the 
death of several friends, and to the sufferings of tubercular 
patient. whom he observed closely, is very poignant. While he 
tells his story with abundant good humor, there runs underneath 
a constant current of seriousness and a searching penetration 
as to the meaning and purpose ot life. 
Coupled with hia aearching attitude, his acute powers 
of observation, and his sensitiveness, he manifests a seething 
restlessness and impatience, and a vast amount of nervous 
energy. 
As he observes closely the various phases of society, 
he i. appalled by the waate and apparent emptiness and super-
ficiality of people. They seem to get nowhere and aim for 
little beyond a !hining brilliance of social etiquette. He 
feels very deeply that there should be more purpose to lif. 
than that Which is apparent in the neurotic post war aristo-
cracy. He hates the sham, the artificiality, and the un-
thinking acceptance of the codes of morality. We find such 
lines as the following in !2!! Mortem which are illustrative: 
Perry: ••• Nothing's happening really. 
'lhere are stride. being made forward in 
science and equal strides being made 
backwards in hypocrisy. People are just 
the same; individually pleasant and 
collectively idiotic •. Machinery is growing 
magnificently, peop1e'paint pictures of it 
and compose ballet. about it, the artist. 
are oottoning on to that very quickly 
because theyTre seared that soon there 
won't be any other sort of beauty left, 
and they'll be stranded with nothing to 
paint and nothing to write. Religion is 
doing Tery well. The Catholic Church still 
tops the bill as far as finance and general 
efficiency go. The Church of England is 
still staggering along without muCh conviction. 
The Evangelists are screeching as usual and 
sandiag out missionaries. All the other sects 
are flourishing about equally. Christian 
Science is coming up smiling, a 81ightly superior 
smile, but always a smile. God i. Love, there is 
no paiD. Pain is error. Everything that isn't 
love is error; like hell it is. Politioally all 
is oontusion, but that's nothing new. There's 
still poverty, unemployment, pain, greed, cruelty, 
passion and crime. There's still meanness, 
jealousy, money and disease. The competitive 
sporting spirit is being admirably fostered, 
particularly as regards the Olympic games. A 
superb preparation for the next war, fully 
realized by everyone but the publio that will 
be involved. The newspaper. still lie over 
anything of importance, and the majority still 
believes them imp1i"citly ••• (vi, 395) 
It seems to me that the reason for Mr. Coward's cynicism 
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and bitterness lies in the fact that he is very ambitious 
for artistic integrity. While his aocount shows a healthy 
amount of self respect and at times an air of superiorit,-
and conceit, it a180 ahows a realization and a questioning 
of his own 1tmltatlons. Some of the seeds of hls bitterness 
ma,- be found ln the fact that he himself does not feel 
satisfied that he has obtalned the peak of artistlc creation 
toward whloh he had aimed. ae has worked hard, very much 
harder than the average artist; he has shown considerable 
versati11ty ln many direotions; he has cu1tlvated and 
developed hls talents to the best of his abi11ty, but he la 
not completely satisfled wlth the results. His searoh for a 
true and an adequate understandlng of his worth givea insight 
to his oharacter. He says: 
There seemed no criteria by which I oould 
judge my quality, or, rather, so many criteria 
that they nullified each other. How, from all 
the written and spoken praise, blame, admira-
tion, envy, prejudice, malice, kindness and 
contempt that these last few years had brought 
me, eould I ab.tract a little of what was really 
true. Which ot"a11 those critical minds had been 
the most unbiased - nearest to hitting the na11 
on the head? How much had the preclpitate flam-
boyanoe ot my suocess prejudiced not only those 
who critic1zed my work, but the work itself. In 
tict, where was I and what was I? Had I done 
what I thought lid done or what others thought 
I'd done. Was my talent real, deeply flowing, 
capable of steady growth and ultimate maturit,-? 
Or was it the evanescent sleight of hand that 
many believed it to be; an amusing drawing room 




acolaim 1'rom the surface of life but wi t. 1 
no roots in experienoe and no potentialities. 
Mr. Coward does not answer these qm stions. He does not 
seem satisfied or he would not question in suoh a searohing 
manner. While often he has worked too rapidly, and adIni ts 
it, on the whole he has done his best; and if that best i. 
not satisfying to himself or to his oritics as to the ful-
fillment. of artistic integrity, much a realization might 
bring to him that sense of cynicism and bitterness reflected 
in his plays. 
Tbo, he complains that he i. unable to express the 
beauty of a landsoape. He says of his mind: 
It is at ita best when dealing with people, 
and at its worst when dealing with the 
inanimate. Ita photographic propensities 
are good, but something goes wrong wi th the 
developing, becaus e the pic turesli t takes ot 
landscapes and seasoapes tade too easily. 
Faces, events, and tunes remain clear, frag-
ment. ot past conversations, also, and the 
sudden, stinging memory of long-dead emotions. 
But visual experienoe, that glorious view 
when you reach the top of the hill, that 
moment in the Acropolis just before sunset, 
those pale dawns at sea, all these become 
smudged and halt rubbed out, until, frequently, 
not eTen an outline remains. 2 
It seems that Mr. Coward'. main purpose in writing 
Present Indioative, aside from demonstrating hi. skill in the ---- .. 
1. Present Indicative, p. 315. 
2. Ibid., p. 331_ -
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writing of a gently ironical prose, is to present a more 
serious picture of his charaoter than that which is generally 
associated with him in the public mind. He seriously tries 
to analyse his own worth. He says: 
I am neither stupid nor scared, and my 
sense of my own importance to the worl. 
is relatively small. On the other hand, 
m:J sense of my own importance to myself 
is tremendous. I an all I have, to work 
wl th, to play wl th, to su·ffer and to enjoy. 
It Is not the eyes of'others that I am wary 
of, but my own. I do not Intend to let 
myselt down more than I can posslbly help, 
and I find that the tewer l11uslons that I 
have about me or the world aroaDd me, the 
better company I am for myselt.]:; 
And agaiD: 
M-y neM'OUS energy, always excessive, had 
~arrled me tar. My determinatlon, ambitlon, 
and almost hysterical Industry had been 
rewarded generously, perhaps too generously ••• 
There were the demands I had made, miracu-
lously granted, looking a bit snug. Most ot 
my gift horses seemed to have bad teeth -
and now wha t? 2 
But now let us conslder the Impression which he has 
made upon the publio mind whlch Is qulte dlfferent from the 
one whlch we have just presented, and the one which be stresses 
In Present Indicatlve. Mr. Coward had, during the Twenties, 
1. Ibid., p. 199. 
2. lDI!., p. 314. -
built up in the minds of the Britilh and American public 
the conception of a legendary figure who had flown into 
fame over night, a modern dandy, a poseur, a wit, a racon-
teur, a superficIal young man who could be gay, debonair, 
amug or banterIng. Mr. Coward attempts to explain somewhat 
apologetically how he obtained this impression, at the age of 
twenty-five: 
No Press interviewer, photographer or gossip 
writer had to fight in order to see me, I 
was wide open to them all; smiling and burbling 
bright witticisms, giving my views on this and 
that, discussing such problems as whether or 
not the modern girl would make a good mother, 
or what would be my ideal in a wife. My opinion 
was asked for, and given~ on current books and 
plays. I made a few adequately witty jokes 
which were immediately mi.quoted or twisted 
around the wrong way, thereby denuding them of 
any humour they might originally have had. I w&s 
photographed in every conceivable position. Not 
only was I photographed, my rooms in Ebury ~treet 
were photographed ••• I took to wearing coloured 
turtle-necked jerseys, actually more for comfort 
than for effect, and soon I was informed by my 
evening paper that I had started a fashion ••• 
tHow does It feel,' they cried, 'to be a genius?' 
To reply to this sort of remark without either 
complacency or offens1ve modesty was impossible, 
and so I Chose the latter as being the less 
troublesome course and wore a permanent blush 
of self-deprecation for quite a long while. I 
can indeed still call it into use if necessary. 
Sometimes I became so carried away by my perfor-
mance that I alluded to my success as luckl This 
monumental insincerity was received with acclaim. 
People were actually willing and eager to believe 
that I could throw out of my mInd all memories of 
heartbreaks, struggles, disillusionments, bitter 
disapPOintments, and work, and dismiss my hard-
earned victory as luck. Just glorious luck. 
An en~ouraging pat on the back trom kindly 
tate. l 
Agaill he 8aY8: 
I ordered new chintz curtains tor my sitting 
room, and had my bedroom done over in pillar-
box scarlet, a decision which I atterwards 
regretted ••• There were two pink nudes over 
the f1replace ••• It was in the midst of thi. 
misguided splendor that I was unwise enough 
to be photographed in .. bed wearing a Chines. 
dressing gown and an expression of advanced 
degeneracy. This last .as accidental and 
was caused by blinking at the flashlight, but 
it emblazoned my unquestionable decadence 2 
tirmly on to the minds of all who saw it ••• 
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He further recounts the many plutocratio thrill. he received 
from riding about in his vintage ROlls-Royce. ThiS, he infera, 
also added to the impre.sion he had created of a modern dandy 
and poseur. 
Although Mr. Coward credits his reputation in this 
light to the tollies and extravaganoe. ot his youth, and 
attempts to present himself to the world as a very serious 
person and a deep thinker, he has not been always convincing. 
There is yet the ring of the superficial and the theatrioal 
in what he has to say despi te his .1ncere efforts to be 
honest and true in his reflection.. After all the Whole 
pattern of his life is theatrical; and the defenses which he 
t. Ibid., p. 198. 





presents to refute the statements of his critics or the 
impressions he has made in the public eye cannot be depended 
upon too accurately, for he cannot escape the theatrical 
qualities of his make-up. 
Although he has tried to present a more serious aspect 
of his nature than that which is generall,. associated with him, 
the majority of his critics and associates present a picture 
of him Which suggest. the lighter surtaces of life. Mr. St. 
John Ervine write. ot him in an 0 therwise sympathetic review 
ot his autobiograph,.: 
I am amazed and dis turbed a t the s1 enderne.s 
of his intellectual resources. It we had no 
other knowledge of him than is contained in 
thi. book, we mi8ht well wonder whether he 
had ever read a great book, seen a tine picture 
or a notable play; listened to musie of worth, 
observed a piece of sculpture, or taken an 
interest in even the common places of a cultured 
man's lite. His entire existenoe has been spent 
in a corner of the theatre remote from the 
general contaots ot everyday lite. 
Mr. George Jean Nathan sa,.s: 
~i' PlayiJ, light or attemptedly serious, give 
ott little but the Cigarette anoka of cozy 
corner philosoph,., the superticial observations 
of a man who has gracef'ully gone through lite 
on grease paint roller skates, the point ot 
v.iew of a writer whose mind and heart have 
mingled chiefly with the people of the fashion-
able theatre and with that theatre's hangers-on. 
1. QUoted by Mr. George Jean Nathin in "Status as a 
Dramatist," Saturday Review ~ Literatur~, April 17, 
1937, p. 16. 
Never in any of his plays, even in the best 
of his comedies, is there the slenderest 
trace of a culture that bas edged below that 
of a gay dinner party conversation, of a 
knowledge that has dug deeper than informa-
tion about the apPointments of the great 
ocean liners, the service at the Ritz, and 1 
the peregrinations of the Duke of Westminster ••• 
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Further Mr. Nathan explains why, in his opinion, Mr. Coward 
is not successful in his more serious work. He says that he 
has been spoiled and led astray by his critics who have en-
couraged in him a false sense of ability to write the kind of 
drama for which he has neither the equipment or the talent. 
He says that when he leaves orf observing men and women 
dressed in fashionable attire and observes instead men and 
women undressed by natural emotions and baring their inner-
most thoughts and hearts, he reveals himself in the humorous 
light of a small baffled Child, or a ridiculous amateur. 2 
Recently I had the pleasure of hearing Elsa Maxwell 
speak from a lecture Platform. 3 During the question and 
answer session I asked her to tell something of the personalitr 
of Noel Coward, to whom she had referred quite frequently in 
her lecture. She stated that she knew him very well, that he 
is a charming, brilliant, witty, debonair person, a delight-
ful companion and a very warm friend. There was nothing in 
1. Ibid. 
2. I6I1. 
3. Memorial Auditorium, Louisville, Ky., October 4, 1939. 
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her discussion of his personality to indicate any serioue 
aspects to his nature. But, of course, Elsa Maxwell is much 
the same type of 8) ph1sticated person as Mr. Cowuod. 
Arnold Bennett, who knew Mr. Coward quite well per-
sonally, in a very briet navel, Stroke of Luck, has presented --
a character which i. very suggestive of the legendary Noel 
Coward. It ia poe sible that lIh~. Coward furnished him wi th 
the inspiration tor the character. Mr. St. John Ervine tiee 
up the impression Mr. Coward has made as a legendary figure 
like the one pictured in Stroke of Luck with Mr. Cowardts _ ....... -----
character creations in his plays. He says, "The fact that 
Mr. Coward filled his plays w1 th the d1 mnally bright young 
caused many persons, otherwise intelligent, to suppose that 
he himself was dismally bright. Be became a legendary figure. ,,1 
But trom the impression whicb he has made in the public eye, 
he suggests the prototype of any of the sophisticated gentle-
men ia his plays. Like them, he is witty, nonchalant and 
worldly-wise. 
Mr. James Agate; a London dramatic critic, adds to the 
impression of Mr. Coward as a less serious personality. He 
says: 
1. Irvine, St. Jobi, "The Plays of Mr. Noel cowar~ R3Yf Soc1etz of Literature, Essays &. Divers Hand.~ .. 
n versity Preas, 1935, p. '10. 
Mr. Coward has been blamed tor his conceit 
and praised for his modesty. He is said in 
turn to be arrogant, unassuming, self-centered, 
warm hearted, a soured cynic end an aIluaed 
commentator. His best jokes are superb, but 
he has even more success with the poor ones. 
The least of his bon-mots is a t once sent the 
round aa the latest Noe11sm.1 
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From these impressions, coupled wi th those we receive 
from what Mr. Coward tells U8 in Present Indicative, we must 
draw our conclusions a s to h~s personality. It seems to me 
that, though he is, no doubt, a superfieda1, theatrical per-
son; he i. also a person of lOme d.epth. His reaction to the 
war, his sensitiveness to the conditions of the post-war 
world, his honest, searching analysis of his own worth, and 
a very deep capacity for friendship are hardly superficial 
quali ties. At an7 rate, the effect of the war upon him, his 
reaction to SOCiety, and his own character analysis explain 
in part at least the cynical quality of his plays. His 
theatrical make-up and the superficial. gaiety of his persona-
lity explain his bent for light social. comedy. He is 
curious1,. both in and out of sympathy with his time. He can 
be almost dazzled by the smarter aspects of post-war SOCiety, 
and at the same time experience a sen •• of revulsion for the 
jazz age behavior. 
1. Aga ta, James, if 1\1e Ingenlum of Noel Coward, ri ¥~ 
Theatre Talks, London: Arthur Baker Ltd., n.d., p. 8. 
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Mr. Coward gives in his autobiography considerable 
space to the people who influenced him in his life. He men-
tions many celebrit1es, but he also mentions many people who 
are comparatively unknown. It is not easy to judge to what 
extent, if any, the people he knew 1nfluenced his wri ting, 01' 
to select those wno may have influenced him in this direction. 
He says that Gilbert Miller taught him much about play con-
struction. l He admits a cer~n amount of his IDphlsticatioll. 
was obtained through companIonship with a childhood friend, 
Esm. Wynne. He says: 
I was Po j and sh e was S to J • We al terna ted 
between childishness and strange maturity. 
The theatre had led us far in precocity and 
we discussed life and death and sex and 
religion with sublime sophistication ••• We 
even had baths together for the Simple reason 
that we didn't wish to waste a moment's com-
panionship and because it seemed affected to 
stop short in the middle of some vital dis-
cussion for such a paltry reason as conventional 
modesty ••• We read a lot of OscarzWilde ana 
Omar Khayam and Laurence Hope ••• 
Aside haom furnIshing him with encouragement, faith, and. 
sometimes money, his friends had actually little direct bearing 
upon his dramatic creations. There is l1ttle evidence that he 
characterizes any of h1s friends or assoc1ates in h1s plays; 
this is due to the fact that he i. more adept wi th the use of 
types than with character ereation. The men who seem to have 
1. Present Indicative, p. 105. 
2. Ibid., pp. 33-34. 
exerted the greatest lnfluenee upon hlm in a personal way 
and as an actor were his directors. Baail Dean and Charles 
Hawtrey. His tribute to the latter Shows generosity and 
gratitude: 
Hawtrey knew a whole lot of things that other 
managers never even sUspected. He knew how 
to bring out young talent without storming and 
bullying. He knew how to conduct the most irri-
tating rehearsals without aacrificing one atom 
of his dignity or authority. He also knew that 
very youthful actors were frequently victimized 
by their own trustrated conceits, and that to 
deal harshly with them might crush down their 
small contldence and auffocate any genuine talent 
they mlght have. He had humour and klndllness, 
and a sure expert knowledge of the theatre, ana 
he managed without apparent effort, to be much 
beloved. It ls one of my lastlng regrete that 
he died betore I had tlme to justify a llttle 
hia talth ln me. l 
Mr. Coward's account is abundant with tributes such as the 
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above to many of his friends. His capacity for friendship ia 
one of his moat Charmlng qualitie •• 
He espeCially honors some of his friends by writing 
play. for them. He wrote Private Lives as a vehicle for 
Gertrude Lawrence and tor himselt. He met Mi.s Lawrence wheD 
he was eleven years old; they acted together ln their flrst 
play. ~roughout their 11ves they have been devoted friends 
and kindred spirits, and have been almost constantly associated 
ln the theatre. Of her, he says: 





I know her well, better, I believe than most 
people. The early years of our friendship set 
her strongly in my mind. I knew her then to 
have quick humour, insane generosity, and a 
loving heart, and those things seldom change. 
I see her now, ages away from her ringlets and 
black velvet military cap, sometimes a simple 
wide-eyed child, sometimes a glamorous femme 
du monde, at some moments a rather boisterous 
"good sort," at others a weary, disillusioned 
woman battered by lite, but gallant to the last. 
'!here are many other grades also between these 
extremes. She appropriated beauty to herselt 
quite earl~, along with all the tricks and 
mannerisms that go wit~ it. In ado1esoence 
she was barely prett,... How, without apparent 
effort, she gives the impression of sheer love-
liness. Her grace in mo.ement is exquisite and 
her voice charming. To disentangle Gert1e her-
selt from this mutabi1i ty 1s baffling, rather 
like delving tor your grandmother's gold locket 
at the bottom of an overflowing jewel-case.1 
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He wrote DeSign !!! Livi!g for Lynn Fontaine and Altred Lunt 
whom he met in his earl,. visits to New York. 2 He met them 
betore their marriage when they were all very poor and not 
very well known. He spent much time with them and admired. 
them tremendously; they represent the type ot people whicn 
Mr. Coward can draw very accurate1,.; they are theatrical, 
sophisticated, aloof, ingeniOUS, and subtle. He wrote Home -. 3 
~tor Madge Titheradge, another actress whom he met 1n 
hi. childhood. He says that he admired her deep voice and 
alert charm. These sophisticated personalities tor whom 
Mr. Coward wrote many of his plays must have impressed him 
1. IbId., p. 337. 
2. ;tal Parade, Intro., p. xv. 







very much; it is indeed unusual to find a dramatist who 
writes specifically for certain people. 
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Mr. Coward says little about the sources of his playa, 
but it seems to me that what little he says furniShes the key 
to those who influence him the most. He mentions that he 
read at an early age Oscar Wilde. 1 Not only does Mr. Coward'a 
personality suggest that of Wilde, but the dialogue and the 
style of his plays is remini,cent of Wilde. He admits a 
certain debt to Pinero when he says that hia purpose in writing 
Easy Virtue was to "adapt a story (tha t of the Second !.!:!.!. .!!.!:,-
gueray), intrinsically Pinero in theme and structure, to 
/ /, 
present-day behavior; to compare the declasseewoman of to-day 
with the more flamboyant demi-mondaine of the nineties.,,2 The 
structure of Mr. Coward's playa show marked similarities to 
II .l C 
that of Pinero who used the structural pattern of the well-made 
play. Mr. Coward says that ~ Young ~ was ttpr1marily 
inspired by Shaw' a ~ Never ~ !!!!., ft that Dolly and Philip 
were the original prototypes of Gerda and Sholto. 3 Mr. Coward 
is highly suggesti.,.e oOf Shaw in his social criticism and sa-
tire. He is proud to mention his acquaintance with Somerset 
Maugham, whose plays show marked similarity to his own. The 
Vortex is somewhat suggestive of Maughamfs ~ Betters. 
1. Ibid., p. ala. 
2. iD'ICt., p. P.2I". 







Mr. Coward'. plays show the influence of his prede-
cessors, Congreve and his contemporaries, and Sheridan; but 
their influence is less apparent than that of his contempo-
raries. Like them he mirrors the world ot the aristocracy 
in dazzling, satirical brilliance. They have influenced hi. 
style; he has taken from their formulas what he could adapt 
to present day standards. He has attempted to incorporate 
the best from both his predecessors and hi. contemporaries in 
his comedies of manners. In our chapters on the analy.1s of 
hi. formula, these influences will be indicated from time to 
time. 
Too, Mr. Coward says little about the sources of his 
inspiration for his plays. He says that his frequent visits 
to the home of the Hartley Manners were his inspiration for 
Hay Fever, which he wrote in reaction to Easy Virtue.l He 
speaks of the arguments in the Manners home whiCh remind us 
of those of the family 1n the play: 
They were waged.entirely among the family, 
and frequently ended in all four of them 
leaving the room and retiring upstairs, 
Where, later on, they might be discovered, 
by any guest bold enough to go in seareh 
of them, amicably drinking tea 1n the 
k1tchen. 2 
1. Ibid., p. 170. 
2. IOIa., p. 136 • ........... 
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. 1 
He says that he wrote Itll Leave It to You at Gilbert ---- -_ .......... 
• iller t • request and from his idea, and that he wrote 
~ !!! Torap2 because of his encouragement. His primary 
purpose in writing !!! Vortex3 was to write a good part for 
himself. He says that the only motivation which he had for 
. creating Bitter sweet' was to write a romantic operetta, an4 
that for Cavalcade5 he felt an urge to test his producing 
powers on a large scale. On~ feels that the sources of 
Mr. Coward',-, inspiration are much deeper than he himself 
indicates. What he has to say of them is merely an expressioa 
of his sophisticated personality. 
The places of his travels, which began at the age of 
twenty-six when he first went to Paris, are often reflected 
in Mr. Cowardls plays. Most of them, however, are set in 
English homes. Desiap ~ Living reflects his cosmopolitan 
experiences; the sets of the play are laid on London, Pari. 
and New York. Private Lives, though about English people, i. 
set in France and Paris. Bitter Sweet finds some of its 
settings in Vienna, and reflects Viennese life. All the sets 
of Sirocco are laid in Italy; Mr. Coward says he received his 
1. Ibid., p. iIi. 
2. Y5r!., p. 105 
3. ;1a1 Parade, Intro., p. x. 
4. resent In~icative, p. 286. 
5. Ibid., p. 340. -
, 
i 
• I . 
l 
inspiration tor the play trom a fiesta that he attended 
while at Alassio, Italy. ~ YOung !2!!, having one soene 
in Italy, also refleot. oontinental life. Ea.l !irtue, 
though set in England, indicates continental influenoe by 
the oharacter of Lari ta who has lived on "the Continent. 
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Pointe Valaine with its tropical setting Buggests hi. visit 
to Honolulu. The one-aot play, !!!!!! Danoins, has its 
Betting in Samolo. ~ Marq~i8e, with settings in France, 
is quite French in tone. ~ queen!!! !! !!! Parlour 
suggests lOme small monarohial country of Europe which 
probably impressed Mr. Coward a great deal. The one-act 
play, Hands Across the Sea, suggests the vastness of hi. -----
travels. 
Our chie! concern throughout this chapter has been 
to point out the influences of Mr. Coward's life which 
atfected hi. interest in the comedy of manners. OUr analy.i. 
of his formula which follows affords a keener interest anA 
clarity when we have some knowledge of his personality and 
background. 
PART II CHAPTER I 
NOEL COWARD'S CHARACTERIZATION 
PART II CHAPTER I 
NOEL COWARD'S CHARACTERIZATION 
-1-
Material of the Inquir7 
The purpose of the next four chapters is to analyse 
Mr. Coward's comedy of manners and it. development. For this 
anal7sis, it is necessary, first of all) that we determine the 
plays which are comedies of manners. 
If we con.ider the comedy of manners broadly to embody 
all of the plays Which present in some degree satirical 
studies of the life of the smart set, we might include thir-
teen of Mr. Coward's full length playa: 
I'll Leave It to You (1920) ---
1!!!. Young M!! (1924) 
.!!!! ~ '!'rae (1924) 
The Vortex (1924) --"---
Fallen Angels (1925) 
Hay Fever (1925) 
Easy Vir tue (19~5) 
Home Chat (192'7) --
Sirocco (192'7) 
This Was a Man (1927) - - ------
Private Lives (1930) 
Design ~ Living (1933) 




All of these playa wi th the exception of Po in t,! 
Valaine have played a part in the development of Mr. Coward's 
formula for the comedy 0 f manners and will be used in our 
discUlsion. ~r. Coward makes no contribution to the comedy 
of manners in Pointe Valaine; his greatest contribution is 
made in Private Lives and Design ~ Living, which preceded 
it. Pointe Valaine, a mediocre play, is written in the 
pattern of melodrama and on11 in so far as it reflects certain 
phases of sophisticated society and contains satire can it be 
considered a comedy of manners. 
There are other plays in the above list which we feel 
also elude classification in the comedy of manners. Either 
they are too serious in tone and content or they do not indi-
cate Mr. Coward's structural pattern for the comedy of manners; 
but they do play a very real part in the development of hi. 
formula. ~ ~ Trap and Sirocco, though reflecting society 
in a satirical manner, are melodramatic and serious. The 
Comic Spirit, essentially a part of the comedy of manners, 
doea not have the upper hand in ~ Vortex and Easy Virtue. 
other plays on the above list also fall short as comedies of 
manners, but they are important in the development of Mr. 
Coward's formula for the comedy of manners which attains it. 
most perfect expression in Private Lives and Design ~ Living. 
Six other full length plays from Mr. Coward's pen have been 
publiShed. l Two of these are romantic pieces: ~ Queen 
!!! !!!. ~ Parlour (1926) and !!!!. Marquise (1927). ~e 
first of these is a melodrama, the last i. a comedy. Both 
contain such elements of tne comedy of manners as satire, 
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the Comic Spir1t, and splendor of drawing room setting. But 
the plays do not reflect modern, upper aristocratic society; 
they are of another age. Nor do they indicate any mora11stic 
intent. 
There are tv«) plays apropos of the World War: Post -
Mortem (1931) and Cavalc.ade (1932). They are entirely 
different in content and structural pattern. Post Mortem i. 
a very bitter, violent attack upon the futility of war and 
the system that makes it po.sible; it is a seriou., psycholo-
gical study in which metaphysics i8 employed as a dramatic 
element. Cavalcade is a spectacle and a musicale reflecting 
the glory of England in the pre-war days. 
Bitter Sweet (1929) and Conversation Piece (1934) are 
romantic musicales. The.r are similar in design, but Bitter 
Sweet has attained a far greater mark of distinction. 
The one-act plays, contained in To-night !.! 8:30 are 
excellent; but we will not discuss them as they are min1atures 
of Mr. Coward's various techniques. 
1. UnpublIshed are several revues and musIcales: ThIs Year 




Noel Coward's formula for the comedy of manners, in 
its most perfect expression, presents a pattern of skillful, 
artistiC, geometric design. This controlled and balanced 
formula is characterized by the following elements: type and 
stock characters reflecting the ultra smart sophisticates of 
society; brilliant, witty, crisp, colloquial dialogue; a 
mechanistic design of structure, elegant drawing room settings; 
and a satirical presentation of the thematic material which is 
centered about the intimate structure of the post-war aristo-
cratic society. 
The characterization of Noel Coward's comedies of 
manners, which we will discuss in this chapter, consists of the 
use of type and stock characters, reflecting modern, upper 
aristocratic society. These he uses for the technical purpose 
of exposing and mirroring the foibles of SOCiety; therefore 
his interest does not lie in the creation of individual or 
developing characters," but rather in SOCial portralture. In 
the comedy of manners we do not expect the lnterp1ay of vlta1 
deep emotlons or the stirrlng confllct of passions and wl1ls; 
we are content wlth the superflcla11ties, the fluff and the 
frllls of llfe. The people Who wear with ease and a flair of 
the elegant the Molyneux frocks and the sable and mlnk coats 
are the natural character types of the modern comedy of 
manners, and it i. these whom Mr. Coward deftly draw •• l 
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But wi th few exceptions Mr. Coward'. character types 
are all of a standard pattern and show little differentiation. 
Among the ultra smart sophisticates of the post-war society, 
we find often repeated such types as the gay, pert youngsters, 
WiS8 beyond their years; the modern dandies and ladies of 
fashion who have little to ~use them beyond the game of sex, 
demi-mondaine ladies, adulterers, home wreckers; neurotics, 
degenerates, dope addicts and drunks; witty, worldly wise 
young people of philosophic bent; and, by way of contrast, 
the staid and stodgy, the conventional, narrow, hide-bound 
types found in Britilh and American society. 
But Mr. Coward's character types generally have little 
substanoe on tAe written page; they come to life only on the 
stage when interpreted by 8killful performers who can put 
life and oolor into the barely outlined sketches. Mr. Cowar. 
has written several of his plays for certain actors and 
i. Mr. Coward his shown in Cavaicade (not a comedy or 
manners) skill in the drawing of types which reflect the 
more 801id and stable folk of British SOCiety. Here we 
find types who exist in most BritiSh homes; they are not 
especially brilliant or clever; they talk a8 normal people 
talk. He presents two classes of society, the upper class 
and the servant group, both of which are devoted to Britain; 
they are patriotio and loyal to their country first of all, 
and represent all that is SUbstantial and wholesome in 
British 8ociety_ 
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actresses who he knew would be able to instill into their 
performances the necessary theatrical finesse to bring the 
characters to life. He depends upon them to know the 
necessary anadings and tempo of expression in the dialogue, t. 
be able to use to advantage s~h theatrical effects as the 
varied uses of the shrug of a shoulder, the wink of an eye, 
the wiggle of a foot. 
Mr. Coward'. chief dramatic technique for making the 
characters effective is the use of similarities and antitheses 
in the character types. For example, the children, Gerda and 
Sholto in ~ Yo~ ~, and Simon and Sorel in Hay Fever are 
exactly alike; Jane and Julia, the wives in Fallen Angels are 
also alike; Marion in Easy Virtue is the antithesis of Larita. 
In Private Lives, Amanda and Elyot are similar while Vietor 
and Sibyl, also similar, serve as antitheses to Amanda and 
Elyot. 
The exposition of the character types is revealed by 
the dialogue chiefly. There is generally considerable 
bickering among the characters; this we shall discuss in the 
chapter on the dialogue. 
Mr. Coward shows throughout his creative career very 
little progressive development in the creation of character; 
the types remain very much the same. In faot, hi. nearest 
approach to character ereation is found among the plays of 
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the second phase of his eareer. But in the later plays the 
types are made dramatically effective by a very skillful use 
of similarities and antitheses of the character types. We 
will discuss the nature of the characterization through the 
first three phases of Mr. Coward's dramatic career. 
The predominant character types in the comedies of 
manners of the first phase are the bright, pert young folk 
of the later adolesoent year,. Mr. Coward himself was ot 
suck a type ~d age at the time of writing these plays, 
which explains perhaps the fact that these are the most 
accurate types ot these early playa. His first play, I'll ........... 
Leave !! ~~, presents a family of well-to-do young people, 
who, by the improbable 8chemings of an uncle, arouse them-
selvea to find ways and means of earning their own livings. 
They are a rather helpless group of youngsters who lack self-
reliance and the ability to adjust themselves to the new 
oonditions of the post-war world; Dut they cover up these 
weaknesses with flippanoy_ 
The children, Oiiver, Sylvia, Bobbie and Joyce, are 
all very much alike. Mr. Coward distinguishes the one trom 
the other only by their various possible vocations. Bobbie, 
since Mr. Coward wrote the part tor himself, is slight17 more 
impudent than the others. Their inadequacy to meet their 
I " , 
problems and the flippancy they express when confronted by 
them are illustrated by the following speech of Joyce: 
"Something wonderful has happened, Oliver ••• We're ruined. 
I've just got to order extra tea cakes. Isn't it thrilling?nl 
The other types of the play are little more than lay 
figures. Mrs. Dermott suggests the type of mother we find 
in several of the later plays. She is a rather helpless, 
self-centered, amusing, dull:woman, who has no idea of the 
problems facing her children nor any ability to help them 
solve them. Uncle Daniel suggests no more than the "typical 
well-to-do man of the world with a twinkle in his eye and a 
humanitarian interest in his relatives. 
Although the cast of twelve in !a! Young !2!! is 
composed largely of sophisticated grown-ups, the principal 
characters are Gerda and Sholto, the children of George 0rent 
by his first wife. They come from Italy where they reside 
with their mother to visit their father and his second wife. 
These children, identically alike, typify not only the Con-
tinental mannerisms and attitudes, but also the post-war 
adolescent youth. ~ey are sophisticated, ~pudent, plain 
spoken, and al.ertive. But despite the fact that the story 
interest centers about them, they are little more than 
sketches. 
1. I, p. 15. 
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In contrast to the Children in ~ Young Idea, 
Mr. Coward presents a group of typical well-to-do English 
hunting folk, who are the embodiment of the sophisticated, 
wealthy, aristocratic society of England. These types are 
sketchily drawn. Cicely, George's second wife, represents a 
nasty little woman who thinks she can flirt unnoticed by her 
husband; George suggests little more than the wronged huaband; 
Roddy is the typical home wr~cker. 
The character types of these early plays of the 
practice period reflect gaily the manners and foibles of the 
social sets which they represent, out in the playa of the 
second phase Mr. Coward shows considerable progress in the 
drawing of the character types; in fact the plays of the 
second phase promise more in the matter of characterization 
than he has yet fulfilled. 
Though satirized, the oharacter types which are most 
frequent in the plays of the second phase are more serious 
than any of those found in the first phase. They are often 
neurotic, degenerate, and at times nauseous and odious. The 
Vortex, Fallen Angels, ~ ~, Sirocco and ~ !!! ~ ~ 
are all peopled with worldly, loose-living folk in slightly 
varying degrees of serious presentation. Easy Virtue presents 
satirically a group of serious people, but for the most part 
they are the hide-bound conservatives. Hay Fever is the only 
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comedy of manners during this phase Which oontains characters 
of less serious import; they too reflect the modern worldly 
sophisticates, but they are sketched with a lighter and more 
delicate stroke. 
!h!_V_o_r_t_ex_ presents a glittering reflectlon of the 
idle, sophisticated, post-war soclety. The characters are 
restless, bored, excltable, impatient, intense and neurotic; 
they are presented in a serlous veln, and whlle often the 
dlalogue Is wltty, the characters themselves do not inclte 
us to laughter. Amon~ the types presented, Pawnle, nan 
elderly maiden gentleman,~who reminds us somewhat of Ernest 
in Oscar Wilde's ~ Importance £! Be1n6 Earnest, and Helen, 
the falthful famlly friend, are the best drawn. Bunty and Tom 
are the typical Coward characters of amorous Intrigue. But 
Florence and Iicky, the leading characters of the play, are 
more than types; they are individuals and approach the 
creation of real fleSh and blood characters. Nicky, who 
suggests Hamlet, is perhaps the most living of all the charac-
ters Mr. Coward has drawn. He is a tragic young man, bitterly 
disll1usioned by life, bas taken to drugs, and is broken up 
over the shallowness, Immorality and superficiality of his 
mother. Florence, his mother, who is reminiscent of Lady 
1. Play Parade, p. 42'. 
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Wishfort in Congreve's ~ Waz ~ ~ World, though she 
typifies the older woman who refuses to accept gracefully 
the facts of age and ever strives to keep young, is more 
than just that; ahe is a sympathetic character. Nicky's 
tragic quality and Florenoe's pathetic plight are suggested 
in the following dialogue: 
Nicky: It isn't that you love him - that would 
be easier - you never: love anyone, you only love 
them loving you - all your so-called passion and 
temperament i8 false - your whole existence has 
degenerated into an endless empty craving for 
admiration and flattery - and then you say you've 
done no harm to anybody. Father used to be a 
clever man, with a strong will and a capaCity for 
enjoying everything - I can remember him like 
that - and now he's nothing - a complete nonenity 
because his spirit's crushed. How could it be 
otherwise. You've let him down conSistently for 
years - and God knows I'm nothing for him to look 
forward to - but I might have been if it hadn't 
been for you -
Florence: Don't talk like that. Don't - don't. 
It canlt be such a crime being loved - it can·t 
be such a orime being happy -
Nicky: You're not happy - you're never happy -
you're fighting, fighting all the time to keep 
your youth and your looks - because you can't 
bear the thought of living without them - as 
though they mattered in the end. 
Florence: (hysterically) What does anything 
matter - ever? 




I'm st-ill young inside - I'm still 
Why Shouldn't I live my life as I 
Nicky: You're not young or beautiful; I'm 
seeing for the first time how old you are. 
It.s horrible - your silly fair hair and your 
face all plastered and painted. (III, 495-496) 
But in Fallen Angels we find a small group of charac-
ters which, though worldly, are presented in a much less 
serious vein than thos e of The Vortex. The two women -
characters, Jane and Julia, who are the same types, are among 
Mr. Coward's most delightful: characters; they are indicative 
of the bored wives of the idle rich who, after the first 
thrills of marriage have worn away, are frustrated and seek 
adventure elsewhere. They wiSh to have an amorous affair 
only to relieve the monotony of life with their golf playing 
husbands; they do not wish to have their matrimonial boats 
shipwrecked. The husbands of the play are little more than 
stock characters Whose sole purpose is to round out the cas. 
and to give us a slight glimpse of the men Who are responsible 
for the bored state of their wives. Maurice Duclos, the only 
other character (besides a maid) of the play, is typical ot 
the sophisticated Fren'chman, a ladies t md. Before their 
marriage, Jane and Julia have eaoh had an affair with him; 
they ftOW look for him to come to see them and are concerned 
about which of the two he will be interested in. Their 
unmoral tendencies are indioated in the following dialogue 
whioh a180 indicates a olearer picture of their types: 
Jane: I yonder ir he realizes that he's been 
the one Grand Passion in both of our lives. 
Julia: Of course he does, it's almost hi. pro-
tession. 
Jane: Our love for our husbands has been on an 
entirely difterent plane all along - much nicer 
and worthier and everything, but not half so soul 
shattering. 
Julia: Two wretchedly happy married women -
Jane: Yes. 
Julia: Both during the f1rst two years of the1r 
marr1ed life hav1ng treated the1r exceed1ngly 
n1ce husbands to the requ1site amount or passion 
and adoration -
Jane: Yes. 
Ju11a: TO put 1t m1ldly, Dear, wetre both r1pe 
for a lapse. 
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Jane: (laughing) A relapse, Jul1a, Oh dearl (I, 20-24) 
Jane and Ju11a, though they have the hearts of courtesans, 
tread l1ghtly 1n the1r sophist1oated world. Tney are amus1ng, 
and when drunk (1n the second act) qu1te h1Iar1ou •• 
The character types of Hal Feve£ are the least ser10us 
of any Wh1ch Mr. Coward has drawn, and they are, 1f not the 
most 1ntellectual, among the most del1ghtful. Although they 
are mere puppets dangled for the dramat1c purpose ot 1llus-
trat1ng, 1n an hilar10us manner, the convent1onal and the 
unconventional folk 1n modern soc1ety, they are sketched w1th 
a lightness and a superf1c1al1ty that 1s engag1ng. But 
Mr. Ooward himself says that the character interpretation 
depends upon the skill of the performers: 
It is far and away one of the most difficult 
plays to pertorm that I have ever encountered 
••• Its general effeotiveness therefore depends 
upon expert teohnique from each and every mem-
ber of the cast. The level of aoting in the 
original London production~ led brilliantly by 
Miss Marie Tempest~ was extremely high~ con-
sequently the play was a tremendous suocess ••• 
In America it fared less well. Miss Laura Hope 
Orews was enthusiasti~ally torn to shreds by the 
oritics for overaoting which indeed s~e did, 
but with the very extenuating circumstances 
that her supporting cast was 80 uniformly 
dreary that if 8 he hadn't, I gravely doubt it 
any of the audienoes would have stayed in the 
theatre at all. l 
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However this m_y be~ the character of Judith stands out on the 
printed page very clearly. She is an exqUisite creature who 
cannot make up her mind whether to go back to her theatrical 
career or to devote her interests to her family and garden~ but 
it doe s not seem to matter a great deal. Judith, though the 
most irresponsible~ i8 the most delightful of the mother types 
which are found frequently in Mr. Coward's plays. She is in 
reality very much the same as Florence Lancaster in The vortex; -
but we feel sympathy and pity for Florenoe~ we would enjoy know-
ing Judith. Judith's children, Simon and Sorel, again typify 
the gay, smart youngsters which we found in the plays of the 
early phase. They are identically the same types as Gerda and 
Sholto in The Young Idea. 
1. Play Parad.~ Intro., p. xi. 
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Hay Fever affords one of the best examples of Mr. 
Coward's use of similarities and antitheses of the character 
types. The Bliss family, Judith, David, Simon and Sorel, who 
represent a form of unconventionality and cosmopolitanism in 
their disregard for standard form in their home life are con-
trasted with the four guests who do not understand or conform 
to the Bliss' pattern of life; they are conventionally stan-
dardized. 
Mr. Coward says th~ he wrote EasJ Virtue in reaction 
to Hal Fever, which had been declared by the critics to be too 
"tenuous" and "thin."l It was indeed a reaction. For while 
we find in Hal Fever the least serious of any of Mr. Coward's 
character types and the most delightful, we find in Easl 
Virtue the most serious types and also the most odious. The 
Whittaker Family and their friends are typical of a certain 
phase of English county society, the smug, narrow, hypocriti-
cal hide-bound suburbanites. Marion, the daughter, is the 
most odious of the types drawn. She is large, pasty, Virtuous, 
hypocritical, and interfering. She is in direct antithesis to 
Larita, who, with her cosmopolitanism and her unmoral attitude 
toward life, represents the opposite extreme of Marion. Mrs. 
Whittaker is a sour, medalesome woman who Buffers from many 
years of sex repression. The son, John, is a weak young man 






who cannot dec1de tor h1mself whether to stand by h1s w1te, 
Lar1ta, or by h1s family. Colonel Wh1ttaker 1s the only 
character 1n the whole play whom we could poss1bly adm1re or 
wish to be acqua1nted with. He 1s well drawn in his presen-
tat10n of the person, who, though bound by the conventiona11-
t1es and narrow customs of h1s small suburban world, is 
emanc1pated 1n mind and spir1t. Mr. Coward has been accused 
of peop11ng h1s plays w1th the abnormal; but 1n Ea.x V1rtue 
he depicts the so-called normal. H1s abnormal types are on 
the mote much less odi ous than the normal ones. 
In S1roeco we find the most sensuous of any of Mr. 
Coward's character sketches; at t1mes they are nauseous and 
dull. We f1nd again 1n Lucy the neglected, bored wife which 
we f1nd 1n Fallen Angels, but Lucy has no sense ot humor and 
1s not amusing to behold like Jane and Julia. The unromant1c 
Stephen, and the home-wrecker 1n that of 
Eng11sh husband 18 agaIn sketohed 1n the charac ter OrI\BIr10, 
the Ita11an. The 1nterest 1n the play, if any, is centered 
in the s1tuat10ns rather than the characters. 
Another play Which conta1ns only barely outlined 
sketches of character types is Home Chat. Here aga1n the --
interest is centered 1n the situat1on. We find again a group 
of people representIng sophisticated SOCiety; they are all 
more or less alike. 
Following, however, S1rocco and ~~, 1n wh1ch 
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the characterization il little more than barely outlined 
sketohes, is This Was a Man which contains more full-bodied -.--------
and delineated character types than any of Mr. Coward's 
plays. The charaoter types are alive on the printed page aa 
well as on the stage; one does not have to see them animated 
in order to visualize them. They have substance, and we lee 
tham trom the inside. ThiS, we have pointed out, is a thing 
which 1s very rare in Mr. Coward's oharacterization whlch 
presents usually only the superficialities, the externals, 
the surface traits. The satirical portrait of Carol Churt, 
a thoroughly unscrupulous woman with the temperament of 
a born oourtesan, is brl11iant1y alive. ~dward, her 
intelligent and sensitive husband, and Evelyn ~atbhurst, 
Edward's best friend, are equally well drawn. Evelyn, sturdy 
and staunch in his devotion to Edward, and determined to show 
Carol up to Edward for her own true worth, is caught in his 
own trap and his masculine superiority becomes putty in 
Carol's hands. We become thoroughly acquainted with these 
realistic people. Although This Was a Man has not known the ------- - - --
suocess which 80me ot the other plays have known, the tault 
does not lie in the characterisation, but rather in the fact 
that the satirical portrait presented is too clear-cut; the 
mirror does not flatter the society it reflects. People en-
joy seeing themselves mirrored on the stage as long as they 
aee themselves as they think they are, not always as they 
really are. 
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Between!h!!!!! ! ~ (1927), the last play of the 
second phase, and Private Lives (1930), the first of the two 
comedies of manners of the third, three years elapse. During 
thia time Mr. Coward concerned himself with musicales, the 
best of which was Bitter Sweet, containing romantic character 
types, skillfully drawn. But in Private Lives Mr. Coward 
again returns to the modern sophi8ticated society for the 
material for his play. Here we see some changes in the charac-
ter types depicted, though reflecting the same type of society. 
Tbey are much le8s serious, considerably more intellectual, an. 
less sensuous than the types of the second phase. They are the 
worldly wise young folk of philosophic bent. Amanda and ~lyot 
are brilliant, irreverant, artificial, glittering sophisticatea 
of the ultra smart set. In them Mr. Coward embodies his own 
personality and that of Gertrude Lawrence, for whom he wrote 
the play. While sex and amorous intrigue were often the sole 
concern of the characters in many of the plaY8 of the second 
phas., it is rather the psychology of sex and marriage that 
interests Amanda and Elyot. The sexual elements of the play 
therefore are not sensual but rather intellectual. Amanda an. 
Elyot try to solve their problems by rationalizing about them; 
they are therefore rather complex character types. But they 
do not expect to be able to solve their problems, and they 
never take themselves too seriously. They are at times 
logical, at times illogical; they are warm and cold, calm 
and agitated. Private Lives, perhaps more than Hay Fever, 
is dependent upon skillful performance for its success. 
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There are (besides the maid) oRly four people in the cast. 
Two of these, Victor and Sibyl, the secondary characters, 
serve only as toils to the leading figures, Amanda and Elyot. 
In Hay Fever the acting is distributed more evenly among the 
cast, but Private Lives is, as Mr. Coward says, fla reasonably 
well constructed duologue tor two experienced performers. fll 
TOo, it is full of laugha and theatricaliams that only the 
very adroit actor can manage with the necessary accuracy of 
tim1ng. Mr. Coward admits h1s lack 1n the drawing of the 
secondary characters. He says: 
As a complete play, it leaves a lot to be 
deSired, pr1ncipally owing to my dastardly 
and conscienceless behavior towards Sibyl 
and Victor, the secondary characters. These, 
poor things, are little better than nine-
p1ns, lightly wooden, and only there at all 
in order to be repeatedly knocked down and 
put up again. 2 
But this knocking down and putting up again process is the 
1. Pti! Parade, Intro., p. xiii. 
2. I • ........... 
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technical method of making effective the characters of Amanda 
and Elyot. This play illustrates technically Mr. Coward's 
most skillful use of similarities and antitheses in the charac-
ter types. 
The character types in Design !2! Living are very much 
like those in Private Lives, but they are set up in a diffe-
rent pattern which gives them renewed interest and vitality. 
otto and Leo, identical types, suggest Elyot in their sophis-
tication, and Ernest is like Victor in his stodginess. I. 
Private Lives we are more concerned with what the characters 
have to say and do than we are with them as individuals, but 
in DeSign ~ Living we are more concerned with the personali-
ties of the characters. Gilda is a much more clearly drawn 
and more highly individualized character than Amanda. Her 
chief attraction for the three men in her life is not that of 
sex, thougb sex is not forgotten in the .Chame, but is rather 
the irresistible aura of their personalities. She belonged 
to them all; she could not decide between them for they were 
all necessary for her happiness. Gilda shows herself to be a 
very contradictory combination of forces: 
It humiliates me to the dust to think that 
I oan go so far, clearly and intelligently, 
keeping faith with my own standards - which 
are not female standards at all - preserving 
a certain decent integ~ty, not using any 
tricks; then suddenly, something happens, 
a spark is struck, and down I go into the 
mudl Squirming with archness, being aloof 
and des~rable, consciously alluring, 
snatching and grabbing, evading and 
surrendering, dressed and painted for 
victory. An object of strange contempt. (I, 13) 
'16 
But Gilda, otto, and Leo do not take themselves too seriousl~. 
Mr. Coward s aye tha t he like s to think tha t tI Gil da and 0 tto 
and Leo were laughing at themselves."l And he says: 
These glib overarticulate, and amoral 
creatures force their lives into fantastic 
shapes and problems because they cannot 
help themselves. Impelled chiefly by the 
impact of their personalities upon each 
other, they are like moths in a pool ot 
light, unable to tolerate the lonely outer 
darkness, and equally unable to share the 
light without colliding constantly and 
bruising one another's wings. 2 
Mr. and Mrs. Carver, who represent the average middle cla88 
Americans who have money but are utterly lacking in imagina-
tion and sophistication, are contrasted against the sophisti-
cation of Leo and otto. In the last act when Leo and otto 
talk in a ridiculous manner, the Carvers think them stark, 
raving mad. They signify, it seems to me, the average 
audience who cannot comprehend the personalities embodied 
in Gilda, otto and Leo. 
1. Ibid., p. xvii. 
2. !bl(t., pp. xvi-xvii. -
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The character types depicted in these two comedies ot 
manners of the third phase are very much like in kind, if. 
not in quality, those of the Restoration dramatists. Like 
them, they are invested with a lightness of touch and a 
brilliance in keeping with the Comic Muse. But Mr. Coward 
at no time creates character types that live on the printed 
page as do Millamant or Mirabel who are highly individualized 
in Congreve'l! !!!.! Wal !! the :World; but his dandies and demi-
mondaine ladies suggest the beaux and belles of Restoration 
society in their sophistication and disillusionment. 
In conolusion, we have discussed Noel Coward's oharac-
terization through the first three phases of his dramatic 
career. We have observed that he depends upon the actors to 
give life to his plays and that he has written several plays 
for certain actors and actresses. 
Though his character types have generally little sub-
stance on the printed page, they make effective group por-
traits of the sophisticated, smart set of the Nineteen Twenties. 
Mr. Coward's use of similarities and antitheses in the character 
types is the means by which be makes the characters dramatically 
effective. 
We have noted that his character selection changes in 
line with his life. In the plays of the first phase, when the 
characters are barely outlined sketches, the predominant types 
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reflected are the pert, gay youngsters. In the playa of 
the second phase, the types, on the whole, are more serious. 
They represent the same sort of society as those of the 
third phase, but they lack the brilliance and the agility 
of the types shown in the comedies of the third phase, which 
represent Mr. Coward's comedy of manners at its best. 
PART II CHAPTER II 
NOEL COWARD'S FORMULA FOR DIALOOUE 
I . 
PART II CHAPTER II 
NOEL COWARD'S FORMULA FOR DIALOGUE 
Noel Coward achieves the comedy of manners chiefly 
through dialogue which is brilliant and scintillating, 
barbed and brittle, sophisticated and amusing. The comedy 
of manners, largely a drama of witty conversation in which 
the main action and the interest of the play is centered, 
requires a playwright ski11e~ in the dramatic technique of 
creating dialogue which effectively and cODsistent1y holds 
the interest of the audience. An analysis of Noel Coward's 
dialogue reveals the formula. The following pOints are evi-
dent: 
(1) The dialogue is Witty; the appeal is largely to 
the intellect. 
(2) It gives the illusion of reality; it is often 
colloquial, chatty, and slangy. 
(3) It is often frank and ruthlessly plain-spoken. 
(4) There is considerable bickering and quarrelling 
among the characters •. 
(5) The majority of the speeches are very clipped 
and brief. 
(6) The tempo is accelerated and of a staccato 
quality_ 
(7) There is often a lyric quality, an expression of 
beauty and melody. 
(8) The repartee is measured, controlled and 
balanced. 
(9) The few long speeches are compressed and 
vigorous. 
(10) Tb maintain suspense and enhance the dramatic 
quality of the dialogue, there are many sudden reversals 
in the situations and abrupt changes in the subject matter 
of the repartee. 
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Mr. Coward's genius for the comedy of manners i. ex-
pressed chiefly by the nature and the quality of his wit. He 
is reminiscent ot Oscar Wilde; he suggests Wilde's artistry 
and style, his flippancy and epigram, but Mr. Coward has 
added a Twentieth oentury rapidity, an accelerated tempo, 
and his own peculiar flair for catchy, novel effects. Too, 
while the quality of his wit is suggestive of Wilde's, he 
lacks the utter aestheticism of Wilde who.e motto was "Art 
for art's sake." Mr. Coward's purpose, on the other hand, is 
to enlighten as well as to amuse. He wishes to expose, sati-
rically, through the oonversation of his characters, the 
weaknesses of the special coterie of SOCiety he so ably 
depicts. Although Wilde alao ridiouled and satirized the 
beau-monde 80ciety to which he belonged, he did so merely tor 
the fun of it; his only purpose in exposing their follies and 
weaknesses was amusement. Mr. Coward, in his seriousness of 
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purpose, suggests Shaw rather than Wilde. At times he is 
more sardonic and bitter than Shaw. Shaw, despite his long, 
abstract, verbose tirades seldom loses his genial humor. 
But the speeches of Mr. Coward's characters are never long 
like those of Shaw; they are on the contrary most of the 
time exceedingly brie~. Technically, Mr. Coward's dialogue 
does not suggest Shaw, but does suggest Wilde. Like Wilde, 
he entertains with his brilliant insolence. Like Shaw, he 
sets in motion the faculties of reflection and intellectual 
stimulation. 
In keeping with his purpose of enlightenment as well 
as amusement, Mr. Coward attempts to represent the speech o~ 
real life. He feels that by imitating the speech of the people 
about whom he writes, he can expose their superficialities. 
Mr. Somerset Maugham pays tribute to Mr. Coward's brilliant 
accuracy in reporting contemporary talk. l While Mr. Maugham 
praises him, Mr. St. John Ervine oriticizes him; he says that 
Mr. Coward's dialogue is at time dull because of its too 
faithful reproduction of the speech of real life. He says 
that it is Mr. Coward's business as a dramatist not "to repro-
duce everyday language, but to represent it. 2 There is much, 
despite the studied col1oquiali8m, to show that his dialogue 
1. Quoted b~ St. John Ervine in How ~ Write a P1al, 
New York: Macmillan Company, 1928, p~. 
2. Ibid., pp. 71-75 • ........... 
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represents rather than reproduces the speech of real life. 
In the first place, no group of people could possibly 
speak as brilliantly, as facetiously or as concisely as 
Mr. Coward has them speak. While, in the early plays, we 
find dialogue that is sometimes padded and pointless, on the 
whole the language of the characters is more often concen-
trated, condensed and compressed. The shrewd, pungent clever-
ness of the dialogue affords:intellectual stimulation which 
is seldom occasioned by the speech of real life. Mr. Coward's 
comedies of manners abound with easy flippancies that arouse 
laughter. The characters say things that tickle us; there is a 
devilish, ironio edge to their wit whioh distinguishes them as 
Mr. Coward's own creatures. Mr. Coward's oharaoters say things 
not as we would say them, but as we wish we could. What they 
have to say is to the point, and they are never at a loss for 
a clever reply; they have a fluent oommand of words. What 
they say contains many brilliant fireworks of wit, light 
pokings under the ribs for laughter, and a spontaneous exhi-
laration which is seldom found in the speeoh of any social 
group , even the most highly sophistioated and intellectual. 
And Mr. Coward's charaoters often speak with a frank-
ness that is seldom evidenoed in life itself. They strip 
away conventional masks and disrobe themselves of moral in-
hibitions. Often the audience, unused to suoh freedom of 
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speech, is shocked and disquieted by the language of the 
characters. He throws a clear light upon the frail attitudes 
and the worthless trends of mindf. of the society he so auda-
ciously satirizes. 
We will now trace through the first three phases of 
his dramatic career the progressive brilliance in the quality 
of wit found in his dialogue. We will show how his dialogue 
reflects the society which h~ depicts. We will next illus-
trate the technical characteristics of his formula - his use 
of the bicker, the short clipped speeches, the element of 
balance and control, the staccato tempo, the rhythmic and 
lyric quality, and the concentrated long speeches. 
The brilliancy of wit and style which places Mr. Coward 
among the leading masters of the art of English comedy was not 
attained immediately, though his early plays show unusual skill 
in the writing of dialogue. From the plays of the first phase 
through those of the. third when he reaches the heights, there 
is marked development in the ease, the brilliance, and the wit 
of the dialogue. We note in the plays of the first phase 
quite a few strained epigrams, smart lines which are forced 
and clumsy plays on words. During the early, practice period, 
Mr. Coward's desire to be~ltty exceeded his desire to be 
authentic, ~ ~ Trap (a serious play of psychological 
conflict in marriage) contains more strained epigrams than 
any other play. The following are examples: 
Sheila: Do you consider our marriage a 
trifle? 
Olive: Marriage nowadays i. nothing but a 
temporary refuge for those who are uncomfor-
table at home. (I, 10) 
• • • 
Sheila: Oh, please go on# we don't mind a bit; 
your theory is that love should be free? 
Naomi: (enthusiastically) Absolutely - free 
always. 
Keld: (li6hting her cigarette) 
Gallery. (I, 15) 
Like the National 
Mr. Coward's first comedy, It11 Leave !! to ~# contains 
such forced lines as the following: 
Daniel: Sleeping sicknessl 
Mrs. Dermott: What? 
Daniel: Yes, it'. frightfully prevalent out 
there. 
Mrs. Dermott: Oh, Danny, I hope it's not 
infectious. 
Oliver: Sleeping sickness, by Jove. 
Daniel: Yes, I simply daren't go to sleep without 
an alarm clock. (I, 18) 
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The play on words round in the manner of the following dialogue 
hardly seems like Mr. Coward's dialogue: 
Mrs. Crombie: I gather that you have a 
mine of some sort. 
Daniel: Yes - just near the Grand Stand. 
Mrs. Crombie: The what? 
Daniel: The Grand Slam. 
Mrs. Crombie: Slam! 
Daniel: It's the name of a mountain, you 
know. (II, 42) 
8S 
A1 though the dialogue of ~ Young ~ is on the whole more 
spontaneous than that of the other two plays of the first 
phase, we find suoh stilted lines as the following: 
George: Why are you always so priok1y? Like a 
oaotus hedge. 
Cieely: I see nothing amusing in calling your 
wife a cactus hedge. Having plaoed me in an 
insufferable pOSition, you -
George: If you're allUding to matrimony, dear, 
it's a trouble many better women have had to 
face. (II, 932) 
We could of course ahow dialogue from the above playa 
which i8 more clever and amusing than that which we have 
quoted; at best, however, it induoes pleasure with little 
mental stimulation. The dialogue of ~ Young ~ is more 
incisive and vituperative than that of the first two plays; 
it suggests somewhat the pattern for d1alogue which Mr. Coward 
generally follows i. his later playa. 
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The dialogue of the plays of the second phase shows 
considerable progress in the matter of brilliance and ease 
over that of the first phase. It also shows qualities which 
distingulsh the plays of the second phase from those of any 
other. Mr. Cowardts desire to be witty at all costs is now 
overshadowed by the desire to be truthful above all else. 
In the playa of this phase Mr. Coward is more realistic than 
at any other time. Sometime. in his attempts to mirror life 
accurately, the reflection Is too clear-cut to afford 
pleasure; it is too disturbing to be delightful. His greatest 
period of disillusionment and bitterness is apparent at this 
time. Yet there is wit, but it is more ponderous, more caustic 
and more lashing than at any other time. He presents, witA 
sardonic satire, a group of people who do not know where they 
are heading; they meet and discuss whatever stimulations or 
repressions they feel; they pull vigorously agalnst the con-
ventions of llfe; they Infer that llfe is futile and therefore 
each moment should be lived for What it alone has to offer. 
Mr. Coward's natural gift for witty dialogue comes to 
early fruition in ~ Vortex, the first play of the second 
phase. It shows a marked advance over the plays of the first 
phase in ease and naturalness. In this play which reflects 
the modern post-war disregard of life as a serious matter, for. 
the more easy faCing of life as a delusion, Mr. Coward's wit 
is both serious and amusing. He alternates the speech 
which brings a sophisticated laugh with that which stirs 
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to serious thought; in this manner he keeps a touch ot 
lightness to his seriousness. ~ Vortex sets the pace and 
timbre which characterizes Mr. Coward's dialogue; in any ot 
the plays to follow which do not come up to the quality of 
the dialogue of ~ Vortex, we are disappointed. Almost 
any dialogue picked at random trom this play would illus-
trate improvement over that of the earlier plays. Let us 
note the easy, snappy, smartness of t~e following lines: 
Helen: I'm very fond of Florence. 
Pawnie: We all are. Oh, my God, look at that 
lampshade. 
Helen: I gave it to her last Christmas. 
Pawnie: Wasn't that a little naughty of you? 
Helen: I don't see why; it's extremely pretty. 
Pawnie: Too unrestrained. Such a bad example 
for the servants. (I, 428) 
The foilowtng dialogue illustrates Mr. Coward's genius for 
reflecting the emptiness of life for the social set he de-
picts; there is a trend of seriOUsness to the dialogue. 
Florence: What does she do? 
Nicky: Nothing much - she writes things 
occasionall,.. 
Florence: Where did you meet her? 
Nicky: Firat of all at a party at Olive 
Lloyd Kennedy's. 
Florence: I can't bear Olive Lloyd Kennedy 
she's a cat. (I, 44?) 
And again: 
Pawnie: Let's stop the music for a moment 
and think of something really marvelous to 
do. 
Bunty: No, let's go on dancing. 
Clara: I'm exhausted. 
Pawnie: What was that divine game we played 
coming back from Paris, Helen? 
Helen: Just ordinary "Clumps," wasn't it? 
Bunty: I loathe ttClump •• " (II, 460) 
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The Vortex furnishes the best example of the mixture of wit -
and seriousne.s. The other plays of the second phase are more 
serious than amusing (with the exception of Hay Fever and 
Fallen Angels, which contain only slight glimpses of gravity). 
~asI Virtue, which is a very vitriolic satire upon hypocrisy 
and conventionality, contains dialogue which, though of a 
more ponderous nature, i& witty. We find such lines as the 
following: 
Marion: You mustn't jeer at religion, 
old girl. 
Larita: I don't jeer at religion - but 
I jeer at hypocrisy_ (II, 181) 
And again: 
Mrs. Whittaker: The truth is, Jim, that 
Rose Jenkins by her immoral behavior, has 
caused unpleasantness in the village, and 
therefore must 8uffer accordingly. 
Colonel: It's her own village - she was 
born here. (I, 6) 
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Although the dialogue of both ~ Vortex and ~asy Virtue 
reveals the shallowness, the inadequacies, and futilities 
of the social groups represented, it is more sophisticated, 
ironic and polished than the speech of real life. But we 
find during the second phase several plays in which the 
dialogue is more closely akin to the speech of real life, 
and i8 therefore at times somewhat dull and inconsequential, 
ye t na tural. In this group are Home Chat, Sirocco, and Thi. --
Was a Man. --- When criticized, Mr. Coward defends the dialogue 
of these plays on the grounds of its faithfulness to the 
facts of lif.,l but Mr'. Coward is at his best when he gives 
way to his natural ability for witty conversation. Let us 
look at a few lines of dialogue from This Was a Man which --- ..--, - ---
shows the monotonous and halting qualities of the speech of 
1. Mr. St. John Ervine quotes hIm to thIs effect 1n 











Wha tis wrong? 
There's nothing wrong. 
You'd better tell me, you know. 
I want to tell you. 
Come on then. 
I've got to tell you. 
Out with it. 
But I oan't. (III, 226) 
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Although these plays oontain more dialogue in the pattern of 
real life than any other of Mr. Coward's plays, they do not 
laok wit and humor. They are of a more serious ring; the 
dialogue is .eldom airy and light, but the satire, though 
oaustic, arouses a oyniOal smile. 
Hal Fever, the lightest and airiest of all of Mr. 
Coward's plays, contains dialogue which is amusing, brilliant 
and gay. It is pervaded with a steady stream of wit and non-
sense, though the satire is again direoted against the aim-
lessness of the life of the beau-monde. But here the satire 
is not sardonio or oaustic; it is so olosely allied with non-
sense that it seems faroioal. The sprightliness of the 
dialogue is indioated in the following lines: 
1 
) 
Judith: I don't flaunt about - I never have. 
I've been morally an extremely nice woman all 
my life - more or less - and if dabbling gives 
me pleasure, I don't see why I Shouldn't dabble. 
Sorel: But it oughtn't to give you pleasure 
any more. 
Judith: You know, Sorel, you grow more damnably 
feminine every day. I wish ltd brought you up 
di fferently. 
Sorel: I'm proud of being feminine. 
Juditb: You're a darling, and I adore YOu; and 
you're very pretty, and I'm madly jealous of you. 
Sorel: Are you really? How lovely. 
Judith: You will be nice to Sandy, won't you? 
Sorel: Can't he sleep in "Little Hell?" 
Judith: My dear, he's frightfully athletiC, and 
all those hot water pipes will sap his vitality. 
Sorel: They'll sap Richard's vitality too. 
Judith: He won't notice them; hets probably used 
to scorching tropical embassies with punkahs waving 
and everything. (I, 509) 
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The dialogue of Fallen Angels is also snappy and sophisticated. 
Like Hay Fever, it is of a light, airy quality, but it is more 
impuden t and biting than Hay Fever. While it is not as philo-
sophic or as wise as Mr. Coward's comedies of manners of the 
third phase, it suggests the pattern of his dialogue which is 
used in the third phase. The satire of the play is flippant 
anod indulgent; it is not sardonic like that of ~ Was!. !!!!" 
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Easy Virtue or The vortex. 
Private Lives and Design ~ Living, the comedies of 
manners of the third phase, continue in the spirit of Hay 
Fever and Fallen Angels but exceed them in the quality of the 
wit. The characters, not restrained by moral codes, flippantly 
mock social conventions and institutions. The dialogue of 
these plays is facile, polished, profound, bold, disrespectful 
and full of rare truisms. Its polish and brilliancy suggest 
Congreve perhaps more than tha t of any other play in allot 
modern EngliSh drama. In these plays, Mr. Coward's dialogue 
attains a quality of sustained excellence throughout the entire 
playa; it is suave and exuberant. Private Lives and Design ~ 
Living epitomize in their dialogue the sophistication of modern 
post-war England. Mr. Coward himself seems fond of the charac-
ters he places in these plays; but in the more serious plays of 
the second phase, he does not seem very fond of hi_ characters 
with their frail attitudes and aimlessness. The satire of 
these plays, though directed against the same soclal groups, 
is not sardonic; it is' s tinging, but always light. 
Private Lives, the wisest and wittiest of all of Mr. 
Coward's plays, is also his masterpiece in the art of brilliant 
dialogue. Such lines as the following, somewhat philosophic, 
are also amusing: 
Elyot: What about after we're dead? 
Amanda: I think a rather gloomy merging into 
everything, don't you? 
Elyot: I hope not, I'm a bad merger. 
Amanda: You won't know a thing about it. 
Elyot: I hope for a glorious oblivion, like 
being under gas. 
Amanda: I always dream the most peculiar 
things under gas. 
Elyot: WOUld you be young always? If you 
could choose? 
Amanda: No, I don't think so, not if it meant 
having awful bull's glands popped into me. 
B1yot: Cows for you dear. Bulls for me. 
Amanda: We certainly live in a marvelous 
age. (II, 226) 
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Design ~ Living, though not quite as witty as Priv~te Livesl 
contains dialogue which is equally as gay, as vigorous and as 
sparkling. The pleasure which it gives lies in the spontaneous 
fun, a bubbling up of the spirit, the incessant movement, and 
the nimble cross fire of gay invective. The brevity of the 
speeches, the quick tempo, the humor, and a certain lyric 
quality are all indicated by the following dialogue: 
Gilds: You and otto had a row afterwards, 
didn't you? 
Leo: Yes, a beauty. 
Gilda: Blows? 
Leo: Ineffectual blows. Otto fell into 
the bath! 
Gilda: Was there any water in it? 
Leo: Not at first. 
Gilda: (beginning to laugh) Leo, you didnft -
Leo: (also beginning to laugh) Of course I 
did; it was the-obvious thing to do. 
Gilda: Couldn't he get out? 
Leo: EveI7 time he tried, I pushed him back. 
Gilda: (now laughing helplessly) Oh, the poor 
darling 1 
Leo: (giving way) Finally - he - got wedged -
Gilda: This is hysteria. Stop it, stop it. 
Leo: It was a very narrow bath, far - far -
too narrow. (I, i, 23) 
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We have pointed out briefly the nature and the quality 
of the wit found in the comedies of manners of the first three 
phases of Mr. Coward's dramatic career. Now let us consider 
his technical formula for the dialogue which is of a mecha-
nistic design. First of all, we will diSCU8S the element of 
bickering which Mr. Coward employs a8 a device of stagecraft. 
His characters bicker and quarrel conSistently and frequently. 
His method is ingenious and unique; he uses the bicker for the 
technical purpose of sustaining dramatic suspenae. He start. 
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a group or characters upon a discussion which leads almost 
to argument or quarrel - the audience is anticipant to see 
the well dressed ladies and gentlemen who have previously 
spoken wittily and charmingly to each other, forget their 
manners and speak in a language less controlled, more emo-
tional, passionate and angry. But Mr. Coward instead directs 
the course of the repartee into another channel of comic vein. 
After many situations in which the characters almost fight 
but never do, he finally presents a big scene in which the 
temper tantrums, so long anticipated, are given expression 
in an amusing and laugh-provoking manner. Mr. Cowardls use 
of the bicker is delightful, but it is controlled and artifi-
cial in its execution. Fallen Angels and Private Lives fur-
nish the best examples of his use of the b1cker as a dramatic 
device, but in all of Mr. Coward's plays the characters at 
some time or other quarrel and bicker. 
In the second act of Fallen Angels Mr. Coward presents 
a very realistiC picture of two society women 1n a state of 
intoxication. As thei become 1ncreasingly intox1cated, they 
bicker and finally quarrel. At the beginning of the act, 
when they are sober, they are very friendly; as they beg1n 
to drink they begin to bicker; at the close of the act, when 
they are quite intOXicated, they have a nasty row. One is 
conscious throughout the act of an ever increasing build-up 
for the final scene. Abrupt changes in the repartee, 
brought about by slight shifts in the situations, furnish 
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the element of suspense. Just when the two women are at the 
point of heated battle, Mr. Coward toys with his audience by 
interrupting with the ringing of the doorbell, the telephone, 
or some other dramatic device. Then he starts them allover 
again, mixing up their ideas and staggering about. Let us 
note the in~l"easing tension of their bickering by two examples 
of dialogue; the first is moderate compared to the second: 
Jane: You make me feel like a French Revolution 
virago. I'd like to rush up and down Bond Street 
with your head on a pole. 
Julia: You'd better pull yourself together and 
I'll ask Saunders to help you to your flat. 
Jane: If she comes near me I'll throttle her. 
Julia: I've never seen you violent before. It's 
very interesting psychologically. 
Jane: I could bring you down to earth in one 
moment if I liked. (II, 56) 
They present in this ~econd bit of dialogue a rather incon-
gruous picture with their elaborate clothes and their formal 
dinner appointments when they say; 
Julia: (losing all control) How dare you1 How 
dare youl I'll never speak to you again as long 
as I live. You're utterly, completely contemptible. 
If it's true, you're nothing but a sniveling 
hypocrite. And if it's false you're a bare 
faced liar. There's not much to choose between 
you. Please go at once. 
Jane: Go - I'm only too delighted. You must 
curb your social sense, Julia, if it leads you 
to drunken orgies and abuse. 
Julia: '(in tears) Go - go away -
Jane: Certainly I shall and it may interest you 
to know that I'm going straight to Maurice. 
Julia: (wailing) Liar: - Liar. 
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Jane: I'm not lying - it's true. And I shall 
go away wi th him a t once and you and FIred and 
Willy can go to hell, the whole lot of you. (II, 58) 
During the whole of Act II of Private Lives nothing 
happens from beginning to end except bickering, love-making, 
more bickering, wrangling, resolutions that there shall be 
no more and then some more. There is a gradual and brilliant 
build up to the grand finale in which the main action of the 
play occurs - a free for all tumble on the floor in which 
objects are broken and Amanda and Elyot roll about in uncon-
ventional and undignified poses during a fierce but comic 
temper tantrum. 
Amanda and Elyot who are now in Amanda's flat in Paris, 
having run away from their le~l mates on the eve of their 
honeymoons, have agreed tha t whenever they are tempted to 
fight they will say "Sollocks" to save the situation. They 
are often called upon to say it. The bickering of the 
following dialogue which comes early in the act is of a 
mild quality: 
Amanda: Dontt be eross, Elyot, I haven't 
been so dreadfully loose a ctually. Five 
years is a long time, and even if I did 
nip off wi th someone every now and again, 
they were none of them very serious. 
Elyot: Oh, do s top it please -
Amanda: Well, wha t about you? 
Elyot: Do you want me to tell you? 
Amanda: No, no, I don't - I take everything 
back - I dont t. 
Elyot: I was madly in love wi th a woman in 
South Africa. 
Amanda: Did she haYe a ring through her nose? 
Elyot: Don't be revolting. (II, 221-222) 
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Then there follows a scene in which they get along beauti-
fully and are very complimentary and kind to each other. 
But not for long, for they start to discuss their new mates 
whom they have left behind a t the hotel where they had been 
honeymooning: 
Amanda: Victor really had a great charm. 
Elyot: You must tell me all about it. 
Amanda: He had a positive mania for looking 
after me, and protecting me. 
Elyot: That would have died down in time, 
dear. 
Amanda: You mustn't be rude; there's no 
necessity to be rude. 
Elyot: I wasnlt in the least rude, I merely 
made a perfectly rational statement. 
Amanda: Your voice was decidedly bitter. 
Elyot: Victor had glorious legs, hadn't he? 
And fascinating ears. 
Amanda: Don't be silly. 
Elyot: He probably looked radiant in the 
morning, all flushed and tumbled on the_ pillow. 
Amarna: I never saw him on a pillow. 
Elyot: I'm surprised to hear it. 
Amanda: (angrily) Elyot! 
Elyot: There's no need to be cros s. 
Amanda: Wba t did you mean by that? 
Elyot: I'm sick of listening to you yap, yap, 
yap, yap, yapping about Victor. 
Amanda: No listen, ~lyot, once and for all -
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Elyot: Oh my dear, Sollocks! Sollocksl ••• (11,224-225) 
Following this scene in which they almost really quarrel, 
they cuddle together on the sofa and are very loving, but 
soon again they are engaged in a rapier-thrust word play: 
Elyot: It's a pi ty you didn't have more 
brand,.; it might have made you a little less 
disagreeable. 
Amanda: It doesn't seem to have worked 
suoh wonders with you. 
Elyot: Snap, snap, snap; like a little 
adder. 
Amanda: Adders don't snap, they sting. 
Elyot: Nonsense, they have a little bag 
of venom behind their fangs and they snap. 
Amanda: They sting. 
Elyot: They snap. (II, 235-236) 
, 
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There are several more suoh soenes growing in inten-
sity, but always brisk and witty. Finally there is the grand 
battle in which Elyot tells Amanda that she is "an evil minded 
1 
little vampire," and that he hopes to God that he will never 
set eyes on her again. Amanda, held on the floor by Elyot who 
has grabbed her leg when she attempted to get up, screams, 
"Beast; brute; swine; cad; beast; beast; brute; devil. u2 And 
into the greatly disordered room in which many objects have 
been broken and hurled about, oome SibYl and Victor to see 
Amanda and Elyot rolling about on the floor. 
But, in spite of such outbursts, Mr. Coward employs 
balance and measure in his formula for dialogue. Also the 
speeches are almost always short (seldom more than three lines) 
and the tempo is of a staocato quality. One is reminded of 
an expert game of table tennis in which the ping-pong ball is 
skillfully and lightly bounced back and forth with accuracy. 
1. II, 230. 
2. Ibid. -
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The conversations which we find in life do not have the 
ataccato give and take which we find in Mr. Coward's plays. 
Tbo, there is often a melodious quality and a beauty of form. 
The few long speeches are also carefully controlled; they 
are concise, clear, vigorous, profound and polished. They 
contain many of his brilliant reflections and satirical shafts. 
The following examples of dialogue show not only how 
Mr. Coward controls, balances and measures the repartee, but 
also showt~ the short speeches, the staccato give and take, 
the accelerated tempo and a musical quality: From Fallen 
Angels: 
Fred: We've been married five years. 
Julia: A divine five years. 
Fred: Yes - wonderful. 
Julia: We're not in love a bit now, you 
know. 
Fred: I don't know anything of the sort. 
Julia: It's true. 
Fred: The first violent paaaion is naturally 
over -
Julia: Thank God. (I, 12) 
From Private Lives: 
Amanda : What have you been doing lately? During 
these last years. 
Elyot: Travelling about. I went around 
the world, you know, after 
Amanda: (hurriedly) Yes, yes, I know. How 
was it? 
Elyot: The world? 
Amanda: Yes. 
Elyot: Oh, highly enjoyable. 
Amanda: China must be very interesting. 
Elyot: Very big, Chi~a. 
Amanda: And J ap an -
Elyo t: Very small. (I, 212) 
From The Vortex: ----
Tom: That's a lovely dress. 
Florence: It is sweet, isn't it. 
Tom: You always wear wonderful clothes. 
Florence: Do I, Tom? 
Tom: You know you do. 
Florence: Do you remember the first time we 
met? 
Tom: Rather. 
Florence: Oxford's so full of romance, isn't 
it? 
Tom: It was when you came down. (II, 462-463) 
Fro m !!!I. Fever: 
Jackie: I've always wanted to go to Italy. 
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Richard: Rome is a beau tif'ul ci t,.. 
Jackie: Yes, I've always heard Rome was 
lovely. 
Riohard: And Naples and Capri - Capri's 
enchanting. (I, 527) 
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The lyric quality, though more apparent in the musicales and 
the romantic plays, sometimes is very lovely in the comedies 
of manners. Elyot in Private Lives says: 
I saw such beautiful things, darling. 
Moonlight shining on old temples, strange 
barbaric dances in jungle villages, scarlet 
flamingoes flying over deep, deep blue 
water. Breathlessly lovely and completely 
unexciting because you weren't there to 
see them with me. (II, 227-228) 
An example of Mr. Coward's use of the condensed, long 
speech in which much of his social criticism is expressed is 
the following speech from ~esig~ !2! Living: 
Gilda: The human race is a let down, 
Ernest; a bad, bad let downl I'm dis-
gusted with it. It thinks i~s progressed 
but it hasn't; it thinks it's risea above 
the primeval sllme but it hasn't - itt s 
still wallowing in itl It's still clinging 
to us, clinging to our hair and our eyes 
and our souls. We've invented a few small 
things that make nOises, but we haven't in-
vented one big thing that creates quiet, 
endless quiet - something to pullover ua 
like a gigantic eiderdown; something to 
deaden the sound of our emotional yellings 
and screechings and suffocate our psycholo-
gical confusions. (II, iii, 63) 
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Mr. Coward' 8 method of maintaining suspense whioh 
is used in the biokering soenes is characteristic of the 
dialogue throughout the plays. To maintain suspense and 
enhanoe the dramatic quality of the dialogue, he uses many 
sudden reversals in situation or he changes the subject 
matter of the repartee. Sometimes when the direct matter 
begins to press too insistently he lightens the touch in 
these ways. For instance, in Design !2! Living, Ernest and 
Gilda get very serious in the following dialogue. Our 
thoughts shade a little toward the sinister; but just as 
they do, Otto, Who is gay and carefree, enters the scene, 
and the situation and the subjeot matter are completely 
changed: 
Gilda: (hysterically) ~tay a little longer, 
you'll find out so much. 
Gilda: Courage, ~rnest, be brave. Look at 
the whole thing as a side show. People pay 
to see freaks. Walk up 1 Walk up and see the 
Fat Lady and the Monkey Man and the Living 
Skeleton and the three Hermaphrodites. (I, 14) 
The following dialogue from Private Lives illustrates 
an adroit change in the subject matter without a change in 
the situation. Amanda and Elyot are, for a moment, very 
seriously philosophic, but soon they are flippant again: 
Amanda: What happens if one of us dies. Does 
the one that's left still laugh? 
Elyot: Yes, yes, with all his might. 
Amanda: (wistfully clutching his hand) That's 
serious enough, isn't it? 
Elyot: No, no, it isn't. Death's very laughable, 
such a cunning little mystery. All done with 
mirrors. 
Amanda: Darling, I believe you're talking 
nonsense. 
Elyot: So is everyone else in the long run. 
Let's be superficial and pity the poor philo-
sophers. Let's blow trumpets and squeakers, 
and enjoy the party as much as we can, like 
very small, quite idiotic school children. 
Let's savour the delight of the moment. Come 
and kiss me, darling, before your body rots 
and worms pop in and out of your eye sockets. 
Amanda: Elyot, worms don't pop. (II, 232) 
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The dialogue whioh we have quoted in this chapter may 
illustrate, in some measure, the charaoteristios of Mr. 
Cowardls dialogue; but it cannot give an adequate estimate of 
his gift for easy and brilliant dialogue. One must read a 
play in its entirety to realize fully his genius for creating 
dial. ogue whioh is of the moment and which refleots olesrl.,. 
the post-war sophisticated SOCiety. 
In conclusion, we have pointed out the nature and the 
quality of Mr~ Coward's wit as shown in his dialogue of the 
oomedies of manners during the first three phases of his 
dramatic career. we have noted the amateurish quality and 
the strained epigrammatiC wit in the plays of the first phaso. 
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We have observed a marked improvement in the naturalness 
and the brilliance in the dialogue of the plays of the 
second phase. We have seen that several of the plays con-
tain dialogue which is sometimes dull because it is too near 
the speech of real life. We have observed that Mr. Coward's 
cyniCism and disillusionment find their most virulent ex-
pression in the dialogue of the plays of the second phase. 
We have indicated that Mr. Coward's most brilliant and witty 
dialogue occurs in the comedies of manners of the third 
phase. We have pointed out the mechanistic design of his 
formula for dialogue which includes balance and measure in 
the repartee, Short, clipped speeches, accelerated tempo, 
bickering and quarrelling, and dramatic devices for maintain-
ing suspense. 
PART II CHAPTER III 
NOEL COWARD'S STRUC'lURAL PA'l'rERN 
PART II CHAPTER III 
NOEL COWARD'S STRUCTURAL PA'l'l'ERlf 
The structural pattern which Noel Coward emplols 
in his comedies of manners is caretully planned, controlled 
and balanoed. It is like a geometric design in ita accuracy, 
exactness and measure. But Mr. Coward, with his innate 
instinct for the theatre, manages this mechanistic design 
with such apparent ease that :we are not a tall conseioull11' 
aware of the adroit plan behind the plal; he understands 
thoroughly the art of blending the various elements of hi. 
dramatic formula. 
Like Scribe and Sardou, the early French exponents of 
the Itwe11-made" P1ay,1 he places a great deal of emphasis 
upon teohnique. He is somewhat reminiscent of them in his use 
of carefully manipulated situations, artificiality, coinCidence, 
intrigue, theatricall"s and stage tricks. But Scribe's 
1. Ir. Thomas B. Dickinson says that It was upon the 
foundationa of the "well-made" play, as exemplified by Scribe, 
that the super structure of modern commercialism in the theatre 
was built. Outline ot Contemporary Drama, Boston, liew York: 
Mifflin Co., 192', p:-30. 
Mr. Montrose J. Moses infers that the "well-made" plal 
is one which is written under standardized specificationa 
dictated by the "theatre trust," with the box office receipts 
as the 8 ole goal of the plarwright. The American Dramatist, 
Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1925, p:-3Sa. 
To say of a play now that it is "well-made" is not 
complimentary; the term has come to denote a play written purely 
for commercial appeal and lacking in artistic qualities. Scribe, 
however, at the particular time that his type of play appeared, 
performed an important service in emphasiz ing dramatic construc-
tion and eliminating sentimentalitl. 
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and Sardou'. purpose was solely to amuse, never to enlighten. 
Mr. Coward wishes to inatruct and to ridicule as well as to 
amuse. l 
We have, heretofore, mentioned the fact that Pinero 
and Jones, influenced by Scribe and Sardou, used the struc-
tural pattern of the "well-made" play in their comedies of 
manners. Mr. Coward's structural plan more nearly approxi-
mates that of Pinero and Jon~s than that of Scr1be and Sardou. 
Like them he po. se88e8 the knack of graceful and eaay fiow of 
plot development and dialogue; the playgoer has hardly a sus-
picion of the deft artfulness concealed behind the facile 
mechani.m. Scribe' a play, Ba tai11e ~ _D_a .... m ... e.-.s, which affords 
an excellent example of the tI l well-made I playas conceived by 
the French playwright, 1s a highly artificial and mechanical 
play, filled with many fictlt10us rave11ings of plot and 
counter-plots. It suggests none of the pattern of real life, 
and the machinery of the structure is not concealed; in fact 
it rather glaringly obtrudea. The mechanica of Mr. Coward's 
1. Ir. Cowardta romantic comedy, 1.6. MarqUise, approxI-
mates atructurally the "well-made" play much more than h1. 
comediea of manners. It is full of highly improbable 8ituation., 
atage tricks and theatrica1iama, and it 1s filled with man,. 
fictitious rave11ings and unrave1lings of plot and counter-plot. 
The purpose of the play aeems only to amuse; it containa no 
satiric theme. However, it is unfair in the light of the modern 
interpretation of the term, "well-made" to classify the play in 
this manner. Mr. Coward' a brilliancy ot wi t and dialogue and 
the excellent drawing of the character types, Eloise, Raoul and 
Esteban, which are among his beat portrayals, give to the play 
the stamp of artistry. 
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plays, like those of Pinero and Jones, are never obtrusive; 
but are elever17 and adroit17 concealed in an apparent ease 
of execution. The pattern of real life is at least approxi-
mated in a heightened form. 
Despite any influenoes, Mr. Coward's technique i. un-
mistakab17 his own. With an inimitable touch and the genius 
of a skilled satiric dramatist, he emplo7s, in a manner 
peculiar to himself and with'an even, consistent maste~, a 
variet7 of elements in his strUctural plan. Among the element. 
of structure which he uses in his formula for the come47 of 
manners, we find: 
First, the use of organic plot development, which is 
ingenious17 manipulated. 
Secon4, the use of parallelisms and sudden reversals 
in the situationa. 
Third, emphasis upon situations which are orten based 
upon coinciden.e and surprise. 
Fourth, a balanced use of similarities and antitheses 
in the charaoter ~pes. 
Fifth, the use of bickering and quarrelling among the 
oharacters, which is controlled and regulated. 
The action of the pla7 is centered in these elements of 
structure; it 4epends in a large measure upon the brisk, 
staccato scenes, the su4den reversals of Situations, the 
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d1alogue, and the bickering and quarrelling among the 
characters. The movement and action are also found in the 
ideas, which, presented in a satiric, comic vein, provoke 
thoughtful laughter. All these elements are closely inter-
woven in the s truc tural pa tt ern. 
Mr. Coward's structural pattern for the comedy of 
manners does not differ in the plays of one phase from those 
of another, but there is evi~ent a marked progress in the 
development of his formula. In the early comedies of the 
first phase, we find the elements of structure which we find 
later in Private Lives and Design ~ Livina, where Mr. 
Coward's structural pattern is at its best; but we do not find 
in these early plays the perfect and harmonious fUSion of the 
elements which we find in these comedies of the third phase. 
Also the measure, the balance, and the accuracy are in an 
embryonic stage of development. In the comedies of manners 
of the second phase, the mechanistic design becomes increasingly 
apparent. Fallen ~ngel! and ~ Fever more closely approximate 
the pattern of Priva teO Lives and Design !2.!:. Livins than do 
the other Plays.l These four plays constitute Mr. Coward's 
best examples of the comedy of manners, and illustrate the 
best expression of his structural design. We will, at this 
1. TKls Was a Man is also an excellent example of Mr. 
Coward'''iS'"£rue~urarp'lan, but, as a comedy of manners, it 
falls short in that the satire is too sardonic. 
pOint, explain the nature of his structural formula and 
then make specific application to these four plays. 
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First, let us emphasize the nature of the plot develop-
ment and the treatment of the act divisions; partlcularly we 
will note Mr. Coward's methods for malntalnlng ::nup ense. We 
will discuss hls technlcal method In the use of paralle11sms 
and reversals, for the actlon of the play Is sometimes de-
pendent upon thls method. W. wl1l Indlcate his methods of 
movement and actlon in the us. of Ideas, which he juggles 
precarlousl7. 
The development and managemen t of the plot, whleh 1. 
organlel (in that the structural elements are expositlon, in-
volutlon, c11max, and resolution), Is of much greater impor-
tance to Mr. Coward than the plot itself. The plot, whieh 121 
usually very tenuous and light, is merely a vehlc1e for the 
theme; the telling of the story is of secondary importance to 
the manner in whlcb the 21 tory Is to1cl, and the purpose for which 
the story has been employed. It Is used merely as a pattern 
for weaving the various elements of bls formula and for main- ~ 
ta1nlns the suspense and the interest of the audlence. 
Mr. Coware's comedies of manners are divlded into three 
acts. The flrst act, whlch contalns the exposltlon, is 
i. See 'a11e7 ana IIison, The lDitomy or Literature, 
Murray Hll1, N. Y.: Farrar and-rrnebart,~§Z4, pp. 89, 12~. 
I· 
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brilliant17 constructed. Tnerein, with mathematical pre-
cislon, he skillfUl17 conve7s to the audience sufficlent, 
ooncentrated information tor an adequate understandlng ot 
what 1. to tollow. The Betting, which i8 a part of the ex-
position In that It suggests the comedJ of manners, i8 alway. 
the drawing room, the studio, the dlning room, the hotel lobby 
or terrace; the appointments of the setting are nearly alwa78 
luxuriou8 and suggest sophistication. The accelerated tempo 
o~ the play is immedIately indicated by the celerlty and 
smartness ot the dialogue and the sophistication ot the 
character t7P... The character presentation is adroit, clear 
and concise; we know immediately the t7pe ot characters who 
will people the play; we soon know who are the more signifi~ant 
characters, an4 by the close ot the act we have been thorougb17 
informed ot the dramatic purpose of the characters. 
The element ot suspense i8 maintained chiefly by a 
series of minor crises, each ot greater magnitude than the 
previous one, leading up to a carefully planned and climactic 
aurtain. l The exposition runs along at a pretty even pace 
for a while before these crises begin to occur; they are t111e. 
with unexpected twists and surprises which delight and tanta-
lize the audience. At the same time, the7 skillfully conve7 
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information which advances the exposition. 
At the close of the first act, the playgoer has an 
accurate understanding of the type of play he is witnessing; 
he is familiar with the character types and i8 keenly stimu-
lated to see what the next two acts will convey in regard to 
them. He has been delightfully entertained; at the same time 
he has received some insight to the thematiC material of the 
play and has been provoked, in a measure, to thoughtful 
laughter. If he is critical and observant, he sees that the 
plan of the act is definite, balanced, symmetrical, and that 
the various elements are related in a cumulative manner. 
The second act, now that ~he unfolding of the story and a 
comprehensible presentation of the dramatic materials have been 
successfully handled in the exposition of the first act, proceed& 
at a rapid pace. The progress ma,. be diagrammed to show a much 
more rapid ascent than that of the first act; the minor crises 
occur more frequently and with increasing tension to the final 
major climax, which occurs generall,. at the close of the act. l 
1. 1.618 Was a lAW" las,. Virtue, Sirocco, Tbe ~;Sen Was In 
the ParroF; B'ftt'ir ee, and The Young Idea turn exi.iiiPlii 
or-major climaxes at the clo.e-or the second act. 
~e major climax of This Was a Man occurs when Oarol 
returns and goes into Evie''i''''Dediioolll; -
'!he major climax of Evs" Virtue occurs when Lari ta throws 
a book at the statue of the enus de gilo. 
The major climax of Sirocco occurs when Lucy declares 
that she will go down to the "very dregs" with Sirio. 
The major climax of The Queen Was in the Parlor occurs 
when Nadya promi8es Sablen ini wIll be:nlSilover on1,. once and 
agrees that he will die to-morrow. 
The major climax of Bitter ~eet occurs when Oarl is 
killed in a duel. 
CicelY'a going off with Rodd,. is the major Climax of 
.!h.! Young !!!!.!. 
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But the nature of the crises found in the second act is 
often ditferent from that of the first act, which depende. 
upon abrupt changes in the situation or increases ot the 
exposition. Tbe orises of the second act are centered in 
the movement and the contlict of ideas expressed in the dia-
logue, and the bickering among the characters Which increases 
rapidly to the tempo ot battle. The theme of the plays is 
more tully expressed in the aeeond aot, and the use ot wit 
and brilliance are more lavishly employed than in the first 
act. The material action is greatly subordinated- to the 
intellectual actlon; the action is more in the faculties of 
reflection, comparison and deduction. This action is very 
keen and quick, and the climax usually contains the element 
of surprise. l The suspense of interest in this intellectual 
action is ke,.d to such a pitch that the audience holds its 
breath in antiCipation. The second acts of Mr. Coward's best 
comediea of manners are his masterpieces of dramatic creation; 
they are __ aniri.ent festiTals of rollicking, sparkling tun ot 
an intellectual nature. They indicate that Mr. Coward is not 
i. The second act of ThIs 'as a Man Is Illustrative ot 
IIr. Coward' a t"omula. Thi"-mCFiaracters do little more 
throughout the act than to eat, drink and d.anoe, but the action, 
which is centered in the movement ot the dialogue is keen; they 
quarrel and bicker; the surpriae ending, when Carol slips 
noiseleasly into Evelyn's bedroom, is an exciting climax. 
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only a master Ihowman and a 8uperb artlst, but also a keen 
satirist. 
Mr. Cowardts thira acts of his comedies of manners are 
disappointIng. At times it 8eems they are there only tor the 
purpose of satlsf7lng the conventlonal demands ot the theatre; 
the plays might well have ended wlth the second act. The 
third act. are often pa4ded and trail off lnto inconsequentlal 
4iscuss1on which lacks the brlllianoe and wit of the second 
act. They are weak largely because Mr. Coward does not otte~ 
a solution tor the problems he has presented ln the first two 
aets. He teels that the problems ot 11fe are not neatly sewe4 
up and settled b7 happy denouements; therefore, he presents 
none. Bowever, thls clrcular structure is otten disappolnting 
to the playgoer who has been keyed to a high pltch of suspense 
and curlosity for the outcome. He finds himself right back 
where he started at the opening of the pla7. 
Although, as Mr. Coward says, the press notices for 
Fallen Angels were "vituperative to the point of lncoherence,nl 
the play is an excellent, early example of hls atructural for-
mula tor the comed7 of mannerl. The exposltion presented in 
the first act is clear, concise and adroltly managed. The play 
opens with a oreakfast scene in the dlnlng room of Fred and 
Julia ~terroll's flat. Alm~st immed1ate17 we are lnformed by 
i. Present Indlcative, p. 210. 
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the nature ot the dialogue that the characters are sophisti-
cated, modern, ~oung married tolks who are rather bored with 
lite and marriage. Shortly, Mr. and Mrs. Willy Banbury are 
introduced, Fred and Will~ go ott to play golt, and Jane and 
Julia are lett alone to amuse themselvea aa best they ma~. 
A rapid rise in the dramatic movement is indicated by Jane's 
sa~ing that Maurice is coming from France to visit them. It 
aeems that each ot the young,·lad1es has had an aftair with 
Maurice some time previous to their marriages. They want ver7 
much to see Maurice, but are 80mewhat afraid and plan to go 
ott to avoid seeing him. They get their baga and are about to 
Aepart when the door bell rings; at this point the curtain 
talla. This caretully planned curtain creates ant1cipation 
tor Maurice's appearance upon the scene.l 
But the audience is surprised when the ringing ot the 
door bell did not announce the arrival of Mauriee. At the 
opening ot the 8eoon4 act, the evening ot the same da~, we find 
the two women .ressed elaborately and waiting dinner - as well 
as the arrival of Maurloe. They are keyed to a high note ot 
1. Mr. Coward often emplo~s thea trioa1 devIces a t the 01011> . 
ot the tirst act to increase the suspense of the audience. I. 
!.bis Was a Man, Carol phones Harry, her ardent lover in the 
opening-scene-of the play, and tells him that she i8 ill and wl1l 
be unable to go to 41nner with him. When she phones him, she i. 
all dressed and ready to leave to go to dinner with ETie. 
In The Mar92ise, ElOise, who had first appeared unannounced 
at the window, rings the bell as if She had not been there betore 
and asks hospitali~ tor the night. Raoul refuses her, but 
Adrienne appears and insist. that she remain. 
In Bo.e Chat, Janet flings a poker across the room and 
announces iOliernusband that she is leaving him. 
In Bitter Sweet, Sarah and Carl elope. 
anticipation. The suspense is increased by such details as 
the arrival of a taxi, an~ the frequent ringing of the phone 
and doorbell. Once Saunders, the maid, announces a foreign 
looking gentleman, but it happens not to be Maurice, merely 
a stranger at the wrong address. When Maurice finally rings, 
they have ceased to answer the phone and are almost too in-
toxicated to care. The movement of the act is in the increasing 
intoxication of the two women;l they blcker and quarrel until 
they tlnall,. have a naa t,. row at the close ot the act when 
Jane goes otf angri1,., declaring that she had known all along 
where Maurice is and that she 1s going to him. Mr. Coward 
again to,.s wi th his audience who cannot be aure whether or not 
Jane knows where Maurice is. 
The third act of the play gives the feeling of the 
"morning atter the night before," whleh, though in keeping 
with the nature of the p1a,., iS80mewhat of a letdown con-
trasted against the high emotional tension of the second act. 
At the opening ot the act, Jane has not as ,.et been heard trom 
since her departure the night preVious, and Willy and Julia 
bicker over the news that Jane has gone oft wi th the Frenchman. 
As the,. go off in search ot Jane, the long anticipated arrival 
of Maurice is announced b7 phone. Jane returns, anei upon 
seeing on the note pad tha t Maurice has phoned and upon beil1l 
1. See PP. 94:97. 
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told that Julia has gone oft with a gentleman, she 
immediately conoludes that Julia and Mauriee are together. 
In turn she tells Fred that Julia has gone off wi th the French-
man; thus we note one ot Mr. Coward's use of parallelisms. By 
such parallel and taroioal knots the suspense ot the audience 
is skilltully maintained. Finally Maurice arrives upon the 
soene just when the two couples are engaged in heated discussion. 
This is indeed the high mome~t of the third act and presents a 
surpriSing anti-c1imax.1 Maurice immediately takes control ot 
the situation and to the mystification of all eoncerned, handles 
it very dertly; he tells the husbands that it was all a put up 
job merely to arouse them to a sense of their responsibilities 
toward their wives. At the same time he announces that he has 
rented the tlat above and insists, at the very close ot the act, 
that Jane and Julia come up to help him seleot the ourtains. 
1. The Young Idea, f'll Leave II to You, 1h1s Was a Man, ana 
The MarquIse oontar:n-surpr181ng antl-erimaxes-arso~iCh-rrlus­
trate Mr. Cowardts technique. 
A surpriSing anti-climax occurs in The Young Idea when 
after Hiram and Jennifer have become engage!; Gerda and Sholto 
return and tell their mother that Cice17 and their father are 
happy, and then tell Hiram that their mother and father are not 
dlvoree4 and that their father is insane. 
It is a surprise in Itll Leave It to You when Uncle 
Daniel, who has sald that he-rially haS-no-money after all, 
receives a wire trom his agent saying that a big vein in a mine 
has been struck. Sylvia, who asks him if he sent the wire to 
himself, is told "y ••• " 
In This Was a Man, after Edward departs, Carol very 
sweetly sa~-mvi. who had threatened suicide, "There's still 
time to shoot yourself." 
A .urprising anti-climax occurs in The Marquise when 
Eloise announces that she reall,. loves Raow. 
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'lbe husbands .tare and remain myst1fied. The third act ot 
this pIa)" is better thalDJ many of the third acts of other PIa,.. 
1 
by Mr. Coward. 'lbe suspense contained in the act is much 
keener than that usually found in a third aet; there is no 
padding, and the unravelling of the knots is ingenious. 
There is l1ttle or no plot to Hal Fever. The interest 
of the play depends upon the Skillful treatment of the extra-
yagant situation, rather than the story element. It is a 
delichttul portrayal of a "slapdash," Bohemian, bad mannered, 
unconventional fam11,. of four mo invite guests for the week-
end without the knowledge or approval of the others. The 
four tamily members versus the four guests afford many 
opportunities for the dramatist to display his genius with the 
handling of parallelisms, which are much in evidence in this 
play. 
'lbe action of the play takes plaee in the hall of the 
Bliasea' house at Cookham. The soene is described in Act I 
as being "very comfortable and extremely un t1dy ,n which 
immediately suggests the informality of the family. Simon an. 
Sorel, the ch1ldren ot DaVid and Judith, immediately set the 
tempo of the play by their nippant and cri$P conversation in 
which the.,. foreshadow the character of Judith, an ex-actress 
who lives continually in a theatrical world, never coming down 
1. !he 'ortex and This Was a Man have well ordered, strong 
third aera. - - - -
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to earth and the practical things of life. In the first 
part of the act, we become acquainted with the character 
t'1Pes of the four members of the family and we are made to 
anticipate the arriTal of the four guests who appear before 
the act closes. The incongruous situationsl which develop 
as a result of the informal behavior of the Blisses when the 
guests arrive afford many delightful surprises and moments 
of suspense. One teels towa~d the close of the act an 
accelerated movement; the crises occur a little more fre-
quent17 and the surprises begin to intensify. 
The second act opens with all the characters involved 
in the pla7ing of a parlor guessing game. This scene aemon-
strates the dramatist's abilit7 to make a great deal out ot 
nothing; it is all "fluff," but it makes possible an excellent 
portra7al of the character of Judi the She enjoys acting out 
the charades and shoring the others haw they should be done. 
The game, a. one might expect, leads to a squabble, and the 
1. Man7 incongruous situations are round in The Marquis8, 
I'll Leave It to You, and Post Mortem. We find such scenes 
in !be laraUIse-as-tbe one-rn-w6!ch 110ise locks Raoul in the 
librar7 an torces Father Clement to marry, at the point of a 
pistol, Adrienne and Jacques. Raoul beats on the door. Also 
while Raoul and Esteban are fighting a auel, Eloise sits on 
the spinet desk and referees while she eats an orange. I'll 
Leave It to You is built upon the incongruity of Uncle Dan!el 
telIrng-each-01 the children that he has singled him or her 
out to inherit his tortune. Post Mortem contains incongruous 
situations broulht about b,- the""i='etUrn to life of a war victim 
who visits his relatives and friends. 
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movement from that point on is quicker. There is a rapi4 
ascent of crises, each of greater intensit7 than the previous 
one. ~e seene, first of all, between Richard, one of the 
guests, and Judith is an example of the t7Pe of minor crises 
of the pla7. Judith, by clever design and sch.ming, leads 
Richard to the climaotic moment of a kiss, and then, muoh to 
Richard'. consternatlon, threatens to tell all to David, h.r 
husban4. Other faroical scenes which are equal17 as hilarious 
and amuslng follew In rapid succession.l The final one In 
whlch Judith cries out dramatlc.117, "Would70U tear the v.rJ 
heart out of m •••• You have rulned my lite. I have nothlng lett -
nothing. God In Heaven where am I to turn for help,"2and then 
falnts, brings down the curtain, while the varlous guests look 
on dazed and aghast. 'lbe 8econd act of this pla7 is perhaps 
the funnlest of an7 whlch Mr. Coward has written;· in it are 
blended comlc and tarclcal elements in a pattern which, thoUSh 
controlled and balanced, i8 most delightful. The action her., 
oontrar7 to the general tendenc7, centers in the farCical 
elements ot the si tuatOion8 ra th.r than in the ideas. But the 
action ot the dialogue ls jU8t as keen a8 it is in the other 
pla7s • 
Th. thlrd act of the play is ver7 short and contalns 
little or no action. The on17 things that happen at all are 
i. The Marqui •• contains more Parclcal scene8 than an7 
pla7 beill •• ~al F.ver. 
2. II, 56 • 
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the Aeparture of the guests, which is very stealth~, and 
the stage business of eating breakfast. In the first place, 
the guests have breakfast and plan their departure without 
aaying polite tarewells to their hoata. After they leave the 
set to assemble their baggage, the Blisses gather for break-
taste Again there is per~ect parallelism of situation.l Tbe 
Blisaes are utterly oblivious to and unconcerned regarding the 
whereabouts ot their guests; :in fact, they 8eem to have for-
gotten the~ are there until they hear the door slam, announclnl 
their departure. Judith merely exclaims, ftHow very rude," an4 
tb8J go on with their .. iScu8sion ot other things. They are 
back where they started from at the openlng of the play; the 
structure is circular. There is in this very short act some 
padding. The discussion about hiccoughs and people dying ot 
SUCh, and the amount to tip the maid, seems unnecessary to the 
playas a whole. The movement of the act is considerably 
slower than that ot the two previous acts, and the dialogue ls 
not as brilliant or as wltty. 
1. Some playa thit show parallelism of 8ituation are: 
~is Waa a Man, Itll Leave I~ to You, and Home Chat. 
- -Yn-S'i 'l\a a Ian, frrr'S'tious soeniiDetiiin Evie and 
Carol are paraltir to~ose between ~dward and Zoe. 
In I'll Leave It to You, the various scenea between 
Uricle Danier-ina the CbiIQren-are parallel. He promises each 
of them the same thing, and their reactions are similar. 
In Home Cba t, Lavinia's distrus't of Peter is parallelea 
wlth Paul'~8irUit of Janet. Mavis' affection for Paul is 
parallel to Janet's affectlon for Alec. 
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There is little plot to Private Lives, and what 
• 
there is, is presented in the first act. We find Amanda 
and Elyot, formerly married to each other, have come to 
the same hotel in France for their second honeymoons with 
their new mates, Victor and Sibyl. Amanda and Elyot soon 
discover 'each other, and finding that they are still very 
much in love, decide to run away immediately to Paris, leaving 
Victor and Sibyl behind. That is all there is to the story 
except at the close of the third act, we see Amanda and Elyot 
again going off with each other. The story of Private Lives 
is the least important element of the play; it is the reaction 
of the characters to the forces of life and the oircumstances 
in whioh they find themselves that is important. 
Surely there is no other play that has ever been 
written which oontains as many absolute parallels and re-
versals as Private Lives. They extend beyond the character 
types to include the situationa, the dialogue, the settings, 
the presentation of the ideas, and the aotion. Every word, 
every action, every entrance and exit are carefully measured 
so that the balance will be perfectly maintained throughout; 
yet the mechanism of the structure is 80 delicately mani-
pulated that it never obtrudes, and even by the least 
observant playgoer, it must be keenly felt. In this care-
tully designed pattern lies Mr. Coward's genius. Any clever 
playw~ight might decide to write a play based upon the 
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use of parallels and reversals, but not anyone could attain 
the masterpiece of Private Lives. Mr. Coward is perfectly 
at home with hil medium; he juggles the parallelisma and 
reversals in such a delightful and uncanny manner that the 
highly improbable situations, baaed entirely upon coinci-
dence, even take on the verisimilitude of lire. It is, as 
Kr. Walter Eaton says, "all flufr, spun lugar, if you like. 
A bit, and it is gone, but ot its kind a little masterpiece."l 
And there is a1ao, despite the "fluff" and the balance of the 
structure, an undercurrent of deep meaning; the psychology 
of marriage and the trivialities which spell its doom are 
skillfully treated. 
At the opening of the play, we receive immediately the 
reeling of measure and balance when the curtain rises, for the 
set, a terrace of a hotel in France, is divided exactly in the 
middle by a small line of trees in tubs. There are two 
identical balconies representing the two suites of the hotel 
occupants. The situations which develop and the action which 
takes place on th1s geometrically designed set are also con-
trolled and balanced. First, one sees Sibyl and Elyot, newly-
weda; Sibyl is quite unsophisticated and haa not been married 
before. Elyot has been married before and 1s very worldly 
wise and blase. T.hey discuss and argue about Elyot's former 
1. Ea ton, Waiter P., Ii Plays a nd Players, " 
Tribune, Section xi, March 1, 1931, p. 17 • 
• 
New York Herald ---........ ~-
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marriage to Amanda. Following this, there is a very 
similar seene between Amanda and Victor, who are the counter-
parts of Sibyl and Elyot. Amanda is very scintillating and 
sophisticated; Victor is very stodgy and matter of fact. 
'!hey d1 scuss and argue about Amanda's former marriage to 
Elyot, just as Elyot and Sibyl have argued about the same 
matter, from Elyotts Viewpoint. Next there is a scene in 
which Amanda and El70t discover each other; this is balanced 
later on by one in which Sibyl and Victor become acquainted. 
After the discovery, there is a scene between Elyot and Sibyl 
in which Elyot tells Sibyl thaJt they mUst depart immediately. 
But Sibyl does not wish to leave and they argue and bicker 
until they almost fight. Following this there is an almost 
identical scene 1n Which Amanda tells Victor they must leave 
immediately, but Victor staunchly refuses; they squabble and 
almos t fight. Then we see !mama and Elyot again together; 
they discuss their new mates in much the same manner as they 
themselVes have been discussed before; then they bicker, then 
make love, and finally" decide to run away together. This ot 
course is the high moment ot the act. During these various 
balanced scenes, the movement of the act goes steadily for-
ward, increasing in tempo and suspense. During all these 
scenes, the dialogue is carefully balanced and controlled; 
the speeches approximate the same length, and the thought 
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conta1ned 1n them 1s proport1onate. Even the use 01" stage 
properties rece1ves parallel treatment. Elyot is seen 
carrying a tray upon whiCh are two cocktails; he plaoes them 
on the table on one side 01" the stage set. Almost immed1atel,. 
afterwards, Amanda oomes out of her suite oarrying a tra7 
contalnlng two cocktails; she places them on the table on the 
other side of the stage. El,.ot's cockta11s were of course 
meant for hlm and S1byl, and'-Amanda's were meant for her an" 
Vlctor, but Mr. Coward juggles the sltuatlons 80 that Amanda 
and El,.ot drink together, and, at the olose of the act, Vlotor 
and Slb,.l dr1nk, w1th forced ga1ety, to "absent frlends." 
Mr. Coward say8 01" the seoond act of Pr1vate L1ves: _--_, -----
It was more tr1cky and fUll of pitfalls than 
an,.th1ng I have ever attempte4 ••• As a general 
rule the oonaiderate author provldes llfellnes 
for hls actors, In the shape of sharpl,. etched 
cameos for the subsidia17 members of the cast 
who can make bustl1ng little entrances and 
exlts In order to break the monotony. He mal' 
even, on occasion, actually provide a susta1nea 1 
plot for them to hang on to when all else fails. 
But there 1s no plot crevelopment in the second. act of Pr1vate 
Llv •• ; there are no exlts and entrances. The onl,. characters 
who appear In the ent1re act untll just before the curtaln 
falls are the two pr1ncipals, Amanda and E1l'0t.2 Slbyl and 
1. ~al Parade, Intro., p. xl11. 
2. e second act of This Was a Man shows slmllarlties 
to that of Prlvate Llves ~FiTI.n xngels. The entire actlon 
takes place between the two principais; except for the entrance. 
and exlts of a manservant who serves the d1nner, they are the 
onl,. characters who appear durIng the act. 
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Victor arrlve upon the scene onl,. ln tlme to wltness the 
tall end ot the tree tor all tumble on the floor lndulged in 
by the leadlng characters. The fact that the dramatlst can 
hold ln rapt suspense the attention of hls audience tor fort,. 
mlnutes whlle two people do llttle more than converse 1. 
lndeed a rare dramatlc feat. But the rls1ng actlon, the use 
ot several crlses whlch lncrease in momentum and tension, i. 
keenly felt; it ls centered 1n the dialogue and the blckerlng 
among the charactera. It ls also cent.reA in the 14eas 
presented, for Mr. Coward's satiric shafts brlng into p1a,. 
the powers of reflection and anal,.sis ot the playgoer. The 
action which takes place at the very close ot the act i8 ln 
direct contrast to the lack ot lt in the time preceding. The 
scene in which Amanda and El,.ot roll about on the t1oor, 
knocklng over all the furniture, lamps, etcetera, 18 tul1 of 
. 1 
dramatic hokum, and the expression on the faces ot Vlctor 
and Slb,.l who enter at thls point 18 hlghly amusing. One ot 
the most clever crises of the act ls the scene on the sota; 
it ls loaded wl th theatrical exhllaration and suspense. It 
I 2 ls rlsque but "elicatel,. handlea. 
i. In sirocoo, we rind a scene a£ the close or tne £hirl 
act ln whlcn £he prlncipals of the play also roll about on the 
floor ln heated battle; bUt in Sirocco the scene la not amuslng; 
it is very melodramatic. In The Marquise, also in the thlrd 
act, there ls a flght wlth rapiers tie&een the two pr1nclpal 
men of the pIa,.. It la a very amuslng acene. 
2. Rlsque~8cenes are tound ln many ot Mr. Coward's plays, 
such as The Vortex, Thls Was a Man, Slrocco, Home Chat, The 
Queen Wai'1"n £h. ParIOF," rorn~e-valaine. lowher. ir'i""'"the,. 
handIe~scre!Iia£el,. as tney are In Prlvate Llves. 
T:h. third act of Private Lives was to me a keen 
't"" 
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disappointment when I saw it on the stage despite the fact 
that it picks up the threads of the story aa they were lett 
tangling at the close ot the first act; the element of sus-
pense is adroitly maintained until the final curtain, tor we 
are never quite sure just who will finally decide to live 
with whom until that pOint. The characters are juggled 1n 
many s}mmetrical patterns si~ilar to those ot the first act, 
and the dialogue is clever. There is, however, on the whole 
an interior qualif;J to that ot the two previous acts, for 
the tempo is decreased, the crises are not as delightful, anA 
the dialogue i8 not nearly as brilliant as that of the pre-
ceding acts. Also the action occurs more in the realm ot the 
physical than in the mental; however, the bickering among the 
characters constitutes a large part ot the action. The brea~ 
fast scene was somewhat long tor the brisk tone of the play and. 
contained IIOme unnecessary padding; however it served to 
increase the suspense OJ holding off the solution. 
DeSign !!! Living contains considerably more plot than 
any of the other oomedies of manners, and theretore .eems to 
have more bo~ and substance. The story centers about otto an. 
Leo and Gilda who all love each other. otto, a portrait painter, 
and Leo, a dramatist, have been friends a long time and have 
also been acquainted with Gilda 8ince the days when they were 
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not famous or successful. The play opens in otto's studio 
in Paris. Ernest Friedman, a picture dealer and a loyal 
friend, comes to call. We learn trom the conversation between 
him and Gilda much of the intormation necessary for satisfactorJ 
and concise exposition. We learn, among other thinss, that 
Gilda is living with otto, that Leo has just returned from 
America, ebullient with the success of a new play, that GilAa 
is setting sick of the studio though she insists upon her love 
for Otto. During this expository scene the action move. alons 
at a pretty even pace, but it is soon quickened by the 
appearance of otto. Gilda had just told Ernest that otto 
was asleep in the next room, having suffered all night with 
neuralgia; we know as soon as Otto appears that someone else 
in in the bedroom, for Gilda flurriedly hurries otto and 
Ernest ott to f1n4 Leo at his hotel. As they go off, otto 
exclaims to Ernest, "She's crazy about me, poor little thing; 
just crazy about me. n1 At that point, Leo., who has spent 
the night with Gilda for the first time, emerges trom the bed-
room. In this manner, Mr. Coward rapidly increase. the tempo 
of the playas well as the interest of the audience; it is a 
most effective bit of 4ramaturgr. Shortlr Otto returns and 
finds Leo and Gilda laughing at him; it is too much for ~tto, 
and the curtain falls on the high note of Otto's dramatic 
1. I, 18. 
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.eparture in Which he exclaims, "I wish you were dead and 
in hell."1 
At the opening of the second act, eighteen months 
have passed since the climactic departure of Otto. The act 
is divided into three scenes, each of which is paralleled 
a!ainst the other in that Gilda i8 Been wi th the three men 
respectively, Leo, otto, and Ernest. In the first scene, 
Gll.a and Leo are living tog,ther In London. Leo, a very 
successful .ramatist, ls thoroughly enjoying the truits of 
his .ucces., but Gil.a is restless and bored by 1t. In the 
second scene, while Leo is away at a house party, otto returns, 
and G1lda takes up with him where she left off prev1ously. In 
the third scene, Gilda has decided to run away trom both Otto 
and Leo; Ernest oalls, and with him for her "safety valven2 
Cahe .ays) .he goes off with him. The plan of th1s act shows 
Mr. Cowar~'8 skill in the use ot parallelisms in a manner dif-
terent from that of Private Lives. The balance is established 
by a paralleling and reveraing ot some of the s1tuatlons of 
the first act, and by having a proportionate amount of ttm. for 
the three scenes between Gilda and the three men. Such llttle 
thlng. illustrate the use of parallellams as the lie which 
Gllda tells Ernest. We have noted that she told ~nest, in 
the flrst act, that otto was asleep 1n the next room when Leo 
1. I, ~9. 
2. n, i1i, 63. 
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was in there; now she tells him Leo is asleep when Otto is 
in there. 
Mr. Coward says that the title of Design ~ Living 
was ironio rather than dogmatio;l but the theatre-goer has 
not this information when he attends the play. Perhaps even 
the aophist1cated playgoer may look tor some design as he 
watohes the progress of the play. This, it seems to me, is 
just another expression ot the author's delightful toying 
with his au4ience. The suspense i8 maintained by the ouriositT 
as to the outcome of this triangular pattern of lives; tor, 
surely, it seems that at least aooording to all the rules, 
Gilda must eventually choose one of the menl The minor 
crises of the second act occur when Gilda switches from one 
man to the other. But the major crisis is the drunk scene 
between Leo and Otto, at the end of the act. Mr. Cowara is 
unusually adept with such scenes; he possesses a thorough 
underatanMns ot the behavior pattern of individuals in the 
various and increasing stages of,intoxioation. 2 
MuCh of the aotion, botil in the first and second aots, 
is centered in the play of ideas and the underourrent of deep 
meaning. The charaoters say a great deal about love and rela-
tionships and the nature and temperament of artistic people; 
the touoh lightens where the thought tends to beoome weighty, 
1. PlaftkParade, Intro., p. xvi. 
I. I1V. already noted this treatment in Fallen Angels (Aot 
II) and Private Live. (Act II). The Mar~is. also contaIns an ela-
borate drInking .oene (Act III).-rn mos or Mr. Coward'. play. 
cocktails are freely drunk, and cooktail accessories are a part 
of almost every set. 
and again we note Mr. Coward's oleverness in plaoing some 
of the action in the reflective powers of the audience. 
The third aot of Design ~ Living is rather bad. 
It lacks the flow and graoe of the two previous acts; it 
oontaina more padding, and exists, in a measure at least, 
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for the conventional demands of the theatre. Also, it has a 
faroical ~ality about it Whioh is hardly in keeping with the 
substance of the two previou. aots. It is divided into two 
scenes, and takes plaoe two years later than the seoond act. 
In the first soene, we find Gilda, married to ~rnest, and 
living in New York. She i. less vital, more poised and a 
little more hardened than she was heretotore. She is enter-
taining some triends, and at the same time attempts to put 
over a business deal; she has beoome a professional decorator. 
The minor crises ot the aot begin to ooour when the doorbell 
rings, announcing the arrival ot Leo and otto. Gilda is not 
present when they arrive, thus the suspense ot their meeting 
i. held ott a little longer. The farcioal oonversation 
between Leo and Otto, and the guests, serves as direot 
reversal to the more resonant tone of that between the major 
characters of the play. Gilda's return to the soene afforas 
another minor crisi. and the ttme when she sends the boys oft 
on the heels of the departing guest. with a latoh key to 
return In ten minutes, 1. another. Soene two, the next morning, 
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opens wlth the return of Ernest. The 1nterest and del1ght 
of the aud1ence are aga1n keenly st1mulated by the appearance 
of otto and Leo, clad 1n Ernest's pajamas. G1lda, who had 
left home the n1ght before while Otto and Leo were gone, 
returns. The climact1c moment of the act 1s her announcement 
that ahe Is going off w1th otto and Leo. By thls, we see 
again that Mr. Coward offers no solution to the problems he 
has presented. 
The structure ot Design !2! L1vin! presents 80me 
interesting var1at1ons to those of the other comed1es ot 
manners discussed; It contains more plot, more substance, 
more changes in situations, and a different set for each act. 
There Is, on the Whole, more phys1cal movement throughout the 
play than there Is in the other comed1es of manners. 
We have analyzed Mr. Coward's formula for structure for 
his comed1es of manners and have illustrated it by the four 
most representatlve plays of this genre. We have not traced 
the development of his formula through the comedies of manners 
of the tirst three phases because the changes are not suffi-
e~ent to justify the attempt to trace them through. There 1s, 
ot course, 1mprovement 1n the ease an4 qualItY' ot the design. 
Chiefly, the 1mprovement l1es 1n the elements of measure and 
balance. While Mr. Coward's structural formula is controlled, 
.... tllt~lal and h1ghly suggest1ve of the "well-made" play, hi. 
ease or execution conceals the mechanistic design. Hi. 
sense or the theatre and his instinct for the handling of 
situations and scenes are unusuall~ acute. 
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FAR'!' II CHAPTER IV 
NOEL COWARD'S 'ftIEMATIC MATERIAL 
PART II CHAPTER IV 
NOEL COWARD'S THEMATIC MATERIAL 
Noel Coward's chief contribution to the comedy of 
manners lies in the thematic content of his plays. With 
incisive, satirical wit, he criticizes and reveals the in-
timate structure of the post-war upper aristocratic societr, 
an4 displays its follies and weaknesses. He satirizes the 
irrationality, the illogica11tr and the absurd! ty of the law8, 
the conventions and the principles upon Which modern society 
is toun4ed. It is his purpose to show man his f'aul ts as a 
social bel~. 
This lofty purpose ls notwlthout roots ln the trends 
of' modern drama. Since the last decade of the Nineteenth 
Century the chlef purpose of' the dramatists has been to reveal 
the inttmate structure of society, to dl.sect lt and to cen-
sure lts ills. The modern dramatists often consider "that 
society has become the tyrant of' the univers •• Hl They are ob-
jective in their attitude and reel that the lnconsistencies 
and. injustice. which confront the individual are the raul ts of' 
our .oclal institutions. This questioning attitude toward the 
exis ting laws· and CUB toms of so c1 ety was a thing unheard of 
before the ttme of' Ibsen; but now every form of drama 1s tinged 
1. Henderson, Archibald, Changing Drama, Cincinnati: Stewart 
and K1dd Co., 1919, p. 12. 
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with a sOCiological or a psychological outlook. A surv.,. 
of the field of modern drama indicates the fact that the 
more important dramatists have genera11,. directed their 
attention toward lerious philosophical and social drama. 
There are concurring throughout Mr. Coward's comedies 
of manners two major themes which have their roots in the 
naturalistic movement, or , more specifically, the modern drama 
of social consciousne8s. Le~s deeply rooted are three minor 
themes. The major themes are (1) a serious concern for the 
inst1tut1on of marriage and the inevitable problems of marital 
and extra-marital relations, (2) an intense hatred of the sham, 
the artificiality, the waste, the futility and the emptiness 
of upper aristocratic SOCiety, its customs, institut10ns and 
manners. ~e minor themes are: (1) an exhortation to dut,., 
(2) an evaluation of modern love, ana (3) a concern for the 
tragic effects which man, aspects of modern life have upon the 
70uth of aristocratic society. '1'0 expose satirical17 the 
absurdit7 and the ridiculousness of mankind, especial17 the 
type of mankin. with whieh Mr. Ooward peoples his plays, i, 
the under17ing purpose in all of these themes. We will dis-
cuss Mr. Coward's treatment and expre.sion of these themes 
which are found in the comedies of manners of the first three 
phases of his dramatic career. 
The plays in which the problems of marriage are treated 
" 
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The Yo un, Idea 
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Fallen Angel. 






Design ~ Llvinl 
The problems of marriage are the ohiet targets tor the 
1 modern dramatists who attaok sooiety; they are the chlet 
targets for Mr. Coward's satiric portra7al ot modern, high 
societJ life. In all but two of hl. oomedies ot manners (I'll -
Leave !! to You and Ha7 Fever) the problems of marriage are 
the subject matter; but his attitude toward and treatment ot 
these problems show oonsiderable ohange with the years. 
In the pla7s of the first phase, he gives no indioation 
of doubt a8 to the val.id1t,. of marriage as a sooial institution. 
Rather he insists that soclet,.'s claim and custom must not be 
19nored; he feels that, desplte its problems, marriage is a 
state worth,. of sacrlfice, and one Whose sacred tenets shou14 
be respected and adhered to. While, ln these early pla78, 
Mr. Coward presents a somewhat reallstic picture of metropolltan, 
contempora~ societJ life, the treatment of the themes relatlve 
1. In the Restoration matrimon,. was gener8i17 ridiculed bJ 
the dramatlsts, but the problems of marriage did not reoelve 




to marriage probl«ms is romantic or melodramatic; and the 
plays end on a conventional and sentimental note. Too, in 
these very early plays, there is no emphasis upon sex and 
sex adventure; the .ex element is present, but it is not 
obtrusive. 
The ideal of romantic love in marriage and a condemna-
tion of divorce is the maj or theme of !!!!. YounS!!!!. Gerda 
and Sholto bend every effort:toward • reconciliation of their 
divorced parents, Which is happily and romantically effected 
at the close of the play when George says to Jennifer (his 
first wife): 
You love mel You love mel You've wanted me all 
these years .s much as I have wanted you. The 
Si~t of you has completely annihilated the time 
.. e ve been parted ••• (thirteen year!) (III, 95'7) 
Mr. Coward s.ems to advance the "Dear Brutus" philosophy of 
Barrie which is that our original partners are the best after 
all. Also he wishes to say that divorce does not bring happi-
ness or solution to tne problems of marriage. 
!!!!.!!! Trap has for its major theme the problems of 
marriage after the novelty haa worn off. It is a serious study 
of the marriage of two writers who are deeply in love and in-
tensely devoted to their careers. It may be that the young 
writer i. trying to say that a career and marriage cannot 
successfully blend for a woman; but marriage as a dignified. 
lZ9 
and saored institutioB is presented in the play. Sheila 
Maxwell makes every conoeivable saorifice to make her marriage 
successful and happy; she oonsiders it of fa~ greater impor-
tance than her career which ahe aacrifioes to it. Although 
Keld, her husband, behaves like a despicable cad, is unappre-
ciative of Sheila'a sacrifice., go.s off and has an affair 
with a third-rate aotress, Sheila dutifully forlive. him. At 
the oloae of the play, al tho~ she says she no longer has an,. 
love for him, she states, ttl might just regain it auddenl,. -
you never know."l '!'he play closes on the melodramatic note 
that though Sheila has suffered, Keld has reformed, and they 
are expeoting the birth of a ohild. 
Al though ~.!!!! Trap is treated in a ser1ous, senti-
mental manner, it is important for what it indicates. The 
problems of marriage, solemnly presented here, are the same 
ones which later become the targets for Mr. Coward's satiric 
shafts. They are: boredom, satiation, restlessness, irrit.abi-
11t.J, quarrelling and naggins, jealousy and infidelitT. 
In the Interva1 of time between the wr1ting of The Hat --
Trap and the publicatIon of the pIa,.. of the second phase, 
Mr. Coward's attItude toward marriage seems to have changed. 
considerably. Be has become appalled and sickened by what he 
sees going on about him 1n the lives of marr1ed folk. Th. 
1. III, 8'1. 
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people he writes about lightly regard their marriage vows, 
ir the,. regard them a t all. They enter matrimon,. without 
consideration for its serious intent and purposes; they are 
flippant and irreverent in their attitude, and feel that the,. 
ma,. walk out as easily as they entered with never a qualm or 
pang of conscience. They feel that if they are bored an4 
satiated, they are justified to indulge in promiscuity and 
infideli t,.. They move in a worlel in which the game of sex 
is tn. 80141 amusement of societ,.. Certainly the virulent 
attack upon marriage as he sees it in contemporary societ,. 
indicates that Mr. Coward does not believe in marriage if it 
must be conducted along the line. of modern expression. I 
do not think we get the impression from his plays that he 
does not believe in marriage. He mocks it as an institution 
or the church, but he surely thinks it i& expedient for 
thoa. who are willing to consider it seriously, and who do 
not expect too much or each other. He does not approve of 
i,t as he .ees it in the lives of the idle rich. 
Mr. Coward gives forcible vent to his disgust by a 
very scathing, sardonic satire in the playa of the second 
phase. At ttmes he is so swept away by his revulsion and hi. 
desire for "enlightenment" that wit and the more airy qualities 
or comedy are sacrificed. He has been accused of having a 
depraved mind; but as he views the world it is in a deprave" 
'. 
condition, and he wiShes to give a realistic, satiric 
presentation of this world. 
The chief problems ot marriage in the UBmoral society 
which Mr. Coward depicts are: boredom, sltiation, restlessness, 
vapidity, jealousy, idleness, promiscuity, infidelity, nagging, 
quarrelling, and selfishness. It seems, however, that boredom, 
idleness and selfiShness are the main causes for the miser1es 
and distort1ons of the marri~ge state; and it is ever true 
that idleness and 8elfiShne~s beget boredom. 
Boredom and neglect are the principal problems ot 
Fallen Ansels. Here Mr. Coward 1s jabbing very pointedly the 
English gentlemen Who teel themselves suff1cient pr1zes for 
their wives, and who teel that passion and romance are quali-
ties not essential tor happiness in marriage. They do not 
realize that their neglect and their lukewarm attitude bring 
boredom to their wives. We find Fred and Julia saying: 
Julia: One can't be really in love without 
paSSion, that's why I said we weren't in love 
any more. 
Fred: Don't be annoying, Julia, you know per-
fectly well wetve reached a remarkable sublime 
plane of affection and good comradeship, tar 
above -
" " Julia: Just ordinary being in love ••• 
I quite agree. (I, 12) 
And Julia and Jane discuss their bored state as follows: 
Julia: Aa ia usual in auch cases - after a 
certain time, the first eostasies of paasionate 
adoration subside, leaving in some instances an 
arid waste of discontent -
Jane: Lovely - darlingl 
JulIa: In aome instanoe. rank boredom and rampant 
adultery on both sides -
Jane: Dont t be gross, dear. 
Julia: And in other rarer instances suoh as ours 
complete happiness and tranquilitT deVoid of violent 
emotions of any kind with the possible exoeption of 
golf. 
Jane: Quite. 
Julia: AnA there lies the trouble - the lack at 
violent emotion, fireworks, etc. (I, 23) 
Infid.ellty, promisouity, boredom, and. a lack of any 
•• rious conalAeration tor the marriage vows are the problema 
of marriage which are presented in ']his Was a 'Man. This play ---- -.- - ---
,ive. a very bitter, satiric pioture of marriage in the liv •• 
of the idle rich. One t.ela that if conditions in marriage 
are as bad as they are 4epioted, that surely there is som.thina 
wrong with a society that allows such conditions to exist. The 
eharacters, Edward and Zoe, .eem to voice Mr. Coward's attitude 
toward marriage at this time: 
Zoe: Itts the obvious result of the "Barriers 
down M phase through which we .eem to be passing. 
EverTone is at close quarters with everyone else. 
There's no more glamour. Everything's indefinite 
and blurred except sex, so people are instinctivelT 
turaing to that wi th a rather jaded vigor. Itt 8 
pathetiC when TOU begin to analyse it ••• 
Edward: I loathe this age and everything to 
do wi th it. Men of my sort are the produots 
of over-civilization. All the red-blooded, 
honest-to-God emotions have been squeezed out 
of ua. We're incapable of hating enough or 
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loving enough. When an,.. big moment comes along, 
good or bad, we hedge around. it, arguing, weighing 
it in the balanoe of reason and psyohology, trying 
to readjust the value. until there's nothing lett 
and nothing aohieved. I wish I were primitive 
enough to thrash Carol and drive her out of my 
lite forever - or strong enough to hold her -
but I'm not. I'm just aD aS8 - an intelligent, 
spineless asal (I, 4O-42) 
Sometb1Dg ot the moclern a ttitude toward marriage is indicated 
b,.. the followin! dialogue between Edward and Evel'JDt 
Evelpu Hang it all man, she is your wite. 
Eelward.: Itm not a man of property. 
Evel,..n: What 40 ,..ou meant 
Edward: I mean I can't look on Carol as a 
sort of American trunk. 
Evel,..n: What are ,..ou talking about? 
Eelward: She' a a human being, not an inanimate 
object over whioh I can aasert legal rights. 
Evelp: It all husbands adopted. that tone, 
England would bOe in a nice atate. 
Edwar.: It is in a nice atate. (I, 56-5') 
And Zoe further illustrates the modern attitude when she aays, 
"What's the use ot goina on with a thing thatta dead and don. 
tor?"l 
1. I, 45. 
Jealousy and lack of trust are the problems of 
marriage presented in Home Chat. Also some very pointe4 --
satire i8 directed against those people who are ever rea4y 
to believe any go8sip regardless of the fact that it may 
not have an,. actual truth. But the characters of this play, 
though they have been accused unJustl,., are little hurt 
thereb,.. What Mr. Cowarcl is trying to ahow probabl.,. 1s that 
1t doesnlt matter whether the characters are unfaithfUl or 
not; if the.,. are open to promiscuity, they might just as 
well be accused of lt when they are not guilty as when the,. 
are. 
The Vortex presents much tne same hectic ,roup of ------
worthless, restless society people as we find in This Was a ---
Man. The marr1age problem here whlch receiTes the major -
emphaSis i. that ot selfishness. Florence, a very selflsh 
wif. and mother, i8 m1serable because her selfishness has 
ru1ned the l1ve. of her husband and son. 
Mr. Coward's cr1t1cism of marriage 1s presented from 
two 'Viewpoints in Easl Virtue. He seems to take a stand 
against the old fashioned order of marriage and defends the 
freedom and lawlessness of the modern att1tude; but Larlta, 
who represents the modern attitude, 1s not happy. It seems 
tha t Mr. Coward is saying here that although the me4.-rn way 
is anything but what it should be, the 014 fashionee!: way is 
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certainly not the ideal either; in other words, a happy 
medium between the two might otter a solution if ever such 
could be obtained. But he does not suggest that it can be. 
Sirocco again trots out the theme of a wite's infi-
delity caused by neglect and coldness on the part of the 
husband, which is also in Fallen Angels; but the treatment 
of the theme is entirely different here. This is the most 
sensational and revolting of:all of Mr. Cowardls plays; the 
sensuality of the play is nauseating. The same theme treated 
in Fallen AngelS is handled with a lightness and dexterity ot 
touch, and the psychological aspect is given emphasis over 
that of the physical. Although, in Sirocco, Mr. Coward aeems 
to justify the heroine for her excursion down the "primrose 
path," he also emphaaizea the disillusionment following such 
an excursion. 
The theme of marriage problems continues to hold an 
important place in the comedies of manners of the third phase, 
but the satire is muCh less vehement and sardonic. It is, 
however, not a mild satire; it is biting, audacious and cutting. 
One might say that the dramatist has changed from cynic in the 
second phase to skeptic in the third. The wit ot these plays 
goes hand in hand with the satire of derisive laughter, an4 
the theme is only a part of the Whole pattern; it is not the 
predominating element of the plays as it is in the plays ot 
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the .econd phaae. 
The major theme of Private Lives i8 marriage treated 
from a psychological aspect. Here Mr. Cowart not only presents 
the problems of marriage, but also makes some effort to explain 
the cause of them. The crux of marriage difficulties seems to 
11e in the fact that the little trlte things of everyday exist-
ence spoll the harmony and happiness of marriage. It seems 
that Mr. Coward is saylng that people expect too much of 
marriage; they expect it to be perfect, they set up rigid, 
romantlc standards of excellence and when their lives fail to 
conform to that standard, they are disillu8ioned, bored an. 
41sappointed. But they also find that divorce does not solve 
their problem.. Here, he agaln reverts to the theme expressed 
in ~ Yo~ ~ that perhaps our first mates are best after 
all. Elyot says to Amanda , "More than any desire anywhere, 
deep down in my deepest heart I want you back again - please."l 
But Mr. Coward's attitude toward marriage seems to be summe. 
up very briefly by Amanda and Elyot: 
Amanda: I teel rather scarea of marriage 
really. 
Elyot: It 1. a rather trowsy business. (II, 219) 
A lack of reverence for marriage as an institution of the church 
is indicated by the followlng dialogue: 
1. I, 212. 
Amanda: How long, Oh Lord, how long? 
E1yot: What do you mean, "How long, Oh Lord, 
hGW long?" 
Amanda: This is far too pertect to last. 
E1yot: You have no taith, that's whatts wrong 
wi th you. 
Amanda: Absolutely none. 
E1yot: Don't you believe in ? 
(he nods upwards) 
Amanda: Oh dear no. 
Elyot: (shaking his head) 
(he pOints downward) 
No. What about ? -
Amanda: Oh dear no. 
E1yot: Don't you believe 1n anything? 
Amanda: Oh yes, I believe in being kind to 
~veryone, and giving money to old beggar women, 
and being ~s gay as possible. (II, 226) 
14:'1 
In DeSign for Living Mr. Coward presenta a group of people for 
whom the bonds of marriage are not suited. He suggests that 
when marriage does not suit, people should not be expected to 
adapt themselves to it.. Again he 8atirizes the insti tution ot 
marriage as a sacred, religious one. Leo, atter living with 
Gilda tor 80me time, suggests marriage: 
Leo: I t might be ra ther :fun. We'd get a lot 
more presents than if we'd done it before. 
Gilda: A very grand marriage. St. Margaret's, 
Westminster? 
Leo: Yes, with a tremendous f1 do" at Claridge's 
afterwards. 
Gilda: The hone}Dloon would be thrilling, wouldn't 
it? Just 70U and me, al one, findlng out about 
each other. 
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Leo: I'd be ver,. gentle wlth 70u, ver,. tender. 
Gilda: You'd get a sock ln the jaw, lf 70U were. 
Leo: (shocked) Oh, how volgar 1 How inexpressib17 
Tolgarl 
Gilda: It's an enjoy~le idea to play with, lsn't 
it? 
Leo: Let's do it. 
Gilda: Stop, stop, atop, you're rushing me off my 
feetl 
Leo: No, but serious17, It's a much better plan 
than 70U thlnk. It would ease small social situations 
enormous17. The more successful I become, the more 
compllcated ever,.thing's going to get. Let's do it, 
Gilda. 
Gilda: No. 
Leo: Why no t? 
Gilda: It wouldn't do. Really, it wouldn't. 
Leo: I think you're wrong • 
. Gl1da: It doesn t t matter enough about the small 
soclal situations, those don't concern me anywa7. 
They never have and the7 never will. I shouldn't 
teel cozy married! It would upset my moral princlples. 
Leo: Doesn't the eye of Heaven mean anythlng to yoU? 
Gilda: Only when it wlnks. 
Leo: Go d knows 1 t ought to wink enough a t our 
marriage. (II, 1, 33-34) 
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Although Mr. Coward is more tolerant in his attitude toward 
marriage in these plays of the third phase, he does not pre-
sent or suggest any solution to the inevitable problems of 
it. He satirizes them audaciously and scathingly; he mirrors 
them accurately and cleverly; but he does not solve them. It 
is society's problem. 
Mr. Coward expresses in hIs plays throughout his 
dramatIc career a g.n.~e Impatience wIth the Sham, the artI-
fIcIality, the waste and the futIlIty which he sees In the 
lIves and manners of upper aristocratIc society. He expresses 
his ImpatIence In the form of satIrIc attacks upon modernIty 
and upon respectability. Be castIgates the behav10r and the 
emptiness of modern socIety life, with Its post-war sophIsti-
cation; but he also decries, with equal v1gor, the narrow, 
hide-bound conventionalitIes of the pre-war respectable society. 
Sometimes he directs hi. ridicule against an English social 
group representing modern sophisticatIon; sometimes he directs 
it against an English social group representing hide-bound 
respectabIlity. Be hates dullness and hypocrisy and i. merci-
less in his presentation of a social set who have money and 
tradItion but who are not intellectually emancipated and 
sophistIcated. SometImes he satirizes the Continental peoples, 
representing modernity. In order to make hIs satiric attacks 
eftective dramatically, he otten presents the impact of 
respectability upon modernity, or vice versa. Sometimes he 
seems to take sides, firs t wi th the one, then with the 
other; but, upon reflection, it seems that he does not 
vacillate in hi. attitude. What he i. trying to show is 
that as long as sham, hypocrisy, stupidity and idleness 
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exist in any form of society, there will be social problems 
and sores. Also he attacks the sham and hypocrisy which he 
sees in re11gion and the press, and he often mocks the drama-
tic critics and their use of:stereotyped phrases. 
The comedies of manners which are most illustrative of 
this second major theme are: 
FIRST PHASE: I'll Leave J:t to You 
1\1e Young laea - -
SECOND PHASE: The Vortex Lay Fever 
~ Virtue 
F'iII"en Angels 
iftii8 Was a Ian 
Home tM'it- -
srro.Ci-
THIRD PHASE: Private Live. 
DesiSn !2!: LiVing 
The satire used" to express the theme of ~ Leave !! 
to You is very m1l4. Here Mr. Coward holds up to ridicule a --
group of young people who have been thrown at loose ends by 
the e ondi tions of the po st-war world. They are a very helpless 
group of youngsters who have always considered that they were 
not to do any work. A p1cture of the uselessness of their lives 
is shown by the following dialogue: 
Daniel: What does Sylvia do? 
Mrs. Dermott: Oh, she helpa me. 
Daniel: In wha t wa,., 
Mrs. Dermott: Oh - er - she - well - she doea 
her flowers, and comes calling with me, and 
ahe t • invaluable at jumble sales, when we have 
them. (I, 16) 
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Mr. Coward attacks in ~ Young !2!! the aimlessness 
and the waate in the English:County society who are devoted to 
hunting. The sat1r1c attack 1s much more virulent than that 
of I'll Leave I~ to You, but it is mild compared with that ot ----- ---
the playa of the second phase. It prognosticates Mr. Coward'_ 
abilities in the direction of satiric comedy. He very cleverly 
contrasts the English hunting folk against the continental 
types as exemplified by George Brent's children. What George 
says to Cicely, his aecond wife, when the children are ex-
pected for a visit, ahows this contralt: 
You're sure to be a novelty to them, at any 
rate. They've spent all their lives on the 
Continent among a very haphazard set. It 
will be interes ting for them to come to an 
English hunting count,., where immoralit1 il 
conducted by rules and regulationl. (I, 909) 
Again the contrast is shown by the following dialogue: 
Sholto: It's the first time welve been to 
England, anyhow since we were tiny. So don't 
be cross if we're stupid about things. You 
lee, living on the Continent, as we have -
Gerda: It's all, naturally, new and thrilling 
to us here. You can't imagine how funny it i., 
everything being grey instea4 of brightly 
colored, and everyone talking English, and not 
waving their arms and - (I, 918) 
The follOwing dialogue shows the vacuous lives of 
this social set: 
Gerda: Have you been hunting all day? 
Claud: Ye •• 
Sholto: Did you find anything? 
Priscilla: Oh, dear, - That's very funny! 
Oh dear! 
Sholto: It was nit meant to be. I was only 
taking an intelligent interest. 
Gerda: Not intelligent, dear. 
Sholto: Now don't be superior, Gerda. You 
really know just aa little about it as I do. 
You aee we want to pick up all we can about 
hunting. So tha t we can get along in the groove. 
Claud: The what? 
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Gerda: The groove. rltle hunting groove. You 
don't talk about much else clown here, 40 you? 
You 8ee, we're used to people Who talk about 
everything - vi·ce and art and food - and, ot 
course, we don't want to be out of the swim. (I, 920) 
Mr. Coward's sense of the emptiness of things in the 
lives of the idle riCh is keenly expressed in tbe comedies of 
manners of the second phase. In many of the plays he expresses 
a thorough disgust with the hollow, wasteful existence of the 
soci81 set in which he himself holds membership. In The Vortex, -
he gives his most realistie picture of the utter vapidity, 
the hectic nervousness, and the self-centered emptiness or 
the post-war aristocracy. Here he is very impatient with the 
perpetual striving which the characters, who epitomize modern 
sophistication, make tor frenzied amusement and relief from 
the trylng monoton,. of their exlstence. Nicky sums up Mr. 
Coward's cynlcal reproaches of the society to which he belongs 
when he says, "It's no use p~etendlng any more - our llves 
are built up of pretense8 all the time."l Mr. Coward presents 
the lelea that the faults ot society may be lald at the doorstep 
of civilization wlth its laws and cU8toms. Nicky says, "Civili-
zation makes rottenness 80 much easier,n2 and "How can we help 
ourselves? We swirl about in a vortex of beastliness. H3 
As in ~ Vortex, the satire of Hal Fever is directed 
against the aimless living of the idle rich, but here the 
satire la light, frlvolous, nonsenaieal, and more in keeplng 
with the type of satire generally associated wlth the comedy 
of manners. Mr. Coward, no doubt, derived much pleasure in 
creating the Bliss family who play delightfully at being 
landed gentry. He satirizes the vapidity of their lives but 
he doe. not seem to be disgu8ted with them for it. The impact 
of respectabillty and conventionality upon this modern, 
1. III, 490. 




bohemian family of the B1is •• s is satirized in this, the 
breeziest of all of Mr. Coward's comedies. To this highly 
disarranged, bad mannered, unconventional household come 
to visit four guests who typify respectability, conventiona-
lity and sanity. The sophisticated children, Simon and Sorel, 
in discussing the anticipated arrival of one or the guests, 
indicate the nature of the Bliss household and the dignity ot 
the guest: 
Sorel: He's a frightfully well-known diplomatist -
I met him at the Mainwaring's dance • 
Simon: He'll need all his diplomacy here. 
Sorel: I warned him not to expect good manners, 
but I hope you'll be as pleasant to him as you 
can. 
Simon: I've never met any diplomatists, Sorel, 
but as a class I'm extremely prejudiced against 
them. They(re 10 auave and polished and debonair. 
Sorel: You could be a little more polished without 
losing caste. (I, 503) 
The ridiculous waste ot their lives in their inane diversion. 
is satirized in the following dialogue: 
Sorel: I sometimes wish we were ~ore normal an4 
bouncing, Simon. 
Simon: Why? 
Sorel: I should like to be a fresh. open-air girl 
with a passion for games. 
Simon: Thank God, you're not. 
Sorel: It would be loothing. 
Simon: Wot in thil house. 
Sorel: Where's Mother? 
Simon: In the garden, praotising. 
Sorel: Practising? 
Simon: She's learning the names of the flowers 
by heart. 
Sorel: What's she up to? (I, 502) 
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Judith's sole purPOl. tor aoquiring the superficial, botani-
e.l knowledge was to impress her Visitor, a young boxer. In 
this lively, satirical play, Mr. Coward mocks the efforts ot 
the Blils family to escape from the inevitable boredom of their 
existence, and at the same time he satirizes both respectability 
and conventionalitr. 
Mr. Coward says that he wrote Easy Virtue in reaction to 
Hal Fever which had been declared by the critios to be too 
tenuous and thin. Easy Virtue is indeed a very violent re-
aotion. Here we find a bitter picture of a hide-bound, narrow, 
hypocritical, stodgy, old-fashioned family who represent one 
phase of English county SOCiety. While in !!l Fever the charac-
ters attempt to poae a8 county aristocracy, in ~asl Yirtue, 
they are county ariatocracy_ EaRl Virtue exposes the hypocrisy 
of the Whittaker family by contrasting it against Larita, who 
marries into the tamily. Larlta typifies modernilm in the 
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extreme and also one type of Oontinental people. In thi. 
play, Mr. Ooward takes sides with sophistication. He admires 
the straightforward, fast-living social set; for while they 
lack religious scruples, have a loose moral code, and 8eem 
disreputable to many observers, they faee facts and are not 
hypocritical. They do not expect other people to conform to 
the pattern of their lives, nor do they meddle with the lives 
of others. The contrast of ~he two phases of SOCiety and the 
satiric attack upon hypocrisy are shown in the following 
dialogue: 
Larita: Your brain i8 80 muddled with fal.e 
values that you're incapable of grasping any-
thing in the least real. Why am I a wicked 
woman? 
Mrs. Whittaker: You betrayed my son's honor by 
taking advantage of his youth and mad infatua-
tion for you. He ' d never have married you it he'd known. 
Larita: I suppose you wouldn't consider it be-
traying hi. honor it he'd had an affair with me 
and not married me? 
Mrs. Whittaker: It would certainly have been 
much more appropriate. (II, 216) 
Further Lari ta says: 
You seem to b. floundering about under the delusion 
that I'm a professional coco~te. You're quite wrong -
I've never had an affair with a man I wasn't fond 
of. The only time I ever sold myself was in the 
eyes of Goo. to my first husband - my mother arranged 
it. I was really too young to know what I was doing. 
You approve of that sort of barsalnlng, don't you? 
It's within the law. (II, 21'-18) 
Mr. Ooward's violent attack upon respectability an. 
convention81it,y is Bhown in Larita's speech as follows: 
I'm completely outside the bounds of your 
understanding - in every way. And yet I 
know you, Mari on, through and through - far 
better than you know yourself. You're a 
pitiful figure, and there are thousands like 
you - victims of convention and upbringing. 
All your life you've ground down perfectly 
natural sex impulses, until your mind has 
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become a morass of inhibitions - your repression 
has run into the usual channel of religious 
hysteria. You've placed physical purity too 
high and mental purity not high enough. And 
you t 11 be a miserable woman until the end ot 
your days unless you readjust your balance. (II, 219) 
Mr. Ooward attacks the hypocrisy and false standards 
of religion as he sees it: l 
Laritas There are so many varying opinions 
as to what i. straight and decent. 
Marion: God admits no varying opinions. 
Lari tal Your religion must be wonderfully 
comforting. It makes you so sure ot 
yourself. (II, 180) 
The petty meannesses and the blind adherence to a stale an4 
outworn moral code which the lives of these people express is 
an attack upon people Who accept without questioning the reli-
gious tenets of their forefathers and who follow the letter of 
the law without ever stopping to consider the spirit of it. 
1. Ir. Coward attacks religion in 11ke manner In Post 
Mortem. He holds up to ridicule a church bishop, the Bishop 
of Ketchworth (V, 407-408). 
We have already pointed out that Flallen Angela 
presents a picture of waste, boredom and idleness in the 
lives of two society women. Here also we see the impact 
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of Contlnental manners upon English respectabllity. Mr. 
Coward presents In a tew dett strokes the 41fference between 
the Engllshman and the Frenchman at the close of the play; 
the Englishmen are stodgy, dull, and slow ot comprehenslon. 
The Frenchman ia quick, clever, and able to handle a deli-
cate situatlon adroitly. 
Mr. Coward presents a very bitter pIcture of the 
vacuous, artifloial llves of the idle rlch in This Was a Man. 
~ ----- - .......... 
'!he followlng d1 a1 ague between Zoe and Edward is Illustra-
tive of the vehemence of expression: 
Edward: Itts pretty futlle, isn't it? 
Zoe: Futile: I return after a year's 
oblivion, thrilled and eXCited, longlng to 
see all my old friends, and what do I find? 
Clacking, shallow nonentities doing the 
aame things, 8aylng the same things, thlnklng 
the same thlngs. '!bey're stale. They 8eem 
to have lost al~ wit and charm, and restraint -
or perhaps they never had any. Oh dear 1 It ve 
never felt so depressed In all my life. 
Edward: One gets into the habit of accepting 
things at thelr surface value and not looking 
any deeper. (I, 32-33) 
In thls play Mr. Coward cleverly contrasts the character ot 
EVie, who lives by the formulated codes of society against 
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the modern looseness of the other characters. Evie is 
pompous, athletiC, very sure of himself; but when he attempts 
to s~bdue Carol, the very essence of modernity, he himself is 
subdued. Again, as ln Easy Virtue, while the author decries 
modernity, he also castigates the formulated, stereotyped mode 
of soclety. 
Hatred of falsehood, gossip, hypocrisy and sham is 
. 1 
expressed in Home Chat. -- ~e satiric expression of the theme 
is handled in a very clever manner; when Janet and Peter tell 
the truth they are not believed, and when they lie they are 
not believed either. Janet's speech indicates the type of 
mind found in the society of her world: 
Aren't people's minds frightful? Think of 
that room full of people yesterday, all 
well-born and well-bred and carefully brought 
up - all perfectly convinced that we share4 
a wagon-lit entirely for immoral purposes -
unable to imagine any other angle on the 
situation, but just that man - you - woman -
result obvious. Oh dear, it is depressing, 
isn't it? (II, 128) 
Again the impact of a Continental type upon the staid, stodgy 
Anglo-Saxon is shown in Sirocco. The following dialogue is 
illustrative of the author's satiric attack upon the shallow 
hypocrisy of the Englishman: 
1. These receIve Ir. Gowar!'s most virulent attack In 
Post Mortem. Misrepresentations about war by those who will 
profit tnroUgh it and lies scattered about by hypocrites, 
who wish to deceive the ignorant publie so that they may 
profit thereby, are exposed. (v, 403-404) 
Lucy: You will keep laughing at me - I 
can aee - I'm not such a fool as all that. 
You Southern people, you're all alike. 
Fireworks, fits and starts - you jeer at 
splendid bedrock things because you're 
incapable of understanding them. 
Sirio: I am not jeering, but I can see a 
li ttle further than you can. I can see your 
splendid bedrock husband doing his business 
in Tunis, and in the evenings sitting with 
his friends - drinking cocktails - watching 
the women walking by. Oh, he is no t unfai th-
ful, I do not suppose that, but his thoughts 
are not very good. H, is glad you are not 
there with him - he is a much bigger fellow when 
you are not there - he imagines himself in those· 
women's arms. (II, ii, 56) 
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Private Lives and Design !2! Living which continue in the 
gay mood of Hay Fever suggest the Congrevean Comedy more 
than any other of Mr. Coward's comedies of manners. Although 
Mr. Coward, like Oongreve, satirically exposes the frivolity 
and waste of the lives of his own aocia1 set, he is, neverthe-
les8, fond of the people he portrays in these playa. Although 
they are unmoral, promiscuous, idle and shallow, theyare 
honest and straightforward. And though they are dilletantes, 
lacking any sense of rO.spona.1bility, they are clever; and. 
sometimes cleverne8s is sufficient reason for being. 
In both Private Lives and Design !£! Living we find 
again the theme of the impact of respectability upon modernity, 
although it is a minor theme in these playa. Amanda and Elyot 
(in ~rivate Lives), sophisticated moderns, are contrasted 
against the dull respectabil~ty of Vietor and Sibyl. In 
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Design ~ Living Ernest Friedman and the Carvers, the 
American visitors to hi. home, in the last act of the play, 
represent the narrow, conventional folk contrasted against 
the modernity of Gilda, Leo and Otto. 
In Deslgn ~~iving Mr. Coward satirizes the press 
and the dramatic critics. l Leo and Gilda are reading the 
reviews of a play which Leo bas just produced: 
Gilda: The Daily Mall aays It's daring and 
dramatic and wltty. 
Leo: The Dally Express Bays it's disgusting. 
Gilda: I ahould be cut to the quick if it 
said anything else. 
Leo: The Daily Mirror, I regret to say, is 
a trifle carping. 
Gl1da: Getting uppish, I see. Naughty little 
thingl 
Leo: (reading the Daily Mirror) "Change and 
Decay is gripplng throughout. The characterl-
za tion fal ters here and there, but the dialogue 
ls polished and sustaina a high level from 
flrst to last and is frequently witty, nay, 
even brilliant-a ••• 
i. In ijfie intrOductIon to pial Parade, Mr. dowarl aiso 
mocks the dramatio critlcs. He saya, "They search busily behind 
the simplest of my phrases, llke old ladies peering under the 
bed for burglar •••• " (p.vii) He takes pleasure In telling of 
the suocess enjoyed by Hal Fever which the press had described 
In terms which he sals are "their stock phrases for anything 
later in date and llghter in texture than The wat of the World ••• " 
(p. xl) In ~l Fever he .atirizes the preas-Dy he-flattery 
paid to Judi in a newspaper column. (I, 515) In Home Chat 
he satirizes the press by the reports of Janet's an~tert. 
accident. (II, 125) In Poat Mortem he makes his most vigoroua 
attack upon the newapapera:-(v, 403-404) Also he attacks the 
censorship of the drama in England. (v, 40'-408) 
Leo: ( 8 till reading) "Bu t" - here we go, 
dearJ - "but the play, on the whole, i8 
decidedly thin. tr 
Gilda: My God! TheY've noticed it. (II, i, 31) 
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Mr. Coward satirizes the newspaper reporters who come 
to interview celebr1t1es. l Leo, the prototype of Mr. Coward, 
is engaged in conversation with Mr. ~irbeck from the Standard: 
Mr. Birbeck: What il; your opinion of the 
modern girl? 
Leo: Downright; straightforward; upright. 
Mr. Birbeck: You approve of the modern g1rl 
then? 
Leo: I didn't say 80. 
Mr. Birbeok: What are your 1deas on marriage? 
Leo: Garble ... 
Mr. Birbeck: That's good, that il. Verr 
good} (II, i, '2) 
Like many other modern dramatists, Mr. Coward's under-
lying purpose in exposing the expensive dust and ashes ot 
soeiety life is to indicate that it i8 man's duty to see an4 
to correct his social weaknesses. In a minor vein, the theme 
1. In Pointe Valaine, £he newspaper reporter Is satirized 
in the person of HIlda James who interviews the novelist, 
Mortimer Quinn. It turns out that the novelist interviews 
the reporter rather than the reporter the novelist. 
of duty il current in many of his plays; the word, duty, 
occurs very frequently in the dialogue, and we find a110 
some specific exhortations to duty. We find: duty of 
parents to their children, duty of husbands and wives to 
each other and man's wty to himse1f.1 
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The d.uty of parents to their children is expressed in 
the following plays: !!.!!. Leave ~ ~~, 1!!!. X0'¥1i5 !!!!., 
2 2!!! Vortex, and Hal Fever. :'!'he author directs some very 
mild criticism again8t a mother in I'll Leave %t to You; he 
~ ----
infers that it is the duty of parents to fit their children 
tor the problems ot life by giving them opportunities tor 
vocational training. In!h! Young ~ he points out the 
effect of divorce upon the happiness of the children. He 
make8 his most vehement exhortation to duty on the part of a 
mother to her son in The Vortex. The theme of parents' duty 
to their children intrude8 ever 80 slightly in Hal Fever; 
the idea that a mother should look after her family i8 gent17 
8uggested. 
An exhortation to duty on the part of wives and hus-
bandl in their relations to each other is suggested in the 
1. Man's duty to nis country 1s not a theme of the comedies 
of manners, but we find it in The Steen Was in the Parlor, Post 
Mortem and Cavalcade. The 1dei""'tha one TScOuntry mus t come-
betore one's personal happiness is the theme of The Queen Was 
in the Parlor. (I, ii, 203) '.Phe 1dea of duty to-one's country 
receIves a bftter, satiric attack in Post Mortem. (i, 352) In 
Cavalcade Mr. Coward exalts the patriotIC duty to one's country 
throughout the pla7. 
2. In '!he .Mar~ui.e, Mr. Coward infer8 that parents shou1. 
not interferewi~ the pattern of their children's lives. 
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plays which treat of marriage problems. Mr. Coward infers 
that marriage means responsibilities, that marriage partners 
owe certain considerations and duties to each other, and 
tha t if these were regarded more seriously, marriage problems 
might be considerably less. 
Mr. Coward presents man's obligations to himself, 
often in oontrast to those which society has inflicted upon 
htm. Self-restraint and an unthinking acceptance of the code 
of morality are not among the qualities of the SOCiety de-
picted in Mr. Coward's plays. Rather, the characters say 
that first of all they have a duty toward themselves which 
comes before their duty to SOCiety; perhaps it is only selt-
interest masquerading as duty. In all of the plays, man'. 
interest in himself i8 evident, but Private IJives and Desie 
!2.!. Living contain the best treatment of this theme. We fincl. 
Amanda and Elyot in Private Lives, who believe in living for 
the moment, Baying: 
El'1ot: l:ou mus.tn't be serious, my dear one, 
it's just what they want. 
Amanda: Who's they? 
E1yot: All the futile moralia ts who try to 
make lif. unbearable. Laugh a t them. Be 
flippant. Laugh at everything, all their 
sacred shibboleths. Flippancy brings out 
the acid in their damned sweetness and light. (II, 232) 
And again Elyot says: 
Let's be superficial and pity the poor 
philosophers. Let's blow trumpets and 
squeakera, and enjoy the party as much 
as we can, like very small, quite idiotio 
school children. Let's savour the delight 
of the moment... (II, 232) 
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Man's duty to himself in the light of modern social conven-
tions is treated in Desisn ~ Livin~. We find otto ana 
Gilda saying: 
otto: ••• We are different. Our lives 
are diametrically opposed to ordinary 
social conventions; and it's no use 
grabbing at those conventions to hold 
us up when we find we're in deep water. 
We've jilted them and eliminated them, 
and we've got to find our own solutions 
for our own peculiar problems. 
Gilda: Very glib, very glib indeed, and 
very plausible. 
Otto: It's true. There's no sense of 
stamping about and saying how degrading it 
all is. Of course it's degrading; accord-
ing to a certain code~ the whole situation's 
degrading and always has been. The Methodists 
wouldn't approve of us, and the Catholics 
wouldn't either; and the Evangelists and the 
Episcopalians and the Anglicans and the 
Chrlstian Scientists - I don't suppose even 
the Polynesian Islanders would thlnk very 
hlghly of us, but they wouldn't mind quite 
so much, being so far away. They could all 
club together - the whole lot of them - an4 
say with perfect truth, according to their_. 
11ghts, that we were loose-living, irreligious, 
ummoral degenerates, couldn't they? 
Gilda: Yes, Otto, I expect so. 
Otto: But the whole point Is, it's none of 
their business. We're not doing any harm to 
anyone else. We're not peppering the world 
with illegit1mate children. The only 
people we could possibly mess up are our-
selves, and that's our lookout ••• (II, ii, 58) 
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~t Mrs. Whittaker in Easy Virtue does not agree with otto 
and Gilda that it is none of their business. She reads 
aloud. a letter she has written: 
Dear Mrs. Phillips - I feel it is my duty 
to write you wi th regard to the advisabili ty 
of sending the unfort~ate Rose Jenkins to 
London. As you know she was in my service 
for a year, and I was quite convinced when I 
discharged her that a girl of her character 
could ultimately come to no good end. I was 
therefore extremely surprised when I heard 
tha t you had engaged her. As you have 
appealed to me for advice in the matter, I 
suggest that you should get rid of her at 
once I as her presence in the v illage might 
quite conceivably corrupt the morals of the 
other girls ••• (I, 4-5) 
'lb.e theme of love, which bas always been of major 
ill1portance in the history of the drama, receives new treat-
ment by the modern dramatists compared with that of the 
Romanticists of earlier t~es.l Love, in modern drama, is 
often stripped bare o~ sent1ment and is presented with candid 
and cr1tical evaluation. This is a modern aspect for the age 
old theme wh1ch had formerly been considered by the Romanti-
oists as a glorified state of being. The Romantic lover 
could do no wrong; he was on a plane apart trom all other 
1. Mr. Frank Chandler aays: "TO-day, the conception of love 
as a tatal torce driving men, willy nilly, into sexual union, 
fascinat1ng, tantalizing, torturing them, seems to obsess the 
minds of writers." Aspects ~ ~odern Drama, New York: Macmillan 
Co., 1914, p. 2~B. 
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human beings; he was, in a Bense, deified. But the modern 
dramatists dare to consider love and passion frankly and 
openly; they analyse them and often feel that they are a 
danger, a menace and tyranny to society rather than a glori-
fication and exaltation. 
The theme of love receives both romantic and realistic 
1 
treatment in Mr. Coward's comedies of manners. Although he 
shows a strong revulsion tow$.rd the tarnished emotions anell 
tawdry atti tudes which high soc.iety folk have toward lif'e, 
he maintains a surprisingly optimistIc a tt1tude toward love. 
He does not hesitate to theorize and to analyse about it, 
but he does not strip it entirely of its romantiC glamor and 
beauty. In fact, he seems to blend elements of romantiCism 
and realism together with a charm, magic and individuality. 
Mr. Coward's evaluat10n of' love remaina much the same 
in the comedies of' manners; but in the plays of the first two 
phases, it is a minor theme. In Private Lives and Design !2! 
Living (third phase) it becomes a major theme. First let ua 
look at lOme of the l1nes f'rom Private Lives to est1mate 
Mr. Coward's evaluation of modern love. Elyot says: 
1. In the musicales and the romances, Mr. Coward treats 
the theme of' love romantically, but in Bitter Sweet, he 
theorizes about love. The idea that love and passion are 
separate and apart is indicated. (I, i, 2'74) 
Love is no use unless it's wi se and kind 
and undrama tic. Something steady and sweet, 
to smooth out your nerves when you're tired. 
Something tremendously cosy; and untlurried 
by scenes and jealousies. (I, 186) 
But Elyot 1 s love for ~anda, despite what he thought it 
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should be, was not of this nature; it was rather a force 
over which he had little or no control and to which he sub-
mit. optimistically. He says: 
'!he moment we saw one another again we knew 
it was no use going on. We knew it instantly 
really, although we tried to pretend to our-
selves that we didn't. (II, 223-224) 
And Amanda says, "The whole business is a very poor joke." 
The manner in which Mr. Coward mixes realism, 
romanticism, and modern analye is is admirably illustrated 
by the following dialogue: 
Elyot: Wha t exactly were you remembering at 
tha t moment? 
Amanda: 'lbe Palace Hotel Skating Rink in the 
morning, bright strong sunlight, and every-
body whirling a round in vivid co lors, and. you 
kneeling down to put on my aka te for me. 
Elyot: You'd fallen on your fanny a few 
minutes before. 
Amanda: It was beastly of you to laugh like 
that, I felt so humiliated. 
Elyot: Poor darling. 
Amanda: Do you remember waking up in the morning, 
and standing on the balcony, looking out across 
the valley? 
Elyot: Blue shadows on white snow, clean-
ness beyond beliet, high above everything 
in the world. How beautiful it was. 
Amanda: It's nice to think we had a few 
marvelous momenta. 
Elyot: A tew? We had heaps really, only 
they slip away into the background, and one 
only remembers the bad ones. 
Amanda: ~es, What tools we were to ruin it 
all. What utter, utter fools ••• 
Elyot: We were so ri~culou8ly over in love. 
Amanda: Funny, wasn't itt 
Elyot: Horribly funny. 
Amanda: SelfiShness, cruelty, hatred, 
possessiveness, petty jealousy. All those 
qualities came out in us just because we 
loved eaoh other. 
Elyot: Perhaps they were there anyhow. 
Amanda: No, it's love that does it, to hell 
with love. (I, 209-210) 
Mr. Coward expresses the belief that the intimacies of 
marriage stitle the quality of love. Amanda sayl: 
And: 
'!hat was the trouble wi. th Elyot and me, we were 
like two Violent acids bubbling about in a 
nasty little matrimonial bottle. (I, 195) 
I believe it was just the fact of our being 
married, and cl~ped together publicly, that 
wrecked us betore. 
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E1yot: 'lha t, and not knowing how to manage 
each other. (II, 220) 
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Mr. Coward deals in ~rivate Lives with a very common mistake 
that divoroed people make when they marry again; they will 
discuss the first partner with the new one; this tactless 
behavior is harmful to their new love, and marks a sure path 
to the divorce courts. Both the newly married couples can-
not refrain ~rom talking abo~t the old partners, and analysing 
and comparing the quality of the new love with that of the 
old. We find Sibyl and Elyot saying: 
Sibyl: Do you think you could ever love 
her again? 
Elyot: Of course not, I lOVe you. 
Sibyl: Yes, but you love me differently, 
I know that. 
Elyot: More w1se17, perhaps. 
Sibyl: I'm glad. I'd rather have that sort 
of love. (I, 186) 
Mr. Coward further Philosophizes about love in Design ~ 
Living_ Here again we find the idea that love 18 an ines-
capable, delightful and tantalizing force against which there 
1s no resistance. Gilda, Otto, and Leo cannot escape, try as 
they may, the overwhelming inevi tabili ty of their love. '!hey 
attempt to analyse it: 
Leo: It's been inevitable for years. It 
doe sn' t matter who loves who the most; you 
can't line things up like that mathematically. 
We all love each other a lot, far too much, 
and we've made a bloody mess of it ••• That 
was inevitable too. 
Gilda: We must get it straight somehow. 
Leo: Yes, we must get it straight and tie 
it up with ribbons with a bow on the top. 
Pity it isn't Valentine's Day! 
Gilda: Can't we laugh a little? Isn't it a 
joke? Can't we make ~t a joke? 
Leo: Yes, it's a joke. It's a joke all right. 
We c an laugh until our sides ache. Let' 8 start, 
shall we? 
Gilda: What's the truth of it? The absolute, 
deep-down truth? Until we really know that, "e 
can't grapple with it. We can't do a thing. We 
can only si t here flicking words about. 
Leo: It should be easy, you know. nte aotual 
facts are 80 simple. I love you. You love me. 
You love Otto. I love Otto. otto loves you. 
There now. Start to unravel from there. (I, 19) 
'!'he fact that Mr. Coward considers sex adventure a thing 
apart from love is indicated by the following lines: 
Leo: What happened between Gilda and me last 
night is actually completely unimportant - a 
sudden flare-up - and although we've been 
mutually attracted to each other for years, it 
wasn't even ba.ed on deep sexual love 1 It was 
just an unpremeditated roll in the hay and we 
enjoyed it very much, so there1 (I, i, 28) 
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He even doubts whether this inevitable force Should be termed 
love. Gilda says: 
Perhaps not love, exactly. Something a 
little below it and a little above it, but 
something terribly strong. (II, ii, 56) 
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Mr. Coward is a dramatist for young peoPle. l The 
majority of people who attend Mr. Coward's productions are 
young people. He understands their problems and their view-
pOints and he reflects them accurately upon the stage. To 
him it is a very tragic fact tha.t young people waste golden 
opportunities floundering about in a morass of idleness, 
frivolity and cynicism. He is impatient with youth because 
it will not accept the inevitable logiC of growing old; he 
shows how stupid it is for people to refuse to grow old grace-
fully. Tbo, he is concerned with the tragedy of youth in 
that he sees it as a mere pawn of a fatal force; young people 
are merely puppets of their destiny. But more often he sees 
the tragedy of youth to be the clash of the individual ego 
with the social customs and laws of man-made SOCiety. 
All of Mr. Coward's plays reflect in a minor vein the 
tragedy of youth. In the comedies of manners of the first 
phase, we find the theme expressed as follows: young people 
as puppets ot tate are presented in l!!! Leave !! ~~; ana 
1. Many of the leading exponents of the comeay of manners 
have been youthful playwrights. Congreve's last play was 
wri tten when he was thirty, Wycherley's when he was thirty-
four, Vanbrugh's when he was thirty-nine, Farquhar's when he 
was thirty, Sheridan's when he was twenty-eight, and Wilde's 
when he was thirty-nine. 
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the unhappy effect of divorce upon children is presented in 
~ Youpg!2!!. In the plays of the second phase, the 
tragedy of youth is presented chiefly in marriage and sex 
problems, and the idleness and vapidity of high society 
life. Judith, in Hay Fever, summarizes the theme very well 
when she lays, "Ab, Youth, what a strange, mad muddle you 
make of things." The tragedy of youth which refuses to sub-
mit to the necessity of growing older is presented in The -
Vortex and !!L Fever. Florence Lancaster in '!he Vortex is ----
a patheti~ figure in her fight to hold on to her lost youth; 
but Judith Bliss in !!L Fever is highly amusing and delight-
ful in the presenta tion of the same theme. 1 In the comedies 
of manners of the third phase, the tragedy of youth is shown 
by the clash of the individual with SOCiety. We have already 
noted in Private Lives and Desi~ ~ Liv1n6 that the charac-
ters clash with the forces of SOCiety. 
We have diseussed the themes of Mr. Coward's comedies 
of manners and several other plays of the first three phases 
of his dramatic Career. Through the thematic content of hi. 
plays, which reflects the modern drama of social consciousness, 
he make s his chief contribution to the c omed7 of manners. For 
Mr. Coward does more than to present satirically the social 
1. Lady Shayne, in Bitter Sweet, does not mind being old. 
She says that it is only when one 1s very old that one· can see 
the joke all the way round. (I, i, 272) 
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scene. He is not content merely to point out the 
absurdities and ridiculousness of mankind. At heart, he 
is a reformer and is seriously concerned about the\state 
of affairs in modern aristocracy. Although Mr. Coward'_ 
best talents lie in the field of light, satiric comedy, 
the majority of his plays are of a serious nature. He i_ 
seldom able to present a detached viewpoint; the majority 
of his plays reveal considerable impatience w1th the waste 
~ 





The purpose or this study has been to ascertain 
Noel Coward's contribution to the oomedy of manners. 
Briefly, the results of the investigation are: 
FIRST, Noel Coward has kept alive the tradition of 
the comedy of manners in modern drama and has brought it 
up to date. He haa injeoted new life into a very thread-
bare form of drama and has m~de it more flexible without 
losing any of its original tone or quality. He has adapted 
it to the needs and conditions of the modern theatre. He 
has proved that the Comic Spirit can live in an age of SOCial 
oonsciousness and serious oritical attitudes toward life. 
SECOND, he has drawn excellent, satirical group 
portraits of the modern, post-war aristocratic SOCiety. 
Perhaps his chief value to the dramatic historian will lie 
in his unique ability to p6rtray more aoourately than any 
other playwright the artificiality of the sophisticated 
Twenties. In his comedies of manners, we live again the 
/ 
post-war era; the passe bohemian atmosphere, with its noise 
and jazz, is depicted with uncanny skill. Too, he has, more 
than any other English playwright, represented on the stage 
the English oountry house, which plays such a large part 1n 
the life of the well-born. 
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THIRD, he has contributed dialogue which, in 
the matter of brilliance and wit, has seldom been equalled 
and never surpassed in the Twentieth Oentury drama. It is 
exuberant, easy and graceful; it is often colloquial, slangy, 
barbed, flippant and of the moment. It is in keeping with 
the character of the people about whom he writes. 
FOURTH, he has written plays which, though mechanistic 
in deSign, are artistiC. Hi, use of the "well-made" play 
formula is facile and adroit. His many years of experience 
.a actor, author and director equip him wi th an understanding 
of the resources of the stage, which he cleverly employs in 
his carefully planned structural pattern. 
FIFTH, he has flavored the thematic content of hi. 
comedies of manners with a moralistio quality. In his satiri-
cal presentation of the sooial soene, he wishes not only to 
expose the ridioulousness of mankind, but also to criticize 
the weaknesses and foibles of aristocratic society. He i. 
seriously conoerned about the oonditions of his post-war 
world, and underneath the bright sayings of his charaoters 
there lurks a melanoholy cynici.m and intimation of wisdom. 
He i. impatient with the waste and futility of high SOCiety 
life; a t the same time, he castigates the prudishness of the 
moral code. But this moralistic quality is never obvious; it 
is subtle and intangible. Mr. Ooward never offers or suggests 
lV' 
any solutions for the problems presented; his moralistic 
approach is, therefore, negative. 
Finally, Mr. Coward has displayed the comedy of 
manners in its newest and most up to the minute attire. 
His formula, which haa the semblance of originality, ex-
presses itself through the medium of an inimitable style. 
With a rapidity of movement, a flair for brilliant dialogue, 
an acute sense of situation and scene, and a keen satiric 
mind, he has, in hi. better plays, set a standard for the 
comedy of manners in modern drama comparable with that ot 
Congreve. But Mr. Coward has essayed forms of drama other 
than the comedy of manners. He is versatile and prolific; 
but only in a few of his plays does he attain that quality 
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